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Abstract
The present study defined parentification as a child's enmeshment with and
overresponsibility for a parent. Sibling and household responsibilities, often considered
in the literature to be components of parentification, were judged by the author to better
translate a parental than a parentified role. Although informafly identified in clinical
settings as a problematic parent-child dynamic, parentification has remained empirically
vague. The present study represented the first effort to use observations of mother-son
interactions in early- and mid-adolescence to predict high parentification near the end of
adolescence. Subjects were 82 mothers and their sons who had pariicipated in two
laboratory leaniing tasks in the context of the Montréal Longitudinal Study. Videotapes
of mothers helping their sons complete a computer task, which occurred when sons were
13-14 years old and again when they were 15-16 years old, were studied for parentifying
and parentifed behaviours in mother and son respectively. The Parentification Scale

(Mika, Bergner & Baum, 1987), translated into French for the present study, was
administered to the sons when they were 18-19 years old. The main hypothesis of this
study held that high fiequencies of behaviours thought to be congruent with
parentification would be predictive of high parentification scores. A second hypothesis
predicted the stability of observational ratings of high parentification, and a third
predicted that highly-parentified sons would more frequently be only children living with
single mothers.

Four of the mother-son behaviours observed in the lab setting were found to be
stable across time, offering support for the second hypothesis. Two behaviours initiated
by sons towards their mothers were found to discriminate between the High

Parentification (rl= 18) and Low Parentification

= 64) groups, thus offering support

for the main hypothesis: higher-than-average m u e n c i e s of eye contact, significant both
times ( x 2= 8.17, p < .01), and peer-like teasing and flirting behaviours, significant only
when the sons were younger, x2 = 7.90, p < -01. High and Low Parentification groups

did not differ significantly on a series of demographic variables and earlier behavioural
ratings of the sons. One fùrther discriminator was "only child" status; a greater
proportion of sons who were only children were in the High Parentification group,

z2=

6.66,

c .O 1, although numbers were quite low. Living with a single parent was not

found to be associated with higher parentification, and the amount and quality of social
and emotional support available to the parent was hypothesized to be a potentially more

vaiid determinant of parentification than would be living in a single-parent or a twoparent farnily.
Finally, in order to explore the relative contribution of each of the three
signifiant discriminators of parentification, they were entered as predictors into a logistic
regression equation. The resdting mode1 had a chi-square staîistic of 18.6, E < -00i ,and

a McFadden's-R2 of -27.Odds ratios indicated that sons having peer-Iike interactions
with their rnothers at Ti were six times more likely, and that sons who initiated higher-

than-average amounts of eye contact with their mothers over the course of both tasks
were over three times more likely to be in the High Parentification group. "Only child"
status predicted an almost seven times greater chance of high parentification. One
limitation of the study was a sample size which was too small to permit a validation of
the translated Parentification Scale and which contained few exarnples of what might be

considered pathogenic parentification. Methodological limitations included the failure to
administer a parallel measure of parentification to the mother and the retrospective nature
of mother-son observations. Several possible methodological irnprovements were

discussed and recommendations for tùture research were suggested.

Résumé
La présente étude emprunte les paramètres de l'approche systémique familiale.
Minuchin (1 974) a proposé le concept defiontières intergénérationnelles, lignes
invisibles dans la famille qui servent à délimiter les responsabilités et rôles différents des
enfants et des parents, protégeant ainsi les enfants d'un poids de responsabilité qui soit
trop lourd pour eux. Minuchin et ses collègues ont étudié le phénomène de 1'enfant
parental, celui a qui les parents délèguent la responsabilité de jouer un rôle parental
auprès de ses fières et ses sœurs et de se charger de tâches ménagères lourdes.
Boszormenyi-Nagy & Spark (1973) ont discuté un phénomène parallèle, celui de Z 'enfant
parentifié, un construit qui englobe à la fois la situation de l'enfant parental et celle de
I'enfant qui prend soin d'au moins un de ses propres parents, avec qui il assume soit le
rôle de conjoint soit le rôle de parent. D'après la littérature, cette deuxième manifestation
de responsabilité extrême semble être la plus problématique pour l'enfant; le fait de

s'occuper d'un parent s'avère être plus exigeant émotionnellement que de jouer le rôle
plus instrumental de gardien(ne) ou d'exécutant de tâches ménagères. Dans la littérature,
pourtant, les deux construits sont souvent mêlés et ces niveaux de responsabilisation très

différents ne sont pas différenciés. La parentification extrême se caractérise par la
dissolution des frontières intergénérationnelles, par un enchevêtrement entre le parent et
i'enfant, et par un renversement de rôles où le parent dépend de l'enfant et l'enfant
assume un rôle parental complémentaire. Elle se révèle un phénomène clinique
significatif, et une douzaine d'études cliniques faites depuis vingt ans proposent un lien
entre cette dynamique parent-enfant et des symptômes cliniques aussi divers que
l'inceste, la codépendance, la toxicomanie, et des difficultés d'ordre relationnel pour
l'adolescent qui cherche son autonomie; et enfin d'ordre personnel et interpersonnel pour
l'adulte qui fut parentifié et qui gardera peut-être une tendance à se rendre surresponsable pour le bien-être des autres. Malgré l'importance clinique de ce phénomène,
la mesure de la parentification est toujours préliminatoirement positionnée; il y a deux

instruments valides et fiables qui ont été utilisés pour évaluer le niveau de parentification
d'un adulte ou d'un adolescent : le Parentijication Questionnaire (Sessions & Jurkovic,

1986) et le Parerttijication Scale (Mika, Bergner & Baum, 1987). Le deuxième

.

instrument nous semblait plus approprié pour la présente recherche, dont le but principal
était d'approfondir l'état de connaissance au niveau de la mesure de la parentification
avec une nouvelle population, des fils adolescents qui avec leur mère faisaient partie de
l'étude longitudinale de Montréal depuis l'âge de six ans. Plus spécifiquement, le but de
la présente recherche était de voir si des comportements observés en laboratoire, que l'on
pensait représenter la parentification entre mère et fils à deux moments, soit quand le fils
aura 13-14 ans et quand il aura 15-16 ans, pourraient prédire de façon significative la
parentification chez le fils quelques années plus tard lors de l'administration du
Parentification Scde à l'adolescent, soit quand il aura 18-19 ans. Ceci nécessitait la
traduction de l'insûurnent en Erançais, ce qui fut accompli à partir des suggestions
indispensables de Vallerand (1989)' pour créer 1 'Échdle de parentifcat(ion(EP).
L'instrument fut traduit en français, et traduit de nouveau en anglais pour comparer la
compréhension des questions et la validité de la traduction. Un comité de traducteurs ont
trouvé un niveau acceptable de fiabilité et de validité par comparaison avec les résultats
de la version originale.

Les 82 adolescents qui avec leur mère participèrent à l'étude avaient un âge
moyen de 18,s ans; ils ont participé à deux séances de laboratoire, soit à l'âge moyen de
13,5 ans et 14,s ans. Les mère et fils fùrent filmés en train de travailler sur une tâche

d'apprentissage ou le fils a reçu la directive claire de compléter la tâche aussi vite que
possible et où la mère a joué le rôle d'aide et de soutien auprès de son fils dans ses
démarches. L'hypothèse principale de la présente étude postulait qu'il y aurait une
relation significative entre quelques-unes de ces interactions et le résultat de
parentification; autrement dit, que des comportements mère-fils en contexte d'une tâche
d'apprentissage partagée, dont la fiabilité interjuge était acceptable, pourrait servir
comme prédicteurs d'un niveau élevé de parentification rapporté par le fils lors de

l'administration de I'EP quelques années plus tard. Une deuxième hypothèse voulait que
ces comportements que l'on observait demeureraient stables dans le temps, ce qui

indiquerait que la dynamique de parentification était persistante et qu'elle caractérise
ainsi certaines relations mère-fils. Troisièmement, on prétendait que les fils les plus
parentifiés seraient soit l'enfant unique, soit le premier-né de la famille, et qu'ils
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habiteraient plus souvent dans une famille monoparentale dirigée par la mère que dans
une famille à deux parents.
Le résultat de parentification, issu des 13 items de I'EP, fut dichotomisé en deux

groupes : le groupe aparentification élevée)) (I!= la), qui englobait les adolescents ayant
un score de parentification supérieur à la marge d'un écart-type de la moyenne (c'est-à-

dire, plus que 20), et le groupe aparentification basse)) (o = 64) qui englobait les
adolescents ayant un score en bas de 20. Des analyses préliminaires ont confirmé que ces
deux groupes se ressemblaient à d'autres niveaux, c'est-à-dire au niveau de l'intelligence

du fils dans sa tâche, de l'âge de la mère, de l'âge du fils, de la scolarité de la mère, et des
caractéristiques personnelles des fils qui ont été évaluées dans le contexte de l'étude
longitudinale alors qu'ils étaient plus jeunes.

La première hypothèse fut confirmée dans un premier temps à l'aide d'une série
d'analyses chi-carré sur les comportements observés et le résultai de parentification,
toutes deux des variables dichotomes : deux des comportements interactifs mère-fils qui
furent la cible des observations se sont révélés des prédicteurs significatifs, reliés à un

niveau élevé de parentification. Le premier de ces comportements fut «fils cherche à
établir un contact visuel avec sa mère», à savoir un niveau du regard dirigé par le fils vers

sa mère au-dessus de la moyenne. Un niveau élevé du regard au moment des deux tâches
(quand il avait 13-14 ans et ensuite quand il avait 15-16 ans) a su discriminer entre les
groupes de parentification, z2= 8.17 (1), p 4 -01. Le deuxième de ces comportements fut
«filsjoue avec sa mère comme dans une relation entre pairs)), des interactions de
t
à une
chatouillage, de blagues et de taquinage initiées par le fils qui d o ~ a i e nindice
relation plutôt d'égaux que de parent-enfant. La présence de ces comportements initiés
par le fils a su discriminer la condition de parentification uniquement dans la première

tâche quand le fils était plus jeune,

X2

= 7.90 (l),

Q < .O1

Étant donné la concentration

nécessitée par la tâche d'apprentissage et la directive claire donnée aux fils d'accomplir
Ia tâche au plus vite, ces deux comportements nous apparaissaient inappropnés. En effet,

ceux-ci fournissaient un indice de diffusion de frontières intergénérationnelles ou
d'enchevêtrement mère-fils. Un troisième comportement, identifie à la prise en charge

par la mère de la tâche sur ordinateur de son fils, se voulait traduire le renversement des
rôles parentenfant qui implique aussi dans la littérature un niveau élevé de
parentification. Ce comportement s'approchait un niveau alpha de .O5 mais n'a toutefois
pas servi comme facteur discriminant des groupes de parentification. En plus, la

direction de la relation entre la prise en charge par la mère et le niveau de parentification
était contraire à ce qui a été posée comme hypothèse, c'est à dire, qu'une mère
excessivement impliquée prédirait un fils parentifié à un niveau élevé. En ce qui
concerne la deuxième hypothèse, des deux variables discriminantes, seule le
comportement «fils initie le contact visuel avec sa mère» fut stable dans le temps avec
une corrélation Pearson significative entre Ti et T2, g = -64, E < -001. Une des variables

contrôles, le statut de l'enfant unique, fiit aussi un facteur discriminant du niveau de
parentification, même si les nombres ont été restreints; des neuf adolescents dans l'étude
qui furent des enfants uniques, cinq se trouvaient dans le groupe de parentification

élevée, x2

= 6.66

(l),

c .O 1. Vivre dans une famille monoparentale dirigée par une

mère ne fùt pas, par ailleurs, associé de façon significative au niveau de parentification; il
y avait autant d'adolescents parentifiés à un haut niveau dans des familles à deux parents

que dans des familles monoparentales.
Dans un deuxième temps, les trois variables qui se sont avérées significatives
furent entrées dans une analyse de régression logistique afin de comparer la capacité de
chacune des trois de prédire l'appartenance au groupe de parentification élevée. Les deux
prédicteurs comportementaux &nt

les plus efficaces pour prédire le résultat de

parentification élevée et ils avaient un indice McFadden's-R2 de .18; les adolescents qui
ont le plus fréquemment essayé d'établir un contact visuel avec leur mère aux deux
tâches et ceux qui se sont comportés avec leur mère comme s'ils étaient des pairs au

moment de la première tâche avaient au-dessus de quatre fois plus de chances d'être dans
le groupe des plus parentifiés. Quand le statut d'enfant unique fût ajouté à l'équation de

régression, ce nouveau modèle avait un indice McFadden's-R2 de .27 et un enfant unique
avait sept fois plus de chances d'être dans le groupe à niveau élevé de parentification.

Ces résultats suggèrent qu'il est peutêtre possible d'utiliser des interactions mèrefils, même dans un contexte contrôlé et restreint et lors d'une tâche qui ne dure que 20
minutes, pour prédire un haut niveau de parentification rapporté par le fils même
quelques années plus tard. De plus, la faible corrélation entre les sous-échelles utilisées
dans la présente étude et la sous-échelle de I'EP, qui porte sur les responsabilités prises
par un jeune adolescent auprès de ses fiéres et saeurs, démontre que l'on devrait

désormais différencier entre le rôle de s'occuper de ia fiatrie et peut-être des tâches
ménagères, et la responsabilité de s'occuper du bien-être de son parent ou de ses parents.
Ce dernier semble dans la littérature traduire de façon plus efficace l'aspect

problématique de la parentification; la présente étude utilisa une définition plus restreinte,
considérant l'autre genre de responsabilité comme étant plutôt une description de l'enfant
parental. La discussion porta sur cette différence et sur la possibilité que tes deux
comportements prédicteurs significatifs, le "flirting" du fils avec sa mère et un niveau
élevé de contact visuel initié par lui vers elle, ont pu révéler le même processus a deux
moments différents dans le temps : lorsque le fils avait 13-14 ans et ensuite lorsqu'il avait
15-16 ans. Étant donné que la présence d'un ou des deux parents à la maison n'a pu

discriminer le niveau de parentification, la présente étude a soulevé la question de savoir
si la présence de soutien social et émotionnel pour la mère est un prédicteur plus fiable du
niveau de parentification du fils que le statut de la famille. Les limites de l'étude ont été

discutées et, finaiement, des recommandations concernant les recherches futures par

rapport à la mesure et l'évaluation de la parentification ont été présentées.
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Play is the serious business of childhood,
just as joy is the serious business of heaven.

- C S . Lewis

INTRODUCTION

Vaiuing cliildhood d o e s not mean seeing it as a happy, innocent period, but rather
a s an important period of life to which cliildren are entitled. It is children's right to be
children. to enjoy the pleasures and to not suffer the pains of a childhood that is infringed
b l liiii.rying. In the end. a cliildliood is the inost basic hunian right ofchildren.
( El kiiid. 1988, p- 102)

"Play is tiie serious business of childhood.'. lvrote C S . Lewis. Childhood is
ideail>*a rime for play, for self-esploration and discovery, for expcriencing a wide range

of feelings and for developing deep reservcs of security and trust. Adolescence is

similrtrl~-a time for selt~esplorationand self-discover' on a differeni IeceI. as the ciiilci
begins to move away from the world of his parents and towards the world of his peers.
The invisible lines differentiatinf parent and child, referred to as il7ret-<qencrurionctl
bortnrhr-ics in the family systems perspective, play a protective function and allow tàmily

members ro clearly understand the distinct roles and responsibilities of each gencration.
L'hile children and adolescents are supposed to be leaming and growing up. parents are
supposed to be teaching them and taking care of tliem. Some children and adolescents,
however. do not experience the full freedom of this period of life, because when they are
still young their parents consciously or unconsciously assign them responsibilities far
above thei r devel opmental level. Thsse responsi biliries may involve esiensive household

chores, the care and parenting of younger siblings, and-in

extreme cases-the

care and

'parenting' o f one or both of tlieir o\ni parents. In tliis last case. the protective
boundaries between the generations have clearly become blurred and diffuse. and
children niay become overly close-enmeshed-~vith one or both of their parents.
Children and adolescents who are burdened with such responsibilities have been referred
to as parental orparentijied children by family clinicians and researchers over the past

two decades. Wien the degree of childhood parentification is high. a child may
esperience wliat is, in effect, the very loss of his o r her childhood (Jurkovic, 1997).
Clinicril esperience as well as recent empirical studies (Valleaii. Bergner & Horton, 1995)
appear to indicate tliat highly parentified children and adolescents may become
overrssponsible adults who have an exaggerated caretaking orientation and who may be
only minimally aware of their own needs and feelings; indeed. an adult who grew up as a
highl~.parentified child may have a very iirnited awareness of his own m e self because
in liis mind and according io Iiis carliest interpersonal experieiices. he "esisis to serve'..

Although parentification has long bcen rccognized as a significant and enduring
clinical phcnomenon with possible negative long-terni consequences. the observation and
measurement of parrntification in nonclinicaI populations has only in the past twentlr
years becoine the subject of research. Fam ily cliiiicians recognize parenti fication when
they meet up with it in a family. but specific behaviours in parent-child interaction which

ma>. i ndicate or predict a parenti fied relationship h a - e not been empirically identi fied.
Tlir presen"tt~~d>.
had the goal of advancing the asssssment of parentifkation b>.fociising
on

IUU

clclnents: the obsenvation ot'morliei--son interactions \i'itllin a controlled lab

sc'tting. and the administration o f a sel f-report measilrr: called the Parentitication Scale
(Mika. Bergner & Baiiin. 1987) to the adolescent sons several years later. Parenti tlcation
w s d e h e d as the child taking care of his parent or parents and the focus of the study
was the mother-son dyad. Motlier-son behaviours hypothesized to be consistent uith

high parenti fication in a child were ratcd when the 32 sons were 13-14 y e n s old and then
agaiii \\-11en thsy \i.ere 1 5- i G years old. The Parentification Scale \vas adniinistered \\-lien
the?. \\.ere 18-19 years old. The obsentaiions made in early and rnid adolescence were

stiidied as potential predictors o f parentification self-reported by the adolesceni near the
end of adolescence. Other researcli questions in the present study involved the stability
across time of the proposed observational predictors and the birth order and family
demographics of adolescents who self-reported high parentification.

CHAPTER 1

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Theoretical Contest
The t e m s parenrificarion and ir~rër~generaiionttl
bozrrrdury liss sol ri ri cm Iiave bsen

ussd synonymously in the literature. According to Minuchin (1974). a family therapist
and researcher, inrergenerariond bozmduries are essential in the family system in order

to differentiate the parental subsystem from the sibling subsystem. Minuchin ( 1 974)
suggested that many farnily and individual problems are due in part to violations of tliese
prorec tive and functional limits. Parenrificalion is n key clinicat concept in famiiy
tllsrapy. I t may be described as a process of role reversal through whicli a -chosen' chiid
cornes to play a parent-iike caretaking role. This role ma' lead the child into carrying
emotiona1 burdens for which he or slie is developmentally ~inprepared. It may also allo\v
the child's appropriate childhood needs for structure and security to be lefi unfulfilled.

.Accoi-ding to the literature. parentitication is maniièsted by the child in one o r bot11 o f
t\\o ivays: caring for siblings and canng for parents. In their sarlier studies of poor.

inner-city families, Minuchin. Montalvo. Guerney. Rosman and Schumer (1 967)
obsei-ved what they were to cal1 the phenornenon of the par-emd chiid a breakdown in
the generat ional hierarchy which resulted in children being burdened with adul t

responsibilities such as the extensive care of siblings and household chores which may
have been beyond their age-appropriate coping skills. Boszormenyi-Nagy and Spark

i1973) rekrred to a similar form of generational boundary dissolution as parent~$cnfion
but included in their definition children who piayed a parental role with one or both

parents as well as with their siblings. These two clinicians believed that parentification
is, in a general sense. a common and important aspect of most human relations, "a
component o f the regressive core o f even balanced. sufficiently reciprocal relationships"

(p. 15 1). They defined marriage, for example. as "mutual parentification", a relationship
in which each partner takes a turn playing the role of parent t o the other in a symmetrical

proccss ol'mutual caregiving. They did not perceive parentification as being intrinsically
paihological. and they saur the teniporriry parentification of a child as being a normal part
of farilily life and in fact a way in which a child learns responsibility. In fact. they

believed that every child, male or female. must be parentified by his or her parents to
some degree in order to be able to identify witli the parental role and to intemalize it as

part of his or her own identity and emotional configuration. There seems to be general
agreement among clinicians, however, that while a limited degree of parent-child rolereversa1 is normal and everi adaptive, this process becomes dysfunctional when the
caretaking function provided by the child is not supported, diffused or reciprocated by
parental figures (Boszormenyi-Nagy, 1973; Goglia, Jurkovic, Burt & Burge-Callaway,
1992; Minuchin, 1974). This extreme and potentially pathological level of
parentification was referred to by Goglia et ai. (1992) as the "subjective distortion of a
relationship as if one's partner or even one's child were his parent" (p. 15). Although the
terms "parental child" and "parentified child" have often been used synonymously, a
carefid study of the literature reveals a distinction between them. The former appears to
describe a primarily instrumental role assignment, in which the child fùlfils certain
chores or tasks usually thought of as parental in nature, while the latter appears to
describe an emotional or expressive role assignment in which the child may actually
serve as a substitute parent or even a spouse to his own parent or parents (Goglia et al.,
1 992; Goglia, 1982; Jurkovic, Jessee & Goglia, 1991;Jurkovic, Goglia & Jessee, 1980;

Karpel, 1976; Wolkin, 1984). This second dynamic may be more potentially destructive
insofar as the child's own needs go unmet and the child is called upon to play a role for
which he or she may not be developrnentally ready.
There appear to be several factors which seem to distinguish normal from
pathoIogical parentification and which may be summed up fiom the literature: the
reciprociîy of caregiving between parent and child, the duration of the parentified role,

and the extent of the responsibilities assigned to the child. The first of these factors,
reciprociiy, refers to whether or not the child's own needs for guidance, support,

nurturing and autonomy are compromised by his focus upon his parent's needs
(Fullinwider-Bush & Jacobvitz, 1993). In her clinical study, Goglia (1982) found that
reciprocity (defined as the balance between the child's parental responsibilities and the
parent's responsiveness to the child's needs) appeared to be an essentid element in
understanding the long-terni impact of parentification. Wolkin (1984), another clinical
researcher, defined pathological parentification as the prolonged and non-reciprocal
assignment to children of ernotional and instrumental parental responsibilities for other

fami[). meinbers. Mika, Bergner and Baum (1987) also made reference to the

problcmatic nature of children and adolescents beiiig assigned roles and responsibiliries
ubicli their parents had cssèntially abdicated. Tlic. second facror. clut-clfion.refers to
~vhetherparentification is a temporary state or an enduring trait cliaracterizin~lon,a-t e m
parent-child interactions. Following a family crisis or transition, it appears to be normal
for the faniily to re-organize its hierarchy and roles. A family rnust establish a new
equil i briunl following such transitions as birth. death. separation or divorce. the arri\.al ofa neir pariner or tlie blending o f two familics into one. and tliis nlay involve provisional

parriirified roles for one or several o f the children. in thcse cases. parentil?ccirion iiiay be
a transitory and functional plienomenon. In contrrist. Jurkovic et al. ( 199 1 ) ernphasized

the pervasiveness and longevity of the parentified role in certain family therapy cases
they were following. Sessions ( 1 986) also wrote of transient versus chronic

parentification. and the resrilts o f his research study suggested that parentitied chiidren
niay ofien carry in10 adultiiood and into suhseq~ientrelationships their earlier h i i l i a l role
of meeting the needs of others at tlie expense of tlieir own needs. The third factor which

appears to distinguish between normalcy and pathology is the e-rrenfof the assigned
responsibilities, cliaracterized above as the differcnce between parental child and
parentified child. Boszormenyi-Nagy and Spark (1973) noted from their chnicai
experience with families that the possible scope of parentification is very wide, ranging
from a parent's wishfûl fantasy o f having a child take on more responsibilities to a
parent's actual pliysical and emotional dependence on and enmeshment with a chi Id.
These audiors differentiate between the potential inipact on the child's developrnent of
instrumenta1 role tasks such as having to do houseliold chores and take care of siblings.
and that of expressive or emotional role tasks sucli as having to take care of parents and
serve a s parental confidant or advisor. In their opinion, the latter form of parentification,
with its elements of parent-child enrneshment, role reversai and generational boundary
dissolution. inay have a deeper and more pervasive impact on the child's persona1
identity and relationship style. Jurkovic et al. (1 980) hypothesized that more subtle
espressive tasks sucli as providing eii-iotional support to a parent or serving as a parental
confidant or conflict-niediator ïnay ultimately prove to be more detrimental to the child's

development and individuation than would be more-visible instrumental tasks such as
housekeeping and caring for siblings.
When parentification is unilateral, long-lasting and intergenerational, it may
potentially contribute to a broad range of child and aduit symptomatology. Children who
have been parentified, even when grown up, may cary a burden of "guilt-laden
obligation" for the well-king of othen even while they allow their own needs to go
unacknowledged (Cotroneo, 1987). in extreme cases one might even Say that the
parentified child has sufTered the loss of childhood; he or she has learned fiom a young
age to subjugate personal needs to the needs of a parent, and may corne to hold as sacred
in every future relationship the credo that "others are more important than self' (Olson &
Gariti, 1993). A highly parentified adolescent might experience problems with selfdefinition and individuation (Goglia et al., 1992; Karpel, 1976), have an excessively
caretaking persona1 orientation, and be prone to seek out relationships in which he or she
would be exploited (Mica et al., 1987). When such an adolescent becomes an adult and
begins a family, parenting might well prove to be a daunting task as there is some
evidence that the parentification dynamic may often be repeated in the next generation
(Sroufe, Jacobvitz, Mangelsdorf, DeAngela & Ward, 1985).
In terms of more senous and pervasive individual symptomatology, different
research studies have correlated different aspects of generationai boundary dissolution

with schizophrenia (Walsh, 1979), with alcohol and substance abuse (Evans, 1987;

Gogiia et al.. 1992; Stanton & Todd, 1979), with incest and sexual abuse (Burkett, 1991;
Evans, 1987; Fullinwider-Bush & Jacobvitz, 1993; Hyde, 1986; Sroufe & Ward, 198O),

with eating disorders (Fullinwider-Bush & Jacobvitz, 1993), and with hyperactivity and
impulse control problems (Sroufe et al., 1985). One family therapist went so fat as to
label parentification the "emotional incest syndrome" (Love, 1990), a pervasive parentchild dynamic which might well be considered a f o m of child abuse because it obliges a
child to deny his own emotional needs in order to meet the emotional needs of a parent.
Although these pathological correlates of parentification lie beyond the scope of this

study. tliry help to illustrate why parentification in its extreme f o m s is almost universally

considered by family clinicians to be a significant clinical indicator.
In summary. the three factors which appear to distinguish a normal and functional
type of parentifkation from a potentially patliological manifestation of parentitication are

reciprocit??(u4irther or not the child's needs are also being met by the parent). duration
(wlictlier tlie generational boundary dissolution is a temporary state following a îàrnily
transition or a persistent trait characterizing the parent-child relationship). and extent
(n-hetherthe adult responsibilities and roles taken on by the cIiild tend to be more
instrumental or more emotional in nature).

Einpirical Context

From their review of tlie literature, Gurman and Kniskern (1978) concluded that
one of the most ssrious deficiencies in the field of family research was the absence of
usefui and valid measures of most of the core theoretical constnicts that have been reified
by clinicians. More recently. Fish, Belsky and Youngblade (1991) agreed that the

empirical evaluation of popular constnicts such as generational boundary violation is
lacking in the clinical literature, although much use is made of them in terms of theory
and explanation. Only over the last twenty years have clinical researchers begun to
systematically and empincally study parentification and intergenerational boundary
dissolution (Abelsotin & Saayman, 199 1 : Bell & Bell, 1982; Burkett, 199 1 ; Burt, 1992;
Dawson, 1980; Fish et al., 1991; Flemons, 1991; Fuilinwider-Bush & Jacobvitz, 1993;
Goglia. 1982: Goglia et al., 1992; Kleiman, 198 1 ; Madanes, Dukes & Harbin. 19805
Mika et al., 1987; Protinsky, Kelley & Gilky. 1989; Sessions & Jurkovic, 1986; Sroufe et
al.. 1 985: Sroufe & Ward, 1980; Wol Lin. 1984).

Dcspite tiiis increase in activity, an esamination of what has been done to study
tliis pIienomsnon over the past twenty years reveals a somewhat scattered approach and
clear inethodological shortcomings. Sonie twenty four research studies have assessed
parentification. describing it in a great inany ways, using such terms as "generational

boundary dissolution" or "distortion" or "violation", "hierarchy reversais", "crossgenerational attachments" or "coditions" or "companionship", and "enmeshrnent with a
needy parent". A review of these studies revealed that eight different instruments were
used to operationalize parentification, most of them designed by the author of the study
and used in that study alone. There were two notable exceptions to this nile, two

instruments which have been used in severai studies and will later be discussed at some
length: the ParentzficationScale of Mika, Bergner and Baurn (1 987), and the
Parenrifcation Questionnaire of Sessions and Jurkovic (1986). (These instruments may
be consulted in Appendixes A and D). Several of the parentification research studies had

limited generalizability to a normal population, having as their target population mothers
who had been sexually abused (Burkett, 199l), families of heroin addicts or
schizophrenics (Madanes et al., 1980), or adult children of alcoholics (Goglia et ai.,
1992). Only half of the studies involved more than 50 participants (Burkett, 1991;Fish et
al., 1991; Flemons, 1991; Goglia et al., 1992; Goglia, 1982; Mika et ai., 1987; Protinsky
et al., 1989; Sessions, 1986; Sessions et al., 1983; Valleau et al., 1995; Wolkin, 1984).

Burkett (1 99 1) did not take the precaution of using single- or double-blind techniques;
she assessed parentification in videotapes and then herself interviewed the mothers for

evidence of parentification. Only one of the studies included a longitudinal assessment of
the persistence of parentification across time (Sroufe & Ward, 1980; Sroufe et al.. 1985).

Finally, and perhaps most critically, only four of the studies used some form of
observation of parent-child interaction in their assessment of parentification (Ehrkett,
1991;Fish et al., 1991;Sroufe & Ward, 1980; Sroufe et al., l98S), and none of them used

these observations in conjunction with a self-report instrument or some other convergent
measure. The study by Mika et al. (1 987) was the only one which provided an extemal
validation of the results obtained by a self-report instrument; in their study, this external
validation took the form of a tape-recorded clinicai interview. Since the present study
includes as predictors a series of observed behaviours thought to be indicative of a
parentified parent-child relationship, it will be pertinent to examine in greater detail the
four studies which have incorporated observational assessments of parentification. The
study by Mika et al. (1987) also merits a closer examination since it introduced and

provided external validation for the Parentifkation Scale, the questionnaire fiom which

was refined the cnterion for this present sîudy. The question to be asked of the authors of
each of these studies will be which specific parent-child interactions they chose to

observe in order to operationalize the construct of parentification.
First of d l , Burkett (1991) observed the farnily interactions of 40 families in their
own homes, half which had mothers who had been sexually abused in their family of
origin and half which formed a non-clinical control group. (Children ranged in age fiom
5 to 10 years old). Burkett videotaped family members doing verbal tasks together and

coded and analyzed the 12-minute videotapes according to the Structural Analysis of
Social Behaviour mode1 (Benjamin, 1974). Burkett's observation of the family in action

was followed by a semi-structured interview with the mother which tasted from one to
two hours. She looked for evidence in the videotape that the mother focused on herself

rather than on her child's needs and in the interview that the mother relied on her child
for fnendship, companionship or emotional support. Burkett compared the two groups
and found signifiant differences between them: rnothers who had been sexually abused

as children were more self-focused than were controi-group rnothers, and they reIied
more on their children for emotional support than did control-group mothers.
Secondly, Fish, Belsky and Youngblade (1 99 1) observed mothers and fathers with
their four-year old children (and, in some cases, with the child's younger siblings) over
an hour-long play session in a lab setting. They used an ingenious approach to assess

parentification; while the child was engaged in fiee play, they informed the parents that
they wished to observe the child interacting individually with each parent. Fish et al.
deliberately le!? up to the parents the choice of which parent would leave the room first.

They assessed parentification when the child was included by parents in the decisionmaking process; that is, if the child was asked for his or her input as to which parent
shouId remain with the child and which one should have to leave first. The researchers
considered this to be an inappropriate, anxiety-laden choice to give a four-year old, a
choice which violated the integrity of intergenerational boundaries and could thus serve

a s a valid determinant of parentification. Out of their sample of 82 farnilies and children,
they assessed 15 children (1 8.3%) as being parentified.

Finally, Sroufe and his colleagues (1 980, 1985) performed the two studies which
most directly focused on the observation of parent-child interactions in a controlled
setting as indicators of parentification. These clinical researchers took their subjects t'rom
a IongitudinaI study of low socioeco~iornicstatus motliers and their children. Certain

morher-initiated behaviours were assessed as being "seductive" because "in addition to
being insensitive and unresponsive to tlie needs of the child, t h q . [dre~v]the child inro
patterns of interaction that [were] overly stimulating and role inappropriate" (Sroufe &
Ward. 1 980. p. 1223). These "seducti~*e-'behaviours took the form of sensual touching.
i r i ~ i g h i nat~ the antics of their young children, or teasing and "flirting" with them rather

than providing needed structure and direction. Any occurrence of one of these
behat-iours was sufficient for inclusion in the "seductiveness" groiip. Out of a total
sample of 176 mothers and their first-born children ( 1 02 males. 74 fernales). 16 ( 1 1 %) of
the mothers were found to bc "seductive" witli their children when observed in the
context of a 6-minute toy clean-up situation when the child was 24 months old (TI).
Interestingly. 15 out o f these 16 cases involved a son. Sroufe and his co11eagues (1985)
developed thee observational scales in order to assess the continuity of the seductive
pattern a year and a half Iater (Tz), when the sons reached 42 months of age; the scale
most pertinent to the present study, "Generational Boundary Dissolution". included such
items as "mother and child behave as peers". "mother detèrs to chiId for direction (role
reversal)" and "mother is amused at the child at the expense of providing needed
direction". Sroufe and his colleagues found that the pattern of "seductiveness" was
stable. though transformed, frorn 24 to 42 months of age. Of the mothers who had been
rated at TI as "scductive", 72% scored high on the Generational Boundary Dissolution
scale as opposed to 39% of rnatched controls. Sroufe et al. used the term "spousification"
to describe the relationship these mothers appeared to be developing with their infant
male sons; in a context in which the son nceded firrnness. reassurance and direction, the
mother's own emotional needs dominated and she seemed to interact with her four-yearold son as if he were a peer.
These foiir studies observed behaviours thouglit to be consistent with high
parentifkarion within the context of parent-child interaction, in three cases in a Iab setting

(Fisli et al., 1991; Sroutè et al., 1980, 1985) and in one case in the child's own home
(Burkett. 1 99 1). They used as subjects boys and girls who were from two to ten years
old. and based their assessrnent of parentification on a fairly srnall sample of parent-child
interactions: in the case o f Burkett ( 199 1 ), this meant a 12-minute videotape o f the
lànlily doing verbal tasks together, and in the case of Sroufe (1980). it meant a 6-minute
videotape of a toy clean-up situation.
Prior to Dau-son (1 %O), who adapted Bryson's (1 976) Division of Responsibility
Scale in order to explore different types of responsibilities assumed in childhood, no

attempts had been made to quantify parentification. To our best knowiedge. only two
questionnaires have been specifically developed to assess parentification, the
Purcnr~Jictrtio~~
Scale (Mika, Bergner and Baum. 1987)' and the PnrenriJicurion
Q~~CSI~O
(Sessions
~ Z I I Land
I ~ Jurkovic,
I-~
1986). The Parentification Scale has been used in

four studies to date which have assessed 365 subjects (Jarvis, 1991;Jarvis. Harper &
Bergrier. 1992: Mika. Bergner & Baum, 1987; Valleau, Bergner & Horton. 1995). The
Parentification Questionnaire has been used in eight studies o f which six made use of the
most recent version to assess over 600 subjects (Burt, 1992: Godsall, 1988; Goglia et al.,
1992: Goglia. 1 9 8 2 Sessions, 1986; Wolkin, 1984).

The Pirren/$cation Sculc (PS) was derived by Mika. Bergner and Baum (1 987)
from a theoretical analysis of the construct of parentification, a consideration of previous

empirical studies, the observation of parentified clients in family therapy, and clinical
intuition. I t is a 30-item multiple-choice self-report measure which takes approximately
10 minutes to complete. It was designed to assess an adult's or adolescent's overall
degree of parentification by asking questions about which roles and responsibilities the
individual might have assumed during two different perîods in childhood. Test items

were divided into four subscales which touched upon four di fferent dimensions o f
parentification: the child in the role of 1) spouse to his parents; 2) parent to his parents;
3 ) parent to Iiis siblings: and 1) performer of extensive hoiisehold tasks. The PS was first

administercd by Mika and her colIeagues (1987) to 100 undergraduate fernales, each the
eldest daughter in her f m i l y with at Ieast one younger sibling. Subjects were then

nssigned to five "quintiles" based on tlieir overall parentification scores. and ten
representarive subjects, two from each quintile, were formed into two goups and brought
back for biindly-conducted interviews. PS scores were then correlated with the

asssssfi-ieiits of parentification which had been made by two teams of six raters from the
tape-recorded clinical interviews. resulting in a Spearman correlation of -98. p c .O 1.
suggesting a high degree of construct validity for this scale. in a later study. Jarvis,
Harper and Bergner (1 992) subjected the Parentification Scale to two reliability checks
iising a test-retest method. In the first of these checks. the PS \vas administered to 28
t'emale under~raduates.After a four-month i n t e n d test-retest reliability for the total

score was found to be I: = -88. p < .O001 and scores for the four individual subscales were
almost as hi&

In the second reiiability check, the scale was administered twice to 29

Grade Nine students, again over a four-nionth interval. The observed reliability for these
younger subjects was 1 = -63, p < -003.
The second parentification measure, the Parentification Qwstionnaire (PQ), was

deveIoped by Sessions, Jurkovic. Goglia and Wolkin in 1983 and was revised into its
present form in 1986. It is a refinement of Goglia's (1982) earlier attempt to develop a
meastire of parentification in adults by asking thern to remember the responsibilities they
had assumed as children in their family of origin. The PQ is a 42-item. true-false selfreport measure derived from clinical experience and farnily structure theory; it is easy to
administer and score and takes only 1O minutes to complete. It was designed to assess
caretaking responsibilities, particularly those of an expressive or emotional nature, and to

determine the degree of reciprocity of these responsibilities between parent and child in
the fainily of origin. Burt (1992). working with a sample of 43 undergraduate students,

found the P Q to ha1.e a two-week interval test-retest reliability of y = -86, p < .01. The
PQ has been administered concurrently with six other personality measures: six different

scales of the California Personality Inventory (see Godsall, 1988; Goglia et al., 1992; and
SessionsTJurkovic, Goglia & Wolkin, 1983), the L'Abate Likeness Questionnaire and the
Ego Identiry Scales (see Sessions et al., 1983), the Depression and Dependency scales of
the MMPI (see Wolkin, 1984), the Rorschach (see Wolkin, 1984), and two different
coding systems of the TAT (see GogIia et al., 1992. and Sessions. 1986).

In each of the six empiricaf studies in which it has been used, the PQ was
adrninistered to an adult in order to assess his or her memories of responsibilities and role
assignments in the family of origin. Despite its status as the instrument the most
frequently used to date for the assessment of parentification, the PQ does not adequately
discnminate between instrumental and expressive factors. In faa, the instrument appears
to most strongly tap into Minuchin's (1967) parental child connrua which focuses on
housekeeping and taking care of siblings, roles still more generally assumed by females
in this culture. Perhaps as a result of this, male subjects have consistently received lower
parentification scores than fernales in midies employing the PQ (Goglia, 1982; Goglia et
al., 1993; Sessions, 1986; Wolkin, 1984).

Methodolomcal and Conceptual Considerations
In the light of the above studies, we would propose the following research
considerations with the goal of advancing the observational assessment of parentification.
First of all, research must proceed from a clear conceptualization of parentification, one
which will differentiate between instrumental and expressive responsibilities assigned to
the child. This is important because, as has been mentioned, the emotional consequences

attached to caring for siblings and doing household chores may be very different than
those attached to caring for one's own parents. Secondly, the instrument used for the
assessment of high parentification must be a valid instrument which will permit this
differentiation. Thirdly, subjects should be drawn from a non-clinical population which
will allow for a wider generalization of the findings. Fourthly, there must be a sufficient

number of subjects to allow for a valid statistical analysis of the outcorne. Fifthly, there
rnust be a longitudinal aspect to the research in order to explore the duration of the
parentified role, another indicator of clinical significance. Finally, observations must be
made of parent and child together if these observations are to capture the dynamic of
parentification, the simultaneous parentieing and parentified behaviours which produce

and sustain it as a stable pattern of parent-child interaction.

Choice of focus: ~ a r e n t a rolé
l
versus parentified role
One of the three factors distinguishing normal from extreme parentification is the

estent of the parentified role. discussed above as the difference between caring for
sibIings and caring for parents- Although the responsibilities inherent in these two roles

clearly overlap. the literature is unanimous that the e.rpressive or ernorional aspects of the
parentitied role-taking

on a caretaking role witli a parent-are

more potentially

problematic for the child than are thefincrional aspects-caring for siblings or doing
Iiousehold cliores. Parentification was defined in the present study as a parent-chiid
dynamic in whicli a child on occasion assumes such roles as consoler. confidant, advisor
or mediator with one or both parents. This dynamic includes eIements of role reversal,
enmeshmeiir. and the blumng of generational boundaries. ï h e parentifying parent and
the parentified child, according to this definition. may relate to each other as peers. with
the child occasionally taking on the parental role and the parent depending on the child

rather than encouraging the child's individuation and age-appropriate independence.

Choice of instrument: Parentification Questionnaire versus Parentification Scale

Of the two instruments discussed above-the

Parentification Questionnaire (PQ)

and the Parentification Scale (PS)--the PS appeared to be the more u s e h l instrument for
a research study on the assessrnent of parentification. Four distinctions between the two

instrumenrs help to justify this choice. First of all, the PS introduces four apriori
subscales which differentiate four dimensions of parentification. This enables the
researcher ernploying the PS to make a finer and more specific correlation of
observational witli psychornetric ratings than may make the researcher employing the PQ.

The "Parent to Sibling(s)" and "Performer of Household Tasks" subscales tap into the
instrumenta1 aspect of parentification (17 out of 30 items), while the "Parent to Parent(s)"
and "Spouse to Parent(s)" subscales tap into the expressive aspect (the remaining 13

items). permitting a clear-cut distinction between the parental child and parentified child
constructs. As stated above. this difference is considered in the literature to be an
iniportanc indicator to discriminate normal and pathological parentification. Secondly.
instead of the true-false format of the PQ, the PS allows for five possible responses, from
"ver? often" to "never or does not apply to me". This more descriptive range of possible

responses permits a more precise assessnlent of the estent of parentification. Thirdly. PS
questions are more specific and more clear than are PQ questions. Where the PQ makes
reference to "farnily members", "people3 o r "someone in my farnily". the PS refers to
"younger siblings-- or "rny motlier'- or "my parents-'- Two questions with sirnilar content

h m the two questionnaires niay serve 10 iIlustrate ~liis:"Lt seerncd likr family niaubers
were always brïnging me their problems" (PQ), is niore arnbiguous than "1 consoied one
or both of my parents when they were distressed" (PS). The strai&tfonvard wording of'

PS q~iesrioilsalso Ieaves tliem less open 10 dil'ferences of interpretation tlian does the
sornewhat vaguer wording of PQ questions. which make subtle rekrences to pride,
shame, resentment, guilt and alienation. This clarity was of benefit to the present study
because the instrument had to be translated into French before it could be administered.
Fourthly. the PS asks the participant for a response for two different tirne periods"before age 14" and "from age 14 to 16"-thus

giving a clue as to the duration of the

parentified role. This dividing line was chosen by Mika, Bergner and Baum ( f 987)
because it represented a time of transition from childhood to adulthood. It was to the
advantage of this present study that these were approsimately the same ages at which
were made observations of the mother-son interactions thought to be potential predictors
of hi& parentification.

The PS has been used in only four previous studies, but it contains, in a
paraphrased form, 25 of the 42 questions of the PQ. the instrument which has been used
the most frequently for the assessment of parentification. The PS has also proven, as
reported above, to have acceptable construct validity for the assessment o f parentification
(Spearman's _r = -98, Q < .O1 between scores and interview ratings of 100 female subjects,
Mika et al., 1987) and also acceptable test-retest reliability (Pearson's 1: = -88, p < -0001
and 1 = .63.

c .O02 over a four-mont11 interval, with 28 undergraduate females and 29

Grade Nine students respectively, in a study by Jarvis, 199 1). Jarvis (1 992) urged further
esploration of the psychometric properties of the PS by adniinistering it to younger age
groups. Research recommendations by Mika and her colleagues (1987) included the
further validation and refinement of the PS in order to determine the degree to which selfreports of parentification on the scale wouId correspond with observed parentification.

responses permits a more precise assessment of the extent of parentification. Thirdly, PS
questions are more specific and clear than are PQ questions. Where the PQ makes
reference to "family members", "people" or "someone in my family", the PS refers to
"younger siblings" or "my mother" or "my parents". Two questions with similar content
from the two questionnaires may serve to illustrate this: "1 consoled one or both of my
parents when they were distressed (PS) is more specific and clear than "It seemed like
family memben were always bringing me their problems" (PQ). The straighdorward
wording of PS questions aiso l a v e s them less open to differences of interpretation than
does the somewhat vaguer wording of PQ questions, which make subtle references to
pride, shame, resentment, guilt and dienation. This clarity was of benefit to the present
study because the instrument had to be translated into French before it could be
administered. Fourthly, the PS asks the participant for a response for two different time
periods-"before

age 14" and "fiom age 14 to 16"-thus

giving a clue as to the duration

of the parentified role. This dividing line was chosen by Mika, Bergner and Baum (1987)
because it represented a time of transition fiom childhood to adulthood. it was to the
advantage of this present study that these were approximately the sarne ages at which
were made observations of the mother-son interactions thought to be potentiai predictors
of high parentification.

The PS has been used in only four previous studies, but it contains, in a
paraphrased form, 25 of the 42 questions of the PQ, the instrument which has been used
the most fiequently for the assessment of parentification. The PS has also proven, as

reported above, to have acceptable construct validity for the assessment of parentification
(Spearman's 1= -98, p < -01 between scores and interview ratings of 100 female subjects.
Mika et al., 1987) and also acceptable test-retest reliability (Pearson's 1= -88, p < .O001
and E = -63, E < -002 over a four-month interval, wïth 28 undergraduate females and 29

Grade Nine students respectively, in a study by Jarvis, 199 1). Jarvis (1 992) urged M e r
exploration of the psychometric properties of the PS by administenng it to younger age
groups. Research recommendations by Mika and her colleagues (1987) included the
fürther validation and refinement of the PS in order to determine the degree to which selfreports of parentification on the scale would correspond with observed parentification.

Ctioice of population: female versus male adolescents
iilthough the Parentification Questionnaire has been used with both male and
Ièmale college students, a common finding of most studies \.as higher scores for fernale

subjecis. This led Sessions and Jurkovic (1986). the authors of that rneasure. to speculate
that high parentification might be more naturaily characteristic of females than males o r
thai iiighly parentified males rnipht rnanifest it through behaviours which were not being
assossed by the PQ. Al1 four studies employing the Parentification Scale chose to assess
fi-indrs alonr bccause the authors of the PS hypothesized tliat females would have

signiilcantly higlicr rates of parentification, more frequently "falling iiito" the paremificd
roles of caring for siblings and doing household cliores. Altliough this rnay be true for
such role assignments. one could assume t i n t the parentified roles of parental confidaiit.
advisor and mediator would not be iimited to one gender to the same extent. Whiie a
daughter may be more likely to take over household chores and the child caretaking role.
clinicaI ssperience suggests that, particularly in a mother-led family. a son may ofien be
called upon to take his father's place, to take over the role of "man of the house". As
previously discussed, in the Sroufe and Ward (1980) study of mother-child
parentification involving two-year-old children of both genders, 15 of the 16 children
found to be highly parentified ("spousified") were males. Based on this information. it
seemed reasonable to assume that the "spouse to parent" role might occur more ofien
with the opposite-sex parent than with the same-sex parent. If it is true that daughters faII
more frequently into the parental chiid role, it might also be true that sons fa11 more
fiequently into the parentified role and are "spousified" by their mothers.
Since parentification is a coniplex systernic dynamic. a mother's beliaviours
towards and in relationship with her son could serve as equally valid predictors of
parentification as could the son's own behaviours. In fact. the mother's parentiQing
behaviours alone were observed in al1 four of the previously discussed studies (Burkett.
1 99 1 : FisIi et al., 1991; Sroufe & Ward. 1980; Sroufe et al., 1985). While attempting to

idci-itify potentiai predictors of parentification. it seemed reasonable to focus on task- and
relationship-related behaviours of both mother and son as they were in interaction, rather
tlian on die son's or the mother's behaviours alone.

The present study had as a goal the assessrnent of parentification as a parentchild
dynamic in a non-clinical group of adolescent males. (Adolescence is a critical period for
individuation, which is considered to be a particularly difficult process for highly
parentified children). Self-report scores on a parentification instrument administered to
the adolescent sons provided the criterion for this study. Mother-son interactions judged
to be consistent with parentification were observed in a controlled setting on two separate
occasions and were examined for their potential usefulness as predictors of high
parentification. Inspired by the findings of Sroufe's longitudinal study (1980, 198S), we
believed that parentification would be manifested as blurred generationai boundaries
between mother and son. We considered a stmctured lab leaming task to be an
appropnate context in which to observe both parentifying and parentified behaviours; the
son was engaged in a developmentally appropnate learning activity on a cornputer, which
was thought to secure his interest and attention, and his mother was instructed to help him

as needed, to play an appropnate parental role. Although the first part of the present
study consisted of a re-analysis of existing videotapes fiom the Montréal Longitudinal
Study, the lab task appeared to be an appropriate setting in which to observe behaviours
consistent with parentification. We expected to observe mothers and sons who were in a
highly parentified relationship to interact as peers, with an interchange of teasing or even

flirtatious behaviours. We also expected to observe the sons who would later self-report
higher levels of parentification to be overly involved with or overly distracted by their
mothers. Finally, as a manifestation of parent-child role reversai in cases which would
later report high parentification, we expected to see rnother taking over the role of
performer of the task and son taking on the complementary parental role of advisor and
guide. Also based on the findings of Sroufe et al. (1985), we expected to find a
consistency across time of certain of the observational predictors. We also expected to
find the sons in our sample who were the most highly parentified to more fiequently fit a

certain demographic profile. Based on the clinical literature and previous empirical
studies, we expected them to be firstborn or only children living with their mothers in a
single-parent household. The firstbom child is traditionally given more responsibility
and expected to live up to higher standards than are later-born children. Even though
caretaking of siblings was not included in the definition of parentification used by the

present study, it was thought that a mother who leaned on her son to help out with his
younger brothers and sisters would also be more Iikely to lean on him for emotionai
support and companionship. It was thought that a son living with a single mother would
be more likely to report higher levels of parentification because of the greater likelihood
that the mother would lack social support and have higher needs for companionship and
nurturance. Single parents have been found to assign to a child roles that would normally
be the domain of the absent spouse. If the child were elevated to the position of CO-parent

or equal partner, there would be a greater risk of high parentification.
Research Hwotheses
1 . Certain task- and relationship-related mother-son interactions observed in the
context of a laboratory learning task when the son was 13-14 and 15- 16 would predict

high parentification self-report scores when the son was 18- 19. More specifically, the
following behaviours would be observed in the case of highly parentified sons:

a) generafional boundary dissolution
(mother and son would treat each other as peers).
b) enmeshrnenf
(son would be overly preoccupied with his mother's presence/
mother would not allow or encourage her son to work independently).
c) role reversal
(mother would be overly intrusive in her son's learning task).
2. Behaviours predicting high parentification at TI (when the son was 14) would
be stable across time.

3. The adolescent sons who were the most highly parentified would tend to be
a) only children

b) living with a single mother

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

The 82 adolescent boys and their mothers who participated in this study came
from a subgroup of 147 white, French-speaking families of low socioeconomic status in
east-end Montréal. They were chosen in 1983- 1984 (when the boys were six years old)
to be part of the Montréal Longitudinal Study (Tremblay, Charlebois, Gagnon & Larivée,
1987). That study was designed to identifi boys at risk for delinquency in adolescence.
Participants in the longitudinal study were divided into two groups based on high and low
scores reported at age six on the Preschool B e h a v i o d Questionnaire (Behar &
Stringfield, 1974). One group, designated "dismptive", was made up of those boys who
scored above the 70" percentile on the PBQ, a score more than one standard deviation
above the study population mean and more than two standard deviations above the
nonnative group's mean on the "Inadaptation" scale, which was the combined total of
aggressiveness, hyperactivity and distractibility scores. The group designated
"nondisruptive" (or more accurately, "hyperadapted") obtained a score of zero on the
same scaIe. Out of these 147 adolescents (approximately half fiom each designated
group), 125 took part in videotaped mother-son laboratory sessions both at age 14 and at
age 16 and were thus candidates for the present study. Of these I 25 adolescents, 26

(20.8%) could not be located or contacted at age 18, and 17 (1 3.6%) were contacted but
refused to participate. The remaining 82 adolescents (65.6%) agreed to participate in the
study. Their participation involved a half-hour of their time and included a brief
interview about their family as well as the administration of the Parentifkation Scale,
which took about 10 minutes to complete and was introduced as a questionnaire on
"family responsibilities".

The mean age of these 82 participants at the t h e of the interview was 18.6 years
old. The first lab learning session (TI)had occurred when the boys were on the average
13.5 years old, and the second (T2)
when they were approximately 15.5 years old. Table

I presents these data.

Table 1
Mean Age in Years of Subiects at Tl.
- M = 82)
- T7- and TI
-

Time
-

Minimum

Maximum

Note. T,= Tinte of first lab leaming task. TZ= Time of second lab
learning task. T3= Tirne of interview and test administration

In terms of group status, 39 (47.6%) of the adolescents were fiom the "disruptive"
group and 43 (52.4%) were from the "nondisruptive" group as defrned above. In terms of
birth order, 9 (1 1%) were only children, 37 (45.1%) were the first-born of several
siblings, 26 (3 1.7%) were second-hm, and 10 (12.2%) were third-brn or later. In terms
of f m i l y situation, at the time of the interview 40 (48.7%) of these adolescents lived with
both parents, 28 (34.1%) lived with mother alone, 7 (8.5%) lived with father alone, and 7

(8.5%) lived with neither parent-that

is, with a roommate, with another family member,

or with a girlniend. The family situation o f these adolescents had changed only slightly
since their most recent videotaped session at age 16; at that time, 44 (53.6%) of the boys
had been living with both parents, 30 (36.6%) had been with mother alone, 6 (7.3%) with
father alone, and 2 (2.4%) had been living with neither parent.
Procedures

The present study made use of videotapes of mother-son interaction which had
been recorded in the context of the Montréal Longitudinal Study. As such, we were
Iimited to male subjects and observationai data for a computer learning task which had
been completed on two occasions: when the boys were entering adolescence and then
two years later. We believed that this mother-son learning task, however, was an

ecologically valid situation paralleiing that of a mother helping her son with his
homework. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, parentification includes elements of role
reversal, enmeshment, and the dissolution o f generational boundaries. Based on this, we
held that parentification wouid be manifested as a child-parent role reversal in which the

mother would take over the role of performer of the task and the son would take on the
complementary parental role of advisor and guide. We also believed that
intergenerationai boundaries would be violated and that mother and son would relate to
each other on a peer-like level- This would be observed as teasing, "fiirting" behaviours
between mother and son and as a high degree of involvement or enmeshrnent between
them as evidenced by high levels of son-initiated eye contact with his mother.
Videotaping the mother-son leamina task
Mother-son interactions during a computer task were videotaped when the
adolescents were 13-14 years old and then again when they were 15-16 years old. This
was done in order to explore the predictive validity of behaviours thought to be indicative

of high parentification. These two sessions consisting of one 1O-minute easy task and
one 1O-minute difficult task were videotaped in the leaming lab of the École de
psychoéducation of the Université de Montréal. On each occasion, the task consisted of
figures to be drawn by the son on the computer using the Logo prograrn (Papen, 1972).

Tasks were modified for maturation fiom Tl to Tz.The easy task was designed to be
completed by the son without needing his mother's help. The difficult task was designed
to be slightly beyond the cornpetence of both mother and son. The experimenter

separated mothers and sons and provided each of them with a 30-minute training session

on the basic procedure of Logo. When they were reunited, the son was invited to sit
down in the one available chair in fiont of the computer monitor while his mother stood

beside him or slightly behind him. The experirnenter directed the son to complete the

task and to ask his mother for any needed help. The mother was told to help her son if he
needed help. The experimenter then left the room, retuming only when the ten minutes
allowed for each task was up.

Mother-son interactions were videotaped through a one-

way mirror in order to minimize the intrusiveness of the observation process. Mothers
and sons signed a consent form and were made aware that observers were present but
they rapidly adapted to the situation and appeared able to focus without undue distraction
on the task at hand.

Interviewin2 the son and adrninisterin~the Parentification Scale
Adolescents who met the criteria for this study were contacted two to three years
after their second videotaped Lab task, either by telephone, by letter or by a message left

with a neighbour or relative, and were asked to participate. A time was set up to meet
each adolescent in his home in order to interview him and to administer the French
version of the Parentification Scale. The interviews were done at home in order to
maxirnize participation and to allow for some Iimited observation of mother-son
interaction. Of the 82 adolescents who agreed to participate in the study, 75 (9 1.5%)
were i n t e ~ e w e din person (71 in their own homes and 4 elsewhere); 7 (8.5%), who no
longer lived in or near Montréai, were i n t e ~ e w e dby telephone and were then mailed the
questionnaire dong with an explanatory letter and a self-addressed, stamped envelope (in
order to maxirnize retums). The author personally interviewed 65 of the participants; the
other 17 were interviewed by one of two colleagues~The structured interview lasted
about 15 minutes and included the collection of demographic information and the taking
of a bnef famiiy history. Farnily of origin questions inciuded which persons the
adolescent had lived with fkom birth to present (parents, siblings, other adults and peers)
and how many years, if any, he had spent living with one parent alone or with a

stepparent or other partner of his custodiai parent. (See Appendix J, "Interview Form".)
Following this brief interview, he was administered the 30-item translated Parentification
Scale (see Appendix B, "Échelle de parentification-translated

French version"). The

interviewer remained in the room to btkfly answer any questions and to record any
comments made or feedback given by the adolescents. Most of them found the
questionnaire to be simple and clear, and their oniy confbsion had to do with
complications arising from living in a blended famiiy or fiom the presence of stepparents or step-siblings (e.g., "in this question, do you mean my real mother or my
stepmother?") In each case, the adolescent was simply instmcted to answer the questions
with reference to his birth parents and to the siblings, half-siblings and step-siblings with
whom he had been living during the time periods addressed by the questionnaire-that

is,

"before age 14" and "fiom age 14 to 16". The interviewer immediately checked the
questionnaires for skipped questions and asked participants to complete them on the spot;
the result of this verification was that virtually no data was missing for subsequent

analyses. Completing the questionnaire generally took the adolescents 10 to 15 minutes.
For each question mentioning "one of my parents" which was answered in the
affirmative, a space was provided in which the adolescent could specify to which parent
he was refemng-mother,

father, or both. When he had completed the questionnaire, the

interviewer collected it and debriefed him as to the nature of the study. He was infomed
that it concerned his responsibilities in his family of origin and the possible rote reversals
that he may have experienced which may have resulted in him providing physical or

emotional care to one or both of his parents. Each adolescent was then given the author's
telephone nurnber and was invited to cal1 with any M e r questions. Each adolescent

was given $5.00 and thanked for participating in the study.
Assessrnent of ~arentification
Controlling for demogravhic variables

In the interview we collected information about birth order, the parental
subsystem, the sibling subsystem, and any family transitions which may have occurred
during the adolescent's Iife. Since al1 participants had been part of a longitudinal study,

we had additional access to previously-collected data.
Personal characteristics of the son. French translations of the Preschool
Behaviour Questionnaire and the Elementary School Behaviour Questionnaire (Behar &
Stringfield, 1974) had been used in the longitudinal study to assess social and emotional
characteristics of the son at several points while he was growing up. Ten items of the
Prosocid Behaviour Questionnaire (Weir & Duveen, 198 1) had also been included in
order to assess the degree of prosocid behaviour exhibited by the son. Scores for

r
d l subjects,
"aggressiveness", "anxiety", and "prosociability" were available f ~aimost
as was the "inadaptation" total which had k e n used in the longitudinal study to

differentiate disruptive and nondismptive boys at age six. Since the participants in this
study were taken fiom these two groups defined by extreme scores on the Preschool
Behaviour Questionnaire, the "disruptive/ nondisruptive statu" variable was used as a
covariate in analysis in order to see what role, if any, it may have played in

discrimùiating high parentification. It seemed a Iikely possibility that this dichotomous
variable would discriminate between High and Low Parentification, and although the
direction of the relationship was not f o d l y hypothesized, it seemed likely that the
nondisruptive, "good" son would more naturally take upon himself the role of
overresponsible advisor and confidant to one or both of his parents than would the
disruptive, acting-out son.
Family characteristics Ail of the boys in the present study were fiom white,
French-speaking families. When they were chosen at age six to participate in the
longitudinal study, al1 participants were living in low socioeconomic districts of the
Montréal Catholic school board. Information concerning motherysage and level of
schooling was obtained through a telephone interview in 1984 and socioeconomic status
was determined by parental scores on the Occupational Prestige Index of Blishen and
McRoberts (1 976).
Dummy variables were created fiorn the interview data and these variables were
juxtaposed with the parentification status of participants who, at age 16, had been living
with both parents, with mother only or with father oniy. Variables found to have a
significant relationship with high parentification were used in subsequent analyses. The
continuous variable "total nurnber of siblings living with at age 16" was transformed into

dummy variables which differentiated the presence of younger and older brothers and
sisters. The birth order variable was also transformed into dummy variables which
included "eldest", "first born of several" and "only child" statu. The continuous variable
"number of years living with another partner of mother", was transformed into a binary
variable which indicated whether or not the boy had Iived with any other partners of his
mother for more than nine years (Le., for over half of his lifetime).
Deterrnining the criterion
The dependent variable of this study, the Parentification Score, was obtained fiom
the translated version of the Parentification Scale (Mika, Bergner & Baurn, 1987). The

following paragraphs will describe the process by which the Parentification Scale was

translated fiom English into French. After that will be discussed the fiirther refinement
of the criterion into the Parentification Score, followed by the detemination of the High
and Low Parentification groups which constituted the Parentification outcome.
Translation of the Parentification Scale PSI. The Parentification Scale used as
the dependent measure was translated into French by five bilinguai undergraduate
psychology students. After some 25 hours of instruction and study on the concept of
parentification, the students completed the translation of the instrument using five steps

of the transcultural validation mode1 proposed by Vallerand (1989). First of ail, the
original committee of five translators translated the Parentification Scale into French
creating a preliminary first drafi that was a rough word-for-word translation. Next, a
second committee made up of three bilingual female students and one professionai
translater re-translated the 30 questions of the French translation back into English.

FolIowing the completion of this parallel back-translation, the members of the first
committee carefÙIly compared the four new English versions with the PS in order to
veriQ the degree of accuracy with which their translation had captured the original
meanings. Questions which had not been accurately translated were re-translated by the
original cornmittee using more precise Québécois idioms. This resulted in the
experimental French version of the PS, which was cailed the Échelle de parentification
(EP). Thirdly, each individual French question was evaluated for clarity. As

recommended by Vallerand (1 989), a third cornmittee of five female students rated each

of the 30 questions on a seven-point coherency scale, from "very unclear" to "very clear"
(see Appendix E, "Coherency Scaie"). This evaluation revealed that several of the
translated questions were still unclear. Items receiving a rating of four or less on the
Coherency Scale were reworked by the original committee of translators. Fourthly, the
English version and irnrnediately afienvards the f&ized

French version were

administered to ten female students enrolled in a psychology course, a similar population
to those tested in previous PS research. The order of questions in the French version was
randomly altered fiom that in the English version and it was handed out to each
participant only after she had completed the PS. (This ensured that she would not refer
back to the Parentification Scale while completing the Échelle de parentification). In

order to determine the degree of bilingualism of the participants, as recomrnended by
Vallerand (1989), the French version was accompanied by a Bilingualism Scale (see
Appendix F, ''Bilingualism Scale"). After this, the tmmlators compared the degree of
sirniIarity between English version and French version outcome results for each
participant. In order for the translation of a question to be reconsidered, it was
determined that there should be a difference of at least two points-(the

possible answers

for each question ranging fiom O to 4Fbetween a participant's answen to the English
and French versions of that question. This difference was obtained several times, but only

for a very small number of questions and in each case for never more than two or three

participants. For most of the women, the Échelle de parentification (EP) appeared to be
clear and easy to understand, an accurate paraIlel version of the Parentification Scale
(PS). After comparing Bilinguaiism Scale results with PS and EP results it was
additiondly discovered by the translators that most of the participants whose test
protocols reveaied differences had greater than average difficulties with Engtish. After
reflecting upon and reviewing the questions under consideration, the cornmittee decided
to preserve their original translations. As a final pre-test, the original and translated
versions of the Parentification Scale were administered to 18 female undergraduate
psychology students (mean age: 21.4 years,

= 4.3,

range = 19 - 38 years) according

to procedures specified by Mika, Bergner and Baum (1987) in order to assess test-retest
reliability. Participants were first administered the original version followed by the
translated version. The use of university codes or a made-up narne assured
confidentiaiity. The Bilingualism Scale was also adrninistered in order to ven@ the
abiiity of the participants to clearly understand the questions in both languages. The

mean Bilingualism Score for this group was 16 with a SD of 2.2 and a range of 11 - 20
(out of a possible range of 5 - 20). A retest of the translated version alone was conducted

one week later. Results showed a signifiant Pearson correlation of i: = -85, < -01, the
critical value for an N of 18 (of

=

16) = -54. A reliability test with the English version

had been conducted by Jarvis (1 99 1) with 28 female undergraduate psychology students.

Jarvis used a test-retest interval of four months and obtained similar results (r = -89, p <

.O001 ).

Results of a test for internai consistency of the new questio~mairewere also good
(Cronbach's alpha = .91), and an evaluation of construct validity showed a significant
and positive correlation between PS and EP results Q = - 8 5 , <
~ .01), the critical point for

an N of 18 (of = 16) = .54. This showed that the interiinguistic reliability was strong.
Construct validity of the PS to assess parentification had been established by Mika et al.
l
recorded on audiotape.
(1987) through the convergent use of c l i ~ c ainterviews
Independent raters trained in farnily therapy listened to five audiotaped interviews and
ranked the participants in terms of their degree of parentification. These rankings were
then correlated with the PS resdts of the participants producing an inter-observer
agreement of g = -98, p c .O 1. The PS thus appears to be a valid measure of the degree of
parentification of an individual. Since the results of this pretest vdidated the EP with a
population similar to those tested by previous PS studies, we were justified in using this
translated instrument to explore the construct validity of parentification in a new culture
and with a new popuIation
Refinement of the Parentification Score. Overall, participant answers for the two
Parentification Scale penods of "before age 14" and "from age 14 to 16" were found to
be very similar across al1 82 participants @ = .8 1, p < .O0 l), which may have reflected a
tendency to reply in the same way rather than the persistence of the parentified role.' The
decision was made to use the "fiom age 14 to 16" scores alone rather than totalling the
scores from both tirne periods which, we suxmised, might artificially increase intersubject differences. These later scores were used in analysis rather than those fiom the
younger age period because fiequencies were higher. While some of the sibling
caretaking responsibilities or househoid responsibilities mentioned by the PS questions
would be quite age-appropriate for an older child, we considered even the occasional

occurrence of certain of the parent-child behaviours to be indicative of high
parentification, even for an older adolescent.

' It is likely that similar responses would have been obtained had the adolescents been asked to respond
according to their present family responsibilities, since they were only two to three years older than the
"from age 14 to 16" period. However, this would have implied the creation of a new instrument.

The focus of the present study was the parent-child dimension of parentification.
We thus excluded fiom the criterion al1 questions of the Parentification Scale which did

not relate to the parent-child relationship: those of Subscale 3, "Child as Parent to
Sibling(s)" (12 questions) and aiso those of Subscale 4, "Child Performs Household
Tasks" (4 questions). We aiso excluded one question fiom Subscale 1 (#7 ) because it
was worded in such a way as to presume the presence of younger siblings. In other
words, the final criterion measure, hereinafter referred to as the Parentification Score,
consisted of the totalled "fiom age 14 to 16" item scores of the 13 questions of the EP
which focussed upon the parent-child reiationship: questions #8, # I l , #15, #20, #23, #27
and #30 (Subscale 1, "Child as Spouse to Parents") and #4, #5, #10, #14, #22, #26

(Subscde 2, "Child as Parent to Parents"). The scoring of each of these items was as
follows: "never or does not apply to me" = O, "rarely" = 1, "occasionaily"

= 2,

"often" =

3 and "very often" = 4. No prior factor analysis had been done on the 30-item

Parentification Scale. A factor analysis performed on the 13 parent-child items used in
this study confirmed the theoretical validity of different subtypes of p&entification. Table
2 presents the rotated results of this factor analysis which identified four factors

explaining 6 1.9% of the total variance.

The first factor, which by itself explained 32.6% of the variance, was compnsed
of four questions, three of which presented the son as mediPror between his parents. A
subsequent factor analysis forcing the items into five factors also included question #8 in
this strongest factor. These five questions served as the best discriminators of high
parentification. The second factor contained three questions which presented the son as
confidan1 and cornforter to his parents, and especially to his mother. The third factor

presented the son as advisor to his parents. (Question # 1O seemed to fit better
conceptually in this factor and it correlated almost as highly with this factor as it did with
Factor 2). The fourth factor contained the remaining two questions which appeared to
have the least relevance to the Parentification Score. Three of the questions-"my
and "my
parent(s) told me secrets" (#20), "my father shared probierns with me" (#Sn
parent asked me for advice vs. asking the other parent" (#30)-had

no correlation

coefficients greater than .40 with any of the other questions, and were the least important

discriminators of high parentification of the 13 parent-child questions. When these
questions were excluded fiom the factor analysis, the composition of the three strongest
factors remained as above.
Differentiation of the Low and Hiah Parentification moups. The mean
Parentification Score for the 82 adolescents was 14.48 with a standard deviation of 7.95
and a range of scores from 1 to 37. The critenon used by this present study was the
Parentification outcorne: a dichotomiung of the adolescents into two groups, designated
Low and High Parentification. Although using a continuous measure might have seemed
to be the more logical choice (given the normal distribution of the Parentification Scores),
the central goal of the study was to explore which observational variables would be most
predictive of an extreme degree of parentification in the adolescent participants rather

than to correlate the observational variables with a continuum of scores. It is for this
reason that the Parentification Scores were dichotomized rather than considered as a
continuum. The High Parentification group was made up of those cases scoring
approximately one standard deviation above the mean Parentification Score (n = 18).
Mika (1987), in her initial assessrnent of 100 college-aged females using d l four
subscales of the Parentification Scale, noted d e r having correlated clinical inteniews
with Parentification Scale scores that a score representing approximatdy one standard
deviation above the mean appeared to demarcate a "clinically significant" degree of
parentification within the sarnple she was testing. ALthough the sarnple tested in the
present study may not share the sarne characteristics, it was decided that this would be an
acceptable cut-off point for the High Parentification group. A score one standard
deviation above the mean is generally accepted as the cut-off point for a significant
condition (see Kasdin, 1985). In the present study this represented a score of 20 or
higher, and included the top 17% of cases. A score of 20 rneant that the adolescent had
most fiequently responded ''rareIym or "occasionally" to the 13 parent-child questions.

This may not seem to be a high frequency for the adolescent to be considered highly
parentified, but for most of the questions in the Child-Parent subscale it could be argued
that even one occurrence of the behaviours referred to would provide evidence for a
diffusion of intergenerational boundaries. For exarnple, # 20 reads, "1 restored peace if

Table 2
Principal Component Analvsis of Child-Parent Subscale ( V a r i m a Rotation
= 821

with Kaiser Normalization)

Subscate Itemsa

Factors
1

2

3

4

.O2

Child as mediator
Made peace between parents (4)
Sided with one parent (1 1)
Mediated between parents (22)
Cared for sick parents (5)
Cbild as confidant
Mother shared problems (23)
Parents told secrets (20)
Consoled parents (26)
Parents asked adult advice ( 10)
Child as advisor
Parents gave much influence (14)
Parents discussed $ problems (1 5)
One parent discussed the other (8)
Other
Father shared problems (27)
Parent asked advice vs. asking other parent (30)

-17
-08

-.O 1

-05

-52

.86
.60

% of variance explained

32.6

11.0

9.8

8.5

Note. 'Numbers in parentheses refer to Parentification Scale questions (French version)

confiicts developed between my parents", and # 4 reads, "My parent(s) shared intimate
secrets (e-g., concerning relationships andl or sexual issues) with me." Even if
Parentification Scores were not extremely high, the High Parentification group clearly
included the most highly parentified members of this particular sarnple of adolescents.
The group referred to, for the sake of clarity, as the Low Parentification group was
actually made up of those cases scoring low or medium Parentification Scores (n = 64).
Deterrnining the observational ~redictors
Predictor variables for this study consisted of behaviours observed in the context
of mother-son interaction on the two occasions when the mothers and sons came to the
Iearning lab to be videotaped doing a cornputer task together. A leaming task was

considered to be an ecologically vaiid situation in which to observe normative parentchild behaviour. Leaming is the most important activity in adolescence, and a learning
task on a computer was assumed to increase the adolescent's motivation to focus on the
task. The choice of observationai variables was inspired by the research of Sroufe et al.
( 1980, 1985); the present study adapted their target behaviours for the assessrnent of

parentification to an adolescent population and to the specific learning task under
observation. Both mother's parentiQing behaviours and son's parentified behaviours
were included as potential predictors of high parentification. Table 3 provides a list of
possible parentified and parentiming behaviours based loosely upon the Parentification
Scale (Mika et al., 1987) and the work of Sroufe (1 980, l98S), and indicates which of
these behaviours were looked for in the videotaped mother-son interactions of the present
sîudy. More clinically significant parent-child relationship dynamics such as incest or
CO-dependencycould also be added to this list.
Each of the twelve mother-son interactions observed and coded was thought to
give evidence either for or against a highly parentified relationship between mother and
son insofar as it would be observable within the context of the laboratory leaming task.

In this controlled setting, the son's clearIy defined and age-appropriate role was to learn
and perform the task and the mother's role and clearly stated directive was to support her

son as he was performing his task. In particular, raters watched for evidence of task role
reversal between mother and son and also for evidence of a peer-like relationship rather

than one in which the mother provided appropriate support and structure for her son.

Specific behaviours were operationaiized as "task"observation items and "relationship"
observation items for both mother and son.
"Task" items hypothesized to ~ r e d i c high
t
parentification. The first two task
items were hypothesized to predict non-membership in the High Parentification group,

and the other four items were hypothesized to predict membership in this group. Mother
task items were "mother provides adequate direction and support" (gives encouragement
to her son or calls him back on task); "mother touches the computer screen" (points out

possibilities and offers suggestions to her son); "mother takes over the keyboard" (types

Table 3
Parentified Parentifirinn Behaviours Observable in Child-Parent Interaction

Type of Interaction

Child

Parent

Parentified behaviours

Parentifiing behaviours

"enmeshed" with parent
(high fiequency of eye contact)

"enmeshed" with child
does not encourage individuation

GENERATIONAL BOüNDARY DIFFUSION
(PEER-LIKE RELATIONSHIP)

relates to child as a peer

relates to parent as a peer
(teases/ "flirts" with parent)

(teases/ "flirts" with child)

listens to parent's personal problems

shares personal problems with child

consoles, "counsels", gives advice

"uses" child as confidant, counseior,
advisor
"triangulates" child =
chooses child over spouse

mediates between parents

depends on child to serve as a
rnediator, "go-between" with spouse

"takes care of' sick parent

depends on child for care when sick

ROLE REVERSAL
hyper-attentive to parent's nee&
(allows parent to take over keyboard)

neglectfbl of child's needs
(does not offer needed structure/
su~port)

(takes over child's learning role)
Note. Behaviours observed within the lab learning task are showri in parentheses.
-

three or more keystrokes in a row, in effect taking over her son's assigned task); "mother
continues doing the task" (remains on the keyboard for 30 seconds); "rnother sits down in
her son's place" (takes over her son's chair); and "mother preens" (looks at herself in the

mirror rather than paying attention to what her son is doing). "Son protests mother's

unwanted help" was hypothesized to predict non-membership in the High Parentification

group, and "son accepts mother's help without protesting" and "son offers the keyboard/
his chair to his mother" were hypothesized to predict a High-Parentification outcome.
"Relationshi~"items hwothesized to ~ r e d i chinh
t
parentification. The one
mother relationship item was "mother teases/ flirts with son", which included motherinitiated tickling, teasing or flirtatious behaviours, used to operationaiize a peer-1ike
relationship between mother and son. The first relationship item for the son was "son
initiates eye contact with mother"; a high frequency of son-initiated eye contact was
hypothesized to indicate an over-preoccupation with his mother's presence, since the son
had been directed to work as autonomously as possible on his task. The second
relationship item was "son teases/ flirts with mother", with tickling, teasing or flirtatious
behaviours aiso taken to illustrate the peer-like or spouse-like relationship between child
and parent found by Sroufe et al. (1980, 1985) in their work with younger children to be
an indicator of high parentification.
Codification of the mother-son videotapes. Two raters trained to code the
mother-son videotapes by o b s e ~ n videotapes
g
of non-subjects. They spent
approximately 20 hours refining their technique as well as the rating protocol, watching

some 20 practice videotapes together until desired overall reliability levels of -70
(Cronbach's alpha) were achieved. Following this, the 164 videotapes (two per
adolescent participant) were observed independently by the raters and each occurrence of
the target behaviours was recorded by hand on a form created for this purpose, a time
grid which covered both 10-minute tasks (see Appendix G, "Mother-son interactions
observed in laboratory setting" and Appendix H, "Mother-son interactions recording
form"). A complete record sampling method (Altman, 1974) was used, with each
occurrence of the mother's behaviours recorded in a first viewing and each occurrence of
the adolescent son's behaviours recorded in a second viewing. Each rater coded the

videotapes for 54 mother-son dyads: 27 which were coded by the other rater as well and
27 which were coded by him alone. In other words, final reliability checks were based on

interrater reliabilities for one third of the total group of subjects at TIand again at Tz,

with each rater o b s e ~ n ag total of 108 videotapes. Raters were blind to disruptive/

nondisruptive status and to the Parentification Scores of the adolescents.
Refinement of the predictor variables. In an effort to increase the power of
analysis, item counts for easy and difficult tasks were totalled in order to create one
combined score for each observational variable. During the preliminary analysis it was
found that 5 of the 12 observational items had acceptable interrater reliabilities at Tl,
when the participants were 13-14 years old, and that 4 items had acceptable reliabilities at

Tz,two years later. Table 4 presents the alphas for these observationai predictors which
were used in subsequent analyses.

Interrater Reliabilities for Observational Predictots (n = 27)
Cronbach's alpha

M

Predictor

TI

T
2

Mother "preens"
Mother touches screen
Mother takes over
Son initiates eye contact

-75

-96
.83
.83

-83
-97
.98
.87

-79
-96
-90

Son teases/ "flirtst"

.94

-

-94

-85

Note. Tasks took place in the Learning Lab and involved both mother and son. At TI
the average age of the 27 subjects was 13.3 years, SD = 3 3 . At Tt,the average age
of subjects was 15.3 years, SD = 5 3 . 'Low frequencies coded by one rater at T2

The five Ti observation items were "mother preens", "mother touches screen", "mother
takes over keyboard", "son initiates eye contact", and "son teases/ flirts with mother".
For T2,the four acceptable observation items were "mother preens", "mother touches
screen", "mother takes over", and "son initiates eye contact". "Son teases/ flirts with
mother" was observed in extremety low fiequencies at T2,only twice by one rater and
eight times by the other, and this could explain the low interrater reliability for this item.
Following the combination of easy and difficult task frequencies into one observational
score, the scores of the two raters were combined in order to create one complete set of

observationai item ratings for ail 82 subjects with no missing data. The acceptable
observational predictors, five fiom TIand four fiom T2,were then entered into a factor
analysis (with varimax rotation) which identified four factors explaining 69.5% of the
total variance; the highest loading factor, which explained 23% of the variance, included

"son initiates eye contact" (at Ti and Tz),and "son teases/ flirts" (at TI). The three other
factors were "mother preens" (TI and Tz),"mother takes over" (TI
and Tz), and "mother
touches screen" (Ti and T2).Table 5 presents the descriptive statistics for the predictor
variables which were found to have acceptable reliabilities and were used in subsequent

analyses. Interrater reliabilities and descriptive statistics for the rernaining eight variables
which were not included in the univariate analysis are presented in Appendix L (see
Table 1-A).

Table 5
Descriptive Statistics of Continuous Predictor and Demomphic Variables
Variables

Freauencies
Minimum Maximum

M

SD

= 82)

Skewness

Kurtosis

T,Predictors
Mother "preens"
Mother touches screen
Mother takes over
Son initiates eye contact
Son teases1 "fluts"

TtPredictors
Mother "preens"
Mother touches screen
Mother takes over
Son initiates eye contact

Sroufe & Ward (1980) decided to include a mother-chi1d dyad in their high
parentification group following even one occurrence of any of the target behaviours
thought to indicate "seductiveness". Fish et al. (1991) made the same decision due to the
relativeiy low frequency of certain observed behaviours in their study. They also
considered the occurrence of these behaviours to be suficient for inclusion in the

parentified group. Such was the course also followed by this present study. Three of the
five Ti observational predictors presented low mean fiequencies and two out of four Tz
predictors did as well, resulting in unacceptably high kurtosis and skewness scores.

These variables-"mother

preens", "mother takes over" and "son teases/ flirts with

motherW-were dichotomized in order to differentiate occurrence from non-occurrence of

the target behaviour for each participant. Given the brevity of the observational period in
the present task and the clear direction that had been given to the son to concentrate on
his task, it was admissible to dlow even one occurrence of a target behaviour to serve as

a d u e to a highiy parentified relationship between mother and son. Even one instance of
"mother taking over", for exampIe, was thought to indicate an inappropnate degree of
involvement by the mother in her son's task, and even one instance of "son teasing and
flirting" was thought to give evidence of a peer-like relationship between mother and son
rather than one demarcated by clear intergenerational boundaries. The two variables
"mother touches screen" and "son initiates eye contact with mother" were found to have
higher overall frequencies and normal distributions. These two variables were also
transformed into dichotomous variables, differentiating not presence from absence but
rather higher fkom lower fiequencies of the behaviours, as defined by the median split of
the scores.

Finally, since the Ti - Tzcorrelations for four of the observational predictors were
found to be highly significant, the decision was made to add Ti and T2scores together in

order to produce binary variables which reflected this age trend. In other words, for
"mother takes overy',a positive score for this new variable indicated that the behaviour
was observed both in the task performed when the son was 13-14 and also in the task
performed when he was 15-16. This was also the case for "mother preens". For "son
initiates eye contact", a positive score indicated that a high frequency of son-initiated eye
contact towards his mother was observed in both tasks, as was also the case for "mother
touches screen". As a result, the four new predictors were more-stringent, and they were
tested along with "son teasedflirts" (Ti) in terms of their ability to discriminate between

Low and High Parentification groups.

CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Statisticai analvsis of the data
AI1 statistical andyses on the data were performed on ail 82 cases, with no
missing data to contend with. An aIpha level of .O5 was used for al1 statistical tests.
The results are presented in three sections. First to be presented are the
Parentification Score results and intercorrelations of the continuous observationai
predictors. Next presented are the univariate analyses which were used to evaiuate the
reiationship between the cntenon and each of the dichotomous predictor variables. The
cnterion in this study was Parentification outcome (the High Parentification group versus
the Low Parentification group). Third to be presented are the logistic regression results

which identified the best predictors of high parentification.
As mentioned above, the High Parentification group included those adolescents
who had obtained Parentification Scores approximately one standard deviation above the
mean score. The Low Parentification group contained the rest of the adolescents who had
scores in the low and moderate ranges. DifKerences between the High Parentification
group (p=18) and the Low Parentification group @ = 64) were investigated through the
use of univariate statistics. First of dl, - test statistics were used to check for signifiant

group differences for several control variables and for personality traits of the son which
had been assessed by the longitudinal study. Secondly, chi-square analyses were used to
test relationships between the variables in the present study, since the outcome variable
was discrete as were the transformed observational predictor variables. Predictor and

control variables which passed this univariate screening were included in the regression
analysis.
The purpose of the regression analysis was to determine which variables would

best predict membership in the High Parentification group. The decision was made to
use the logistic regression procedure to analyze the relationship between the control and
observationai predictor variables and the HighLow Parentification outcome. Logistic

regression has the advantage of being robust when used with a dichotomous criterion and

it yields the probability ("odds ratio") that a certain predictor will produce a positive
response while simultaneously considering the contribution of each of the other
predictors. A stepwise logistic regression assessed the relative contribution of the
strongest predictor and control variables to the HighILow Parentification outcome.
Entered in the first block of the initiai analysis were the control variables. The second
block included those predictor variables which had been found through univariate
analysis to have a refationship with the Parentification outcome not likely due to chance.

The third block included significant interaction effects between the predictor variables.
Entry of the variables in the regression equation (forward solution) was detennined on
the basis of an ordering of importance. The item which was the strongest univariate
discriminator of the criterion was entered first in the regression equation. The next step
included the variable which caused the greatest incremental increase in the -2 Log
Likelihood after having accounted for the fmt item entered. The level of entry was
progressive and incremental. A subsequent stepwise logistic regression analysis was
performed using the three variables which had proven to be the best predictors of High
Parentification.
Table 6 presents definitions of the Parentification Score and the Parentification
outcome and provides bnef descriptions of each of the observational predictors and
control variables used in the univariate and logistic regression analyses.

Table 6
Descriptions of Criterion and Dichotomous Predictor and Controi Variables Used in Anajvsis
-

Narne of variable

Description of variable

Criterion
Parentification Score

Combined total of "age 14 to 16" scores for the 13 ChildParent items of the Parentification Scale (French version)

Parentification Outcome

High Parentification group: cases J
(
I = 1 8) with a
Parentification Score 2 20 (approximately one
above the mean score)
Low Parentification group: the rest of the cases C(J = 64)

Predictors
Mother "preens"

Mother glances at herself in the two-way minor! focuses on
herself and not on what her son is doing
(O = non-occurrence/ 1 = occurrence)

Mother touches screen

Mother touches the screen while offering her son
suggestions on how to do his cornputer task
(O = low fiequency/ 1 = high frequency)

Mother takes over

Mother types three or more consecutive keystrokes while
working on her son's cornputer task
(O = non-occurrence/ I = occurrence)

Son initiates eye contact

Son glances up at his mother in an attempt to establish eye
contact with her (O = low frequencyl 1 = high frequency)

Son teases/ "flirts"

Son acts in a familiar, peer-like way with his rncither during
the task,teasing or tickling her or joking with her
(O = non-occurrence/ 1 = occurrence)

Controls
Group status

Son's "disruptivey'/ "nondisruptive" group assignment at age
6 based on his PBQ score (O = dismptive/ 1 = nondisruptive)

"Only child" status

Son is an only child (O = no/ 1 = yes)

Living with mother alone

Son is living with his mother alone at age 16 (i-e., not with
both parents or with father alone) (O = no/ 1 = yes)

Parentification Score results
The Parentification Score was the total of "age 14 to 16" item scores for the
Child-Parent subscde, which was comprised of the 13 questions of Subscaies 1 and 2 of
the Parentification Scale (French version). These two subscales evaluated the child's role
as "spouse" or "parent" to one or both of his parents, and produced Cronbach's alphas of

.67 and -75,
respectively. A validity analysis of the items comprising the Parentification

Score produced an alpha of 3 2 , indicating an acceptable level o f intemal consistency for
this subscde. Parentification Scores had a mean of 14.5 and a standard deviation of 7.95,
with skewness of -61 and kwtosis of -23. TabIe 7 presents the correlation matrix for the

four a priori subscaies proposed by the authors of the Parentification Scale (Mika et al.,
1987) and also for the Child-Parent subscale central to the present study. (In order to

compare the other subscale scores with that of Subscale 3, "Chiid as Parent to Siblings",
this correlation matrix was limited to those 46 adolescents who were living with at least
one younger sibling at age 16.) The Parentification Score was highly significant and

positively correlated with three of the four subscales, and was also significantly and
positively correlated with the results of Subscale 3 which evaluates the child's role as

"parent" to his younger siblings. The oniy low and nonsignificant correlation was
between Subscale 1, "Chiid as Spouse to Parent(s)", and Subscde 3, "Child as Parent to

Sibling(s)".

Table 7
Intercorrelations Between Parentification Scale Subscales and
Child-Parent Subscale (n = 461

Subscale

1

2

1 . Child as "Spouse"to Parent(s)

--

.70**

2. Child as "Parent" to Parent(s)
3. Child as "Parent" to Sibling(s)
4. Child Perforrns Household Tasks
5. Child-Parent subscaleb

--

3

4

.19

.30*

.46**

.46**
SO**

-

-

5

-93* *
.90**

.33*
.42**

--

Note. Age 14- 16 scores used in analysis. 'Only subjects living with younger siblings at age 16 were

included in this analysis. b~otadscore on this subscale is called the Parentification Score.
*p < -05. "e < .Ol.

Table 8 presents the fiequency with which each response, from '%es. ofien" to "never or
does not apply", occumd for each of the 13 questions making up the Parentification
Score. This information would generally not be presented, but in this case it was
considered necessary since the present study introduced for the first time the translated
version of the PS as well as the Child-Parent subscale. The average scores obtained by
the participants on individual subscale items help to describe what high parentification

looked Iike in this populationThe two Parentification Scde items which stood out for having the highest
frequencies of "very ofien" or "often" responses were #15 and #23: at least one parent
discussed financial problems with 26 (3 1.7%) of the 82 adolescent participants when they
were between 14 and 16 years of age, and mothers s h e d personal problems or cares
with 23 (28.1 %) of their sons within this same time period. Interestingly, these two items
were among those five questions with the highest mean scores for the entire
Parentification Scaie, the other three questions k i n g task-related ("1 did dishes", "1
cleaned house" and "1 made dinner"). The three questions which had the fewest "very

ofien" or "often" responses were #22, #27 and #30: only 4 (4.9%) of the adolescents
reported having to fiequently mediate between their parents or listen to their faîher's
persona1 problems, and only 5 (6.1%) reported a parent's having fiequently asked them
for advice rather than asking the other parent. An average of 1 1.1 cases (1 3.6%)

presented a "very often" or an "often" response for each of the 13 questions. In contrast
to this, "never or does not apply" was a much more fiequent response for this sample,
with an average of 33.5 cases (40.9%) choosing this response for each of the 13
questions. In answering questions #22 and #30,54 (65.9%) of the 82 participants
reported that they had never mediated between their parents, and 54 also reported that
they had never been asked for advice by a parent who chose not to ask the other parent.

The least fiequent "never" response was for question #23; only 14 adolescent sons
(1 7.1%) reported that their mothers had never shared personal problems or concems with
them as if they were adults.

Following nine of the 13 Child-Parent questions, the adolescent was asked to
speciQ which parent had entrusted him with adult responsibilities. For the 18
adolescents in the High Parentification group, "mother", which was chosen 65 times
(42.8%), was the most fiequent response, followed by "both parents" which was chosen

59 times (38.8%), "neither parent" which was chosen 17 times (1 1.2%), and last of ail,

"father" which was chosen 11 times (7.2%). Nine of the highly-parentified adolescents

said that they sided with their mothers after an argument (# 1 1) versus five who sided
with both parents on different occasions and one who sided with his father. Eight took

care of a sick mother alone (# 5) while eight said they took care of both parents when

they were sick and none took care of a sick father alone. Eight said that their mothers
came to them to discuss their fathers (# 8) while six said that both parents did this and
one said that his father came to him to discuss his mother.
As was mentioned in Chapter II during the discussion of a factor analysis of these

13 items (see Table Z),the lowest item correlations with the total Parentification Score

were for "father shared his personal problems with me" (# 27) and "my parent(s) told me
intimate secrets" (# 20). The two items with the highest correlation coefficients with the
Parentification Score were "1 consoled my parent@) when they were distresseà" (# 26)
and "1 mediated between my parents"(# 22). The four items which appeared to be the
best discriminators of high parentification were "mediated between parents" (# 22)
(although this was one of the three items occurring the least frequently), "restored peace
between parents" (# 4), "sided with one parent against the other" (# 1 1) and "one parent
would discuss the other parent with me" (# 8).
Intercorrelations between continuous observational vredictors
Before the five continuous observational predictors were transformeci into
dichotomous variables, they were corretated fiom TI to T2in order to determine whether
or not they had remained stable across time. Table 9 presents the intercorrelations

between these predictors (which were obviously non-multicollinear) and indicates in bold
type the highly significant stability across time demonstrated by four of the five

variables-"mother

preens", "mother touches screen", "mother takes over" and "son

initiates eye contact". In effect,these repeated measures provided the equivalent of testretest correlations for the observationai predictors over a period of two years, from when
the adolescent was 13-14 years old until when he was 15-16 years old.

Table 9
Intercorrelations Between Observational Predictors (TI and T2)(N = 82)
Pred ictors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Mother "preens"
Mother touches screen
Mother takes over
Son initiates e y e contact
Son teases/ "flirtswa

T2
Mother "preens"
Mother touches screen
Mother takes over
Son initiates e y e contact
~-

-

Note. TI- Ttcorrelations are s h o w in bold type. 'This item did not show interrater reliability at T2.
*p < -05. **p c -01. ***p < .001.

Univariate analvsis of observational predictors and control variables
Students' - tests were used to check for significant differences between the High
and Low Parentification groups for variables fiom the longitudinal study such as

mother's age, mother's education, and son's performance IQ in the lab leaming situation
(operationalized as the number of errors he scored on the cornputer task). Also compared
were the means for sons' scores on aggressiveness, anxiety, inadaptation, and

prosociability for the two groups. Results of these analyses are presented in Table IO.
No significant differences were found between High and Low Parentification groups
based on any of these variables.

Table l O

T-Tests Cornparina Parentifkation Groiip Meens for Selected Control Variables and for Elementaw School
Behaviour Questionnaire Scores for Sons on Aaaressiveness. Anxiety. Inadaptation and ~rosociabilit~
Variables

Hinh Parentification
M
SD

-n

Low Parentification

-n

M

SD

Student's T-Test Results
1
O E

Control variables
Age of son at T3
Age of mother at T3
Mother's years of schooling
Son's total errors on computer task
Sons' OECP and OECEL scores'
Aggressiveness
(age 6) ( 1984)

(age IO)(] 988)- at school
Anxiety
(age 6) (1 984)

(age 1O)( 1988) - at school
Total inadaptation2
(age 6) ( 1984)
(age IO)(1988) - at school
Prosociability

(age 6) (1 984)
(age 1O)(] 988) - at school
'"~ucstionnairc: evaluation du comportement pr4scolaire" and "Questionnaire : Cvalution du componemcnt A î'dcole éldmentaire",
French translations of the Preschool Behavioral Questionnaire and Elementaty School Behavioral Questionnaire (Bchar & Stringfield, 1974)
'combined aggressivniessl hyperactivityl distractibility scores

Next, chi-square analysis was used to explore the relationship between each of the
dichotomous predictor and demographic control variables and the Parentification
outcome. The purpose of this analysis was to discover which variables best discriminated
between the adolescent sons who were most highly parentified and those who were not.
Table 1 1 presents the chi-square findings dong with the fiequencies of these variables in
the High and Low Parentification groups.
At this stage of the anaiysis, the predictors were tested individuaily for their
ability to discriminate the Parentification outcome. "Son initiates eye contact with
mother" (Tl + T2) proved to be the most important discriminator in this study between
those adolescents who were the most highiy parentified and those who were not. A total
of 3 1 (37.8%) of the adolescent sons initiated high fiequencies of eye contact with their

-

rnothers during both Iab tasks, when they were 1 3 14 and when they were 15-16; of these
3 1 sons, 12 were in the High Parentification group (LL = 18) and 19 were in the Low

Parentification group (g = 64). This means that 66.7% of the highly-parentified
adolescents dernonstrated this behaviour over the course of bath tasks as compared with

29.7% of the Low Parentification group members, 2 = 8.1 7 (l), p < .01. "Son teases/
flirts with mother" (Ti) was the second rnost important discriminator in our study .
Teasing and 'flirting' behaviour was observed in 17 (20.7%) of the 82 adolescent sons, 8
of whom were members of the High Parentification group and 9 of whom were in the
Low Parentification group, the other 83% of the cases. This means that over 44% of the
most highly parentified sons were observed in peer-like interaction with their mothers
while teasing and flirting behaviours were observed in only 14% of the rest of the sons,

2 = 7.90 (1 ),

Q < -01.

A significant relationship was found between these two

dichotomous variables when "son teases/ flirts with mother" at Tl was compared with
"son initiates eye contact with mother" at Tz; 82.3% of adolescent sons who were
observed having a peer-like relationship with their mothers when they were 13-1 4 years
old initiated a high frequency of eye contact with their mothers when they were 15- 1 6, as
opposed to 43.1 % of sons who had not been observed teasing and flirting with their
mothers when they were 13-14,d = 8.32 (l),

< .01.
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Table 1 1
Observed Fresuencies of Dichotomous Predictor and Control Variables and Chi-Sauare Analvses
with the Parentification Outcome M = 82)

Variables

Parent i fication Outcome
bw
High
(n = 18)
(n = 64)
n

%

n

YO

Total
(hi = 82)

-n

%

TI Predictors
Mother "preens"
Mother touches screena
Mother takes over
Son initiates eye contactb
Son teases/ "flirts"
Ti Predictors
Mother "preens"
Mother touches screenc
Mother takes over
Son initiates eye contactd

TI + T2 Predictors
Mother "preens"'
Mother touches screenf
Mother takes overe
Son initiates eye contactf
Control Variables
Group statusg
"Only child" status
Living with mother alone
Note. For al1

analyses, df = 1. hedian split = 5. brnedian split = 14. 'median split = 3.
T o r these two variables, 1 = occurrence of behaviour at both TI and T2.
these two
= nondismptive status.
variables, 1 = high fiequency of observed behaviour at both TIand T2*p < -05. **E < -01,

o or

dmedian split = 7.

One other Ti +T2predictor variable tended towards significance in its ability to
discriminate between these two groups: "mother takes over",

= 2.84 (l),

< - 1O. None

of the 9 adolescents whose mothers took over their cornputer task both at T iand T2were

in the High Parentification group. This was the opposite result of what had k e n
expected; task role-reversal had been hypothesized to characterize sons in the High
Parentification group. #en

TI and T2 predictors were considered separately, only "son

teases/ flirts with mother" (TI)and "son initiates eye contact with mother"

(Tt)
were

significant in univariate analysis. Four other predictors tended towards significance:
"mother takes over"

(Tl), "son

initiates eye contact with mother"

(Tl),

"mother preens"

(Tz)
and "mother touches screen" (Ti); the levels of significance of these variables were
.06,-07,.O8 and -09, respectively. Since a goal of the present study was to explore the
comparative contributions of the observationai variables best able to predict high
parentification, oniy "son teases/ flirts with mother" (Tl) and "son initiates eye contact"

(Tl + T2) were considered robust enough to include in the logistic regression analysis.
The control variable which appeared to have the strongest univariate relationship
with High Parentification group membership was "only child" status. Nine out of the 82
adolescents (1 1%) were only children; five of these nine "odies" were members of the
High Parentification group. Of the most highly parentified sons, 27.8% were only
children, compared with 6.3% of the Low group, x2 = 6.66 (1),

< -01. It is important to

note, however, that in the chi-square analysis one ce11 contained only four subjects due to

the small number of only sons in the sîudy. A comparable interval variable, "total
nurnber of siblings living with at age 16", showed a similar trend; the adolescents in this

study were living with between zero and five siblings at age 16, and an Independent
SarnpIes 1-test relating this variable to Parentification outcome showed that members of
the Low Parentification group lived with a higher average nurnber of siblings than did

members of the High Parentification group, t = 2.07(80),

< .OS. This fmding was

mirrored by a Pearson product moment correlation which showed a significant inverse
relationship between the total nurnber of siblings the adolescent was living with at age 16
and his total Parentification Score, 1 = -.23, E < .OS.

Disruptive/ nondisruptive status was included in univariate analysis in order to see
if adolescents who had been identified as "disruptive" or those who had k e n identified as
"nondismptive" at age six would have a greater likelihood to belong to the High

Parentification group. This variable did not discriminate, as adolescents identified as
disruptive or nondisruptive were found in equal proportions in the High and Low
Parentification groups. A chi-square analysis performed on the relationship between
group status at age six and the Parentification outcome resulted in a nonsignificant chisquare statistic of -06 (I), g = -81
The birth order variable was not found to discriminate between adolescents in the
High Parentification and Low Parentification groups. Of the 82 adolescent sons in this
study, 9 were "oniy children", 37 were the firstborn child in the family, and 18 were
later-born but the firstborn male. This means that a total of 64 (78%) of the participants
were actually "firstborn males".
The family demographics variable-transformed

into dummy variables to

differentiate between adolescents who had been living with both parents, with mother
alone, with father done, or with neither parent at age 1&was also not found to
discriminate between adolescents in the High Parentification and Low Parentification
groups.
Since the goal of this study was to understand which variables most
convincingly predicted a higher self-reported level of parentification, the logistic
regression results presented here included only the two predictors and the one control
variable which had been found to be significant in the chi-square analyses.

Logistic Regression analvsis
Logistic regression results are presented in Table 12. The logistic regression
procedure was used in order to explore the relative contributions of the control and
observational variables discussed above to the High Parentification outcome. For each of
the two models presented, the criterion was membership in the High Parentification

group. Parentification Scores had been dichotomized in order to explore which

behaviours would mon reliably predict the highest degree of parentification.2
According to the block chi-square statistic, Model 1 is superior to Model 2 in
terms of overall model fit, and it represents the most parsimonious solution. The block
chi-square statistic is signifiant at the .O1 level, and the coefficients for "son teases/ flirts
with mother" (Ti) and "son initiates eye contact with mother" (TI + T2)are statistically

significant at the .O1 level. "Son initiates eye contact" was the observational predictor
identifying sons who initiated above-average fiequencies of eye contact with their
mothers both when they were 13- 14 and when they were 15- 16 years old, while "son
teasesl flirts" identified a peer-Iike relationship between mother and son at age 13-14.

These two predictors were almost equally powefil in their predictive ability. In fact,
when entered together without the control variables, they had almost identical logit
coefficients and odds ratios, predicting in Model 1 with a high degree of significance that
sons who teased and flirted with their mothers and who made fiequent attempts at eye

contact with them were four times more likely to be in the High Parentification group
than were adolescents who did not demonstrate these behaviours.

In Model 2, " o d y child" status, the most reliable of the two control variables, was
added to the regression equation, and the model chi-square statistic increased in
significance to the -00 1 level. The ~ c ~ a d d e n ' s -(aRpseudo-~2
~
statisticj for this model
was .27.

In other words, these three variables accounted for 27% of the variance in

Model 2, which predicted 80.5% of the responses correctly. When al1 of the reliable
predictor and control variables were entered into a stepwise regression model with
inclusion conditionai upon an alpha level of .OS, these were the three variables which
remained in the equation. "Only chiId" status was highly significant, with an odds ratio
of 6.90 and with lower and upper values for the 95% confidence interval of 1.33 and
For purposes of cornparison, a multiple regression making use of the entire continuum of Parentification
Scores was also performed on the data using the same three dichotomous predictors. When entered
together, "son teases/ flirts" (TI)had a Beta value of 2 2 @ < -05)and an R
' o f .O4; "only child" status had a
Beta o f . 19 (e > .OS) and an R2 of -04, and "son initiates e e contact" (TI
+ T2)had a Beta o f 20 @ > -05)
and an R' of .06. The Model Summary had an adjusted R o f . 1 1, (78) = 4.4 1, E < .O 1.

r

Table 12
Logistic Renrcssion Analyses Predicting Hinh Parent ification Outconie from Observat ional and Control Variables (N = 82)
Predictors

-Bb

waldb

RORC

ad

Model
chi-sauarc ldfl

Iilock

% Correct

chi-sqiiarc Idfl

Predictioiis

Model 1
Constant
Son teasesl "flirts" (TI)
Son initiates eye contact (TI+ T2)

-2.36***

23. 14

1.46"

5.38

1.45"

6.00

-2.65**'
1,79**
1.22*

23.93

Mode12

Constant
Son tçascsl "flirts"(TI)
Son initiates eye contact (TI+ T2)
"Only child" status

1.93**

7,05

3.86
5.28

Note. 'Beta: estimated logit coefficient. bsquare of the (asymptotic) t-statistic. 'Relative Odds Ratio %S?C Coiifidciicc Iiiicrvnl for [lie Otlds Rntio
(lower and iipper values) 'Likelihood ratio index (LRI) *p < .OS. **p< .01. ***p< ,001,

McFadden'~-R2~

35 -82 respectively. This odds ratio indicated that adolescents who had no siblings were

almost seven times more likely to belong to the High Parentification group than were
adolescents who had siblings. In Model 2, "son teases/ flirts" and "son initiates eye
contact" remained significant as predictors, with odds ratios indicating that sons who had
a peer-like relationship with their mothers were six tirnes more likely and sons who

initiated high frequencies of eye contact with thern during the lab tasks were over three
times more likely to be highly parentified than were the adolescents who had not been
obsen-ed bchaving in these ways.

One other finding is worth noting in the context of the logistic regression
analyses. A significant interaction effect was found for the two observational predictors.
The mode! chi-square for the interaction was 9.6 ( l ) , p < -01, with an estimated logit
coefficient of 2.32, a Waid statistic of 8.97 and an odds ratio of 10.16. When this
interaction was entered in a subsequent regression equation, it was not found to improve
the mode1 chi-square or predictive ability. Its addition to the regression equation caused

both "soli teasesl flirts" and "son initiates eye contact" to become insignificant.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A review of the literature revealed that hi& parentification has been informally

identified in clinical settings as a problematic parent-child dynamic which may serve as a
pathway to many serious personal and relational problems later in life. The goal of the
present study was to assess the predictive validity of mother-adolescent son interactions
observed in at the beginning of and in mid-adolescence of the sons' self-reported high
parentification at the end of adolescence. Videotapes of mother-son interaction while
doing a leaming task in a structured lab setting had been rewrded on two separate

occasions, as part of an ongoing longitudinal study, when the adolescents were 13- 14 and
then when they were 15- 16 years old; these tapes were studied in order to assess the
sbbility of parentified behaviour. It was hypothesized that observational assessments of
high parentification would be predictive of correspondingly high parentification scores on
the self-report masure, the Parentification Scale, administered to the sons when they
were 18-19 years old. Boys participating in the longitudinal study had k e n classified as
"disruptive" or "nondisruptive" at the age of six, and as well as exploring the vaiidity of
observational predictors, this study also exarnined whether dismptive or nondisruptive
status at age six was reflected in self-reports of high parentification. Additionally,

several demographic variables such as birth order, the presence of siblings and living in a
single-parent versus a dual-parent household were examined as potential covariates of
high parentification.
The results of this study confirmed that two of the behaviours thought to be
consistent with high parentification observed in early and middle adolescence did indeed
predict mernbership in the High Parentification group near the end of adolescence. One
of the two most important predictors of high parentification was evidence of a peer-like
relationship between mother and son, manifested in teasing and 'flirting' behaviours by
the son towards his mother. This was observed at Ti only, when the sons were 13-14
years old. A second predictor of high parentification, a high fkequency of eye contact
initiated by the son towards his mother, was valid only at T2when the sons were 15- 16

years old and also when Ti and T2scores were cornbined. In addition to these results, the

study also found that certain task-and relationship-related behaviours thought to be

consistent with high parentification were indeed stable across a two-year period. Four of

the observed behaviours, "mother preens", "mother touches screen", "mother takes over"

and "son initiates eye contact", were positiveiy and significantly correlated fkorn TI to TL
although the first three did not serve to discriminate between high and low/moderate
levels of parentification. In terms of demographic factors, almost 40% of the most highly
parentified sons were found to be "only children" (and over half of the "only children" in
the study were in the high parentified group) and there was a significant and inverse
relationship between Parentification Scores and the nwnber of siblings with whom the
adolescents were living at age 16. Contrary to expectation, sons living with their rnothers
alone did not have higher Parentification Scores than did sons living with both parents.

The present study did not find disruptive or nondisruptive status at age six to discnminate
low and high parentification.
Hypothesis 1 : Observations of mother-son interaction will ~redicthigh parentifkation
The first research hypothesis proposed the validity of the observation of mother-

son interactions in early- and mid-adolescence to predict self-reported high
parentification near the end of adolescence. It was hypothesized that the observation of
behaviours indicative of enmeshment, generational boundary diffusion, or role reversalseveral dynarnics involved in parentification-would

predict a high parentification

outcome. These three dynamics were operationalized respectively as mother and son
teasing and "flirting" with each other as if they were peers, son initiating a high level of
eye contact with his mother during the task, and mother taking over her son's task on the
cornputer.
Results of this study confïrmed that two out of the five behaviours observed

during mother-son interaction did appear to predict high parentification self-reported by
sons up to five years after the time when the interactions were videotaped.
Enmeshment
The lab task event which, when observed, predicted the most reliably a son's seifreport of High Parentification at age 18 was a high fkequency of eye contact initiated by

the son towards his mother. This was especially tme during the lab task at Tt, when the
sons were 15-16 years old, although when Ti and T2scores were combined the resulting
dichotomous variable proved to be a signifiant discriminator of high and iow
parentifkation. In the present study, a high frequency of eye contact initiated by the son
towards his mother was the operationalization of a high degree of mother-son
enmeshrnent, another way of describing a highly parentified relationship. Instead of
focusing exclusively on his assigned task, the son appeared to be fiequently checking out
his mother's reaction to what he was doing or saying. Of the adolescents in the highiy
parentified group, 72 % initiated higher fiequencies of eye contact with their mothers, in
contrast with 4 1% of the low group.
Initiated eye contact, or "directed gaze", has been found in the Iiterature to serve
as an indication of the level of intimacy in dyadic interactions. Argyle & Cook (1 976)

found that directed gaze was an "approach behaviour" which signified attentiveness and,
when it occurred in higher-than-average frequencies, evidenced a high degree of

interpersonal involvement. Rutter, Pennington, Dewey & Swain (1 984) suggested fkom
their research that "looking" (in other words, directing one's gaze towards the face of the
other person) and not duration of eye contact should serve as the basis for rneasurïng
visual interaction. They found initiated eye contact to be a behaviour which indicated
that the looker was seeking cues fkom the other person, and they conciuded fiom their
results that in generd, the fewer the attempts to establish eye contact, the greater the
psychological distance between the two people in the communication dyad and the more
task-oriented the interaction. In the present study, a fairly low fiequency o f initiated eye
contact was considered normal, because the son had been given clear directions on how
to complete his cornputer learning task. The son was sacrificing the limited time he had
available to complete the task each time he glanced up at his rnother. Although the son's
motives for frequently attempting to establish eye contact with his mother was not clearly
established, it seemed reasonable that a high fiequency of this behaviour might indicate
that the son was overly preoccupied with his mother's presence. Whether that
relationship was based upon the son's over-dependence on his mother's approval or

attention or upon his over-concern for her emotional well-king was not clear, and M e r

research will be needed to better interpret this finding. According to Minuchin et al.

(1973), parent-child enmeshment occurs when the boundaries between parent and child
as separate entities are blurred; the parent cornes to depend on the child as an alternate

self, and the child becomes finely attuned to the parent's emotional state and overly
sensitive to parental needs. The finding that a high level of son-initiated eye contact with
rnother was associated with High Parentification and correlated positively with soninitiated peer-like behaviour directed towards mother may offer a tentative confirmation
of the theoretical perception that parent-child enmeshment is a component of high

parentification.
Generational boundary difision
The behaviour observed in this study which was the second strongest predictor of
high parentification was the occurrence of teasing, 'flirting' behaviours on the part of the
son towards his mother during the first lab task when the sons were 13-14 years old. A
peer-like relationship between parent and child has generally k e n perceived by clinicians
and researchers to be evidence for a blurring of generational boundaries and a

charactenstic of highly parentified children. Sons in the present study who demonstrated
at least one instance of this kind of behaviour towards their mothers were four to aImost
seven times more Iikely (depending upon the covariates included in the logistic

regression equation) to find themselves in the High Parentification group five years later
than were sons who did not demonstrate this behaviour.

This finding appears to support previous empincal evidence that generational
boundary diffusion is a central factor in parentification, and it may illustrate that sons in
early adolescence who act towards their mothers as if they were p e r s are more likely to
be highly parentified. As these sons are drawn into the role of advisor and confidant to at

least one parent and mediator between their parents, they are given adult privileges as
well as responsibilities. Sroufe et ai. (1 980, 1985) referred to the mother-instigated peer-

like relationship as "seductiveness" when the chikiren in their study were 24 months old
and as "generational boundary diffusion" a year and a half later. When the children were
younger, Sroufe et al. observed more physical touching of the children by their mothers;

when the children were older, the behaviours they observed as manifestations of a peerlike relationship were more covert3 ~ u r k e t(1
t 991) did not expect to see overt seductive
behavioun in her study because her subjects were school-age children and the study took
place in the context of a stnictured verbal task versus an unstructured play setting. As in
the present study, Burkett chose to focus on behaviours congruent with boundary
diffusion, enmeshment and role reversai. She assessed a peer-like relationship between
mother and child when the mothers spoke during the serni-structured interview of their
re liance on their children for fnendship, companionship and emotional support. n i e s e
verbal statements of dependence by the mothers were taken as evidence for a highly
parentified relationship between mother and child. Simïlarly, the joking and teasing
behaviours noticed in the lab task between the mother and her young adolescent son were
considered in the present study to give evidence of a peer-like relationship. These
behaviours were not considered to be appropriate, given the limited execution time
allowed for the leaming task. This easy familiarity between parent and child has been
used as a clinicd indicator of parentification. The a ~ t h oremembers
r
a family therapy
case involving a mother and her 1 1-year old son named Jimmy. When Jimmy was an

infant,his father had died in

accident and his mother had subsequently idealized what

she remembered of her late husband. She had never since allowed another man into her
life, and Jimmy had become her best fnend and confidant. In our therapy sessions,
mother and son would interact more like a mamed couple than Iike parent and child.
Jimmy found it difficult to relate with other children his age, whom he found to be
"babyish", and he was beginning to experience problerns at school because he treated
teachers and principals as if they were no different fiom peers. Jirnmy's mother was
concemed about the difficulties he was having at school and found it challenging to be a
mother to him because so often she needed hirn and depended on him for companionship

and for help in making her own decisions. Mother and son, when asked questions about
their relationship, would sneak conspiratonal glances at each other, whisper to each other
It is interesting to note that "teasing and flirting behaviour" appears to be a consistent predictor of high
parentification at age 24 months, 48 months, and (in the present study), 13-14 years. One might assume
that the child learned these behaviours from his rnother. Although not the purpose of the present study,
watching videotapes o f mother-son interaction from ages 6 to 12 could permit the verification o f this
hypothesis.

and burst into giggles of complicity. Based on our recommendation, Jimmy's mother
allowed him to attend a summer camp but she felt lost without him and made few efforts
to make fiiends with other adults. The incidents of joking and teasing observed between
mothers and sons during the lab learning tasks central to the present study were
reminiscent of the peer-like behaviours we had observed in family therapy sessions with
Jimrny and his mother.
Role reversa1
Although a mother taking over her son's task on the computer (Le., typing at least
three consecutive keystrokes while her son watched) was judged to be an extreme

measure and was used to operationalize role reversal, higher levels of matemal
involvement in the task were negatively associated with the Parentification Score and not,

as predicted, positively correlated with it. "Mother takes over" leaned towards
significance at Ti but contrary to expectation, fewer mothers of sons in the High
Parentification group took over their son's task than did mothers of sons in the Low
Parentification group. A mother's efforts to help her son tumed out to be either
appropriate parental behaviour or evidence of infantilization rather than evidence of
parentification. It may, after d l , have been appropriate for mothers to help their sons
even to the point of taking over the computer keyboard if sons were unable to complete
the task alone, and the relationship-related variables discussed above appeared to be
better discriminators of the Parentification outcome than was this task-related variable.

Hvpothesis 2: Observationai ~redictorswill be consistent across time
The second hypothesis predicted that the observed mother-son interactions would
demonstrate a consistency across time, thus supporting the clinical position that
parentification can be an enduring as well as a transitory parentchild dynamic.
Consistency across time was operationalized as a significant Tl - T2correlation for the
observational predictors. The present study found that four of the mother-son
interactions captured in a 20-minute stmctured lab task were indeed stable over a twoyear period. These four observed behaviours, "mother preens", "mother touches screen",

"mother takes over" and "son initiates eye contact", were positively and significantly
correlated fiom Ti to T2,with low to moderate Pearson 1correlation coefficients, which
offered evidence for an age trend. Unfortunately, only one of these four interactions,
"son initiates eye contact", was significant as a discriminator of high parentification,
which Iimited support for the hypothesis that behaviours predictive of high

parentification are stable across tirne. The present discussion will centre around this one
variable and the possibility of an age trend involving "son teases/ flirts" and "son initiates
eye contact" as alternate measures of the same phenornenon at different ages of the son.
The ~ossibilitvof an age trend

As was mentioned earlier, Sroufe et al. (1 985) found that observations made when
the child was 24 rnonths old and observations made a year and a half later revealed

"seductiveness" to be a stable though transformed relationship pattern between mothers
and their sons. These researchers designed the "generational boundary dissolution" scde

to capture this age-related transformation of mother's seductive touching and talking to
her son as a peer, deferring to him for direction and allowing herself to be "charmed and
arnused" by him at the expense of providing needed structure and limits. Sroufe et al.
found that 72% of their 18 "seductive" cases at Tl scored high on this seale compared
with 39% of 18 control subjects. A similar age trend may have been evidenced in the

present study, Adolescent sons were observed teasing and "flirting" with their mothers
when they were 13-14 years old. The occurrence or non-occurrence of this behaviour
was a significant discriminator of the Parentification outcome, but when the adolescents

and their mothers were observed again at age 15- 16, the behaviour did not occur in

enough mother-son dyads to be used as a predictor. On the other hand, son-initiated eye
contact proved to be a better discriminator of high and low parentification when the sons
were 15-16 than it had been at the time of the earIier task. Neither a high rate of son-

initiated eye contact nor the presence of teasing and flirting behaviours were significant

discnminators of the Parentification outcome at both TIand T2. As was mentioned in
Chapter III, a significant relationship was found to exist between these two dichotomous
predictors. This led us to speculate that "son initiates eye contact" at T2may have served
as a proxy for "son teases/ flirts" at Ti;the intense son-mother involvement characterized

by "flirting" at age 13-14 may have k e n transformed into a more subtle peer-like
relationship characterized by a high level of son-initiated eye contact as the adolescent
matured. Both behaviours served as significant discriminators of High and Low
Parentification outcomes at T3 when the son was 18-19 years old. While the observational
consistency (stability of the behaviour in tirne) of these two predictors may point to an
age trend, the observationai fiequency (decreases in fiequency of the behaviour across
time) rnay point to this transformation, a shift fkom extemal to intemal indicators of
parentification. In other words, when the adolescent is younger, researchers or clinicians
might look for teasing or flirting behaviour-overt and p h y s i d manifestations of a peerlike relationship between mother and son-as

a predictor of high parentification; when h e

is 16, they might look for higher-than-average fkequencies of son-initiated eye contact
indicative of enmeshment, an extreme degree of closeness between mother and
adolescent son.
Childhood and adolescent ~arentificationas a relationshi~template
The search for stable observational predictors of high parentification is important
because there is increasing clinical evidence of significant long-term consequences of
childhood and adolescent parentification. It is an axiom of therapy that relationships in
the farnily of origin during childhood and adolescence may serve as a template for

subsequent relationships. A nurnber of clinical observers (Bergner, 1990; Controneo,
1987; Hyde, 1986; Lackie, 1983) have contended that the interpersonal style first learned

when children experience parentification carries over into their adult life as a relationship
pattern of overresponsibility, referred to by Valleau et al. (1995) as an "excessively

caretaking orientation". These authors studied this relationship pattem exclusively in
female subjects, but it is likely present in males as well. The author of the present study
remembers conducting a therapy session with a 45-year old man,married and a father of
three, whose first words in therapy were, "1 want a divorce fiom rny parents!" He
recounted that when he was eight years old his mother had fled fkom the family home
afier his father had badly beaten her, and as the only child he had been delegated the
responsibility of convincing his mother to return home. Although he, a grown man, was
now responsible for the well-king of his own children, he still felt obliged to step in and

mediate his parents' confîicts as well. Quite ofien his father or mother would cd1 him for
help and he would typically drop everything to go bbcounsel"them on their marriage,
feeling especiaily responsible for the physical and emotional welfare of his mother. He
came into therapy because he was tom between how to adequately care for his own
children and what to do about his parents, and he was quite unaware of the extent of his
own fatigue and emotional depletion. The study of Valleau et al. (1995) investigated the
clinical impression of rnany farnily therapists that when individuals are excessively
parentified as children, they may tend to become overresponsible adults, "compulsively
overfimctioning and caregiving in their relationships with others" (Valleau, 1995, p. 157).

The term "caretaker syndrome", borrowed fiom Peek & Trezona (1984), was used by
Valleau et al. to refer to this enduring and pervasive pattern of behaviùur in which an
individual habitually assumes roles of a heavily caretaking nature-such as fixer, rescuer,
advisor, advocate or "therapist9'-in

relationships with others, while at the same time

neglecting his or her own needs and problems and only reluctantly seeking or accepting
help from others.

In a previous study, Sessions (1986) had explored a sirnilar idea: that highly
parentified individuals would as adults seek out professional roles isomorphic to the roles
they had filled as children and adolescents in their families of origin. Using the

Parentification Questionnaire (Sessions & Jwkovic, l986), he compared a group of 40
graduate students in clinical psychology with a group of 40 graduate students in
engineering (both groups comprised of 20 men and 20 women). As predicted,
psychology students, both men and women, demonstrated significantly higher levels of
parentifkation than did non-psychology students, although females were found to have
higher scores than males across both groups. (The Parentification Questionnaire, as
discussed in Chapter 1, taps heavily into the constmct of the parental child, and females in
the North Amencan culture are in general still delegated more household chores and

more child-care responsibilities than are males.)
Clinicians fiom many different theoretical perspectives agree that chilcihood
relationship patterns have a clear impact upon adult relationship bctioning. Searles

(1 973), in the context of his psychoanalytic work with schizophrenic patients and their
children, wrote of the child as "symbiotic therapist" to his or her own parents. According
to Searles, the child activeIy howbeit unconsciously participates in his own
parentification with the goal of ensuring his own psychological survival; in 'curing' his
own troubled parent, he will provide hirnself with a healthier role mode1 for the sake of

his own identity formation and maturation (Searles, 1973, p. 249). Speaking from the
sarne perspective, clinicians West & Keller (1 99 1) suggested that parentification is a
mode of adaptation that offers the parentified chiid what is perhaps the best possibility for
achieving proximity to and a t t a c h e n t with a needy parent. This fiinctional structure of
parent-child interaction, according to West and Keller, is carried forward into adulthood
and serves as a template for the negotiation of adult relationships. The child, who has
learned so well how to be attentive to his parent's unspoken needs, continues to play a
similar role in the lives of other people. Atice Miller, also fiom a psychodynamic
perspective, explored the intriguing link between growing up as a parentified child with a
highly-developed sensitivity to parental needs and practicing psychotherapy:
This ability [of responding intuitively to parental needs] is then extended and
perfected. Later, these children not only becorne 'mothers' (confidantes, cornforters,
advisors, supporters) of their own mothers, but also take over the responsibility for their
siblings and eventually develop a special sensitivity to unconscious signals manifesting
the needs of others. No wonder they often choose the psychoanalytic profession later on.
Who else, without their previous history, would muster sufficient interest to spend the
whoie day trying to discover what is happening in the other person's subconscious?
(Miller, 198 1, pp. 8-9)

Hypothesis 3: The most highlv ~arentifiedadolescent sons will be
a) onlv children

b) living with a single mother
The third hypothesis in this study, which concemed the probable demographics of
sons who would be found to be the most highly parentified, was denved fiom clinical
intuition and from previous research. It was predicted that highly parentified sons would
most typically be only children living alone with a single mother. The first prediction
was offered tentative confirmation; despite the fairly low number of only children in our

sarnple, being an on1y child appeared to discriminate high parentification, and
Parentification scores were significantly and inversely correlated with the number of
siblings with whom the adolescent was living when he was 16 years old. The second
prediction, that adolescents identified as highly parentified would more often be living

with a single mother, was not confirmed.
"Onlv child" status
The oniy demographic variable assesseci in this study which proved to be a
significant predictor of high parentification tumed out to be the status of "ody chiid,
which distinguished firstbom sons with no younger siblings £kom sons with younger
siblings and later-born sons; out of the nine adolescents in the study who were the "only
child" (1 1% of the 82 adolescent sons), five were in the High Parentification group.
White 27.8% of highly parentified sons were only children, only 6.2% of sons in the

other group had no siblings. An adolescent in this study who was an only child was
between six and seven times more Iikely to be a member of the High Parentification
group than was an adolescent who was later-born or who had younger siblings.

An only child demonstrates many of the qualities of a child who is the firstborn of
several siblings, aithough he does not have the reference point of age peers in early
childhood. First-borns, by very nature of their position in the sibling structure, are
traditionally given more responsibility than are later-bom children. In an extensive
review of findings from earlier studies conceming the birth order variable, Green (1978)
reported that only children and firstbom children tend to be overrepresented in "parent
surrogate occupations" such as teaching, nursing, social work and psychology. Lackie
(1 984) perforrned a comprehensive study of "learned responsibility and order of birth" in
a sample of 1,577 social workers. His hypothesis was that earlier-born children would

tend to experience and report more direct parentification and that iater-boms would report
having been given less responsibility as children and adolescents. His study included 96
men, of whom 12 (13%) were only children, 34 (35%) were the first-bom male, 17 (1 8%)

were the first male, and 33 (34%) were later-born males. The only children and first-born
males reported a greater sense of having been delegated too much responsibility in their

families of ongin, and they were found to have a greater l i k e l i h d of king parentified.
The later-born males reported a stronger association with the role of infantilized child and

were less likely to report feeling overresponsible. They also reported having little or no
caretaking experience with siblings.
Along with the challenges and responsibilities of k i n g the fustbom child, the
literature also discusses the only child's particular challenge of not living with siblings,
who are ofien the f m t p e r s with whom a child enters into relationship. According to
Burken (1 99 l), siblings rnay serve as a considerably more reliable source of security and
support for the younger child than would a dependent and unpredictable parent. Burkett
went on to state that the mutual reliance that siblings have upon each other rnay in fact

protect them from such a parent's neediness, and that an only child rnay thus be more
vulnerable to parentification than would be a firstborn child with younger siblings.
Tolman (1 96 1) agreed that while an only child is spared the obligation to serve as a
surrogate parent to younger siblings, he rnay often find himself in a simultaneously
powerful and vulnerable go-between position with his parents. An interesting fmding of
the present study was that the only child appeared to have a greater chance of being
highly parentified than did the child who was the firstbom of several siblings.
PredictabIy, as the number of siblings the adolescent was living with at age 16 increased,
Parentification Scores showed a slight significant decrease (see Chapter III). Although
the number of participants in different sibling structures in the present study was

insufficient to permit any definitive conclusions, our results hinted at the possibility that
brothers or sisters living with the adolescent rnay have served as a kind of buffer,
"protecting" or "shielding" him from parentification.
The distinction between ~arentalchild and parentified child. The finding that
there rnay be a relationship between "only child" status and high parentification helped to

confirm our clinical intuition that there is a distinction between the parental role (caring
for siblings) and the parentified role (caring for parents). Since the majority of the
adolescents in this study were first-born children (46 out of 82), and since 78% o f them
(64 out of 82) filled the farnily role of fustbom male, it was impossible to adequately

control for fmt-born versus later-born status. No significant difference was found
between these two p u p s in temis of Parentification outcorne. Despite the fiequent
characterization in the literature of parentification as a dynarnic involving caring for
siblings as well as caring for parents, there appeared to be a dichotomy between these two
manifestations of adolescent overresponsibility: the overall scores for the "Child as
Parent to Sibling(s)" subscale in the present study were not significantly correlated with
"Child as Spouse to Parent(s)" subscale scores, although they were significantly
correlated with the "Child as Parent to Parent(s)" subscale. There appeared to be a
difference between the roles of partner and parent, whether the parenting be directed
towards a sibling or a parent. Perhaps the term "spousification" used by Sroufe et al.
(1 980) would be a more accurate one to describe this mother-son partnership. It may be

the case that an oniy child is more susceptible to "spousification" while an eldest child is
more likely to take on the parental role of caring for younger siblings.
The mother-son dvad. The mother-son relationship was the focus of the present

study. Several previous studies, especially those making use of the Parentification
Questionnaire (Sessions & Jurkovic, 1986), found that femaies tended to obtain higher
parentification scores than did males. On the other hand, Sroufe and Ward (1980) found
that in 15 out of 16 cases of "seductive" behaviour by mothers towards their infant
children, the target child was a son. (These behaviours included sensual physical contact,
sensual teasing, promises of affection and materna! requests for affection.) These 16
cases represented 9% of the 173 mothers in their nonchical sarnple. K a u h a n (1986),
while studying the families of maIe alcoholics, found that the family role and
responsibilities of the male parent were more typically transferred to the eldest son thari
to the eldest daughter. Jurkovic (1 997), based on his research and clinical work,
surmised that parentification by the opposite-sex parent would most likely produce more

spouse-like than parent-like functioning when compared to parentification by the samesex

parent. In the present study, parentification appeared to be primarily a son-mother

dynamic. As was mentioned in Chapter III, "father shared his personal problerns" was
one of the three behaviows occurring the least frequently, while "mother shared her
personal problems" was the question having the greatest frequency of "often" or "very

ofien" answers. Although the present sîudy did not control for sex of the child since only
sons were observed, it did produce evidence that the parentification of sons is a
phenornenon as worthy of research as is the parentification of daughters.
To surnmarize, it appeared fiom the findings of this study that an "only child"
may be more at risk for high parentification than would be a firstbom child with younger

siblings, at l e s t when parentification is defined as taking on a spouse-like or parent-like
relationship with one's parent or parents. Although the number of participants in the
present study was inadequate to permit the drawing of clear conclusions, the literature
suggests that children who are the fmtborn of several siblings may be more at risk for
taking on the parental roles of caring for siblings and perfomiing instrumental household
responsibilities. The presence of other siblings in the household rnay serve as a
protective factor for hi& parentification, reducing the likelihood of the eldest child being
either enmeshed with a parent or triangulated between his two parents. More research is
needed in order to veriQ this hypothesis.
Living with a single mother
When they were 16 years old, 43 of the adolescents were living with both parents
and 3 1 were living with their mothers alone. Contrary to expectation, living with a single

mother at age 16 did not discriminate Parentification outcome; sons living with a single

mother did not appear to be more highiy parentified than did sons living with both

parents. The literature speaks of the greater likelihood of high parentification occumng
in a single-parent family as opposed to a dual-parent family. Wallerstein (1983)' in her
longitudinal study of 60 divorced families, found that a small subset of these families
dernonstrated an extreme level of enrneshment between parent and firstborn child
following the divorce. Although this was not a normative occurrence in her sample, she
did note that generational boudaries tended more frequently to becorne blwred in the
single-parent family, particularly during times of stress, and that this was especially
evident in the mother-firstbom child relationship (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1980). Weltner
(1 982) also noted that generational boundaries oAen tended to blur in the single-parent

farnily, particularly following a separation or a divorce. Significantly, Beal(1979)

attributed the formation of a parentified mother-firstbom child relationship to a lack of
external social supports. Maun et al. (1990) sirnilarly stated that if the parent did not
have access to adequate social support, there was more likelihood that the child would be
parentified-and

in the case of a son living with a single mother, more likelihood that he

would be made into a surrogate partner in the absence of adult support and partnership.
Zastowny & Lewis (1 989) agreed that a child who was highly parentified had most likely
stepped into the role lefi vacant by a departing parent in order to restore equilibrium to

the family system.
A possible explmation for our lack of findings may have been suggested by

Dawson (198 O), who enurnerated three specific circurnstances which she hypothesized
might increase the likelihood of high parentification in childhood or adolescence: 1) the
physicd absence of one or both parents; 2) abdication of parental responsibilities by one
or both parents; and 3) marital conflict or breakdown. In her study of 44 families (22
dual-parent and 22 single-parent), she found that mean scores on Bryson's (1976)
Division of Responsibilities Scale (an early rneasure of parentification) were significantly
higher for children of single-parent families. She found tfüs to be mainly the case for

domestic roles, however, which led her to reflect on what we have characterized as the
difference between the parental role and the parentified role: instrumental duties versus
emotional role assignrnents. Children in single-parent households were being given more
responsibility for siblings and chores but were not necessarily involved in more parentchild role reversals than were children fiom dual-parent families. The second two
circumstances named by Dawson (198O), abdication of parenting responsibilities and
marital conflict or breakdown, could occur in a dual-parent family just as well as they

could in a single-parent family. In either of these circumstances, where one or both
parents have abdicated parental responsibilities or where the relationship of the couple
has become distant or unsati@ing, a child could be conscripted by one parent to take the

place of the emotionally, although not physically, absent spouse. In other words, what
sets the stage for high parentification might not be living in a single-parent rather than a
dual-parent family but living in a non-functional family rather than a fûnctional family-

more specifically, a fmily in which the relationship between the parents is inadequate

and unsatisfjhg rather than emotionally fiilfilling. Sroufe & Ward (1985) found that
only 9% of the mothers who had scored high on the "generational boundary dissolution"
scale had maintained a stable relationship with an adult partner over the four years
covered by the study, as opposed to 25% of the mothers in the control group. Sroufe
(1 980) had earlier hypothesized that if a rnother rated as "seductive" in his fust study was

successful in achieving an adult relationship in which her emotional needs were being

fulfilled, obsexvers in the second study a year and a h d f later would notice a diminution
of her seductive behaviour towards ber child. Although the present snidy did not gather

findings which would support this asswnption, we would propose that the parentification
of a chiid rnight Likewise decrease if the relationship between the mother and her partner
irnproved to the extent that the companionship and emotional support she had been
seeking fiom her child could be found with another adult. It is possible that the practice
of mothers depending on their sons for emotional support is not entirely rare; in the
present study, it was surprising and sornewhat disturbing that one of the two highestsconng items on the Parentification Scale was, "My mother s h e d personal problems or
concerns with me as if 1 were another adult".
Disru~tiveversus nondismotive status at age six
Although not formulated as an hypothesis, the discriminatory power of the son's
disruptive or nondisruptive group assignment at age six was a matter of interest in the
present study. Disruptiveness is not the same as delinquency, but it has been identified as
one possible f o r e m e r of delinquency (Charlebois, LeBlanc, Gagnon, Larivée &
Tremblay, 1993). Tolan & Mitchell (1 989), in their sumrnary of the extensive research
conducted on the families of delinquents since the work of Minuchin (1 967), emphasized
the comrnon finding of these studies of poorly defined intergenerational boundaries and

mother-child enrneshment. Based on the definition of parentification used in this study,
however, it seemed to us that a nondisruptive child would prove a more likely candidate

for the parentified role in adolescence than would a disruptive child. It seemed
reasonable to us that the "good boy" who listened, obeyed and cooperated with adults and
peers in preschool would have a greater chance when he was an adolescent of becoming a

consoler, confidant or advisor to a parent than would the "bad boy" who was constantly
getting in trouble. Contrary to expectation, neither disruptive nor nondimptive status at
age six was found to discriminate the high parentification outcome.
The first and most obvious explanation of this finding is that the disruptive boys,
although rated as such at age six, did not remain disruptive. Early dismptiveness or
aggressive behaviour, according to most research on the prediction of delinquency,
explains only 10% to 25% of the total variance; most children assessed as aggressive will
grow out of their aggressive behaviour and not become delinquent (Charlebois,

Tremblay, Gagnon, Larivée, Laurent, 1989). A study by Dobkin, Charlebois and
Tremblay (1 997) of 42 boys taken from the sarne population as the present study found
that approximately 15% of boys who were rated as disruptive during the preschool
assessrnent were still disruptive at age 13. Another study of 65 boys found that
aggressiveness as rated by the mother was highly stable fiom age 6 to age 1 1, but had low
predictive power for self-reported antisocial behaviours at age 12 (Charlebois et al.,
1993).

Revresentative cases of high ~arentification
Although not formulated as an hypothesis, one of the author's persona1 goals in
accomplishing the present study was to gain a better understanding of the nature of
parentification and to try to learn by means of the interview whether or not the highly
parentified adolescent sons shared certain personal characteristics or family situations. In

fact, the differences between the 18 individuals who were in the high parentified group
appeared to outweigh the similarities. In certain family contexts, high parentification was
more intuitively understandable-for

example, in the case of one mother who reported

needing emotional support and a confidant following a conflictual parental separation, or
in the case of another mother who had a physical handicap which obliged her to depend

upon her son to a greater degree than she would have otherwise-but

in other cases, high

parentification was found in contexts in which it was not expected to occur. The highly
parentified son was not, in every case, the only child or even the oldest sibling, and he
Iived with both parents just as often as he lived with his mother alone. One shared

charactenstic of many of the adolescents who were in the High Parentification group was
that they seemed to have a greater than average degree of social sensitivity and the ability
to pick up on subtle cues in their environment-leading

various ones, for exarnple, to

offer the interviewer a drink, to turn on a light when he appeared to be having difficulty
reading, to introduce him to other family memben who were present, and in one case, to
switch the interview to his language in order to make him feel more at home. Most of
these adolescents were fiiendly and polite. Most described their relationship with their
mothers as good, and several made statements which hinted at an unusual degree of
closeness: "we quarrel because we're so similar"; "we have the sarne sign-that

explains

it"; "she's like a good fiend"; and "we are a bit complice" [in cahoots, in collusion].

Few complained of having been given too many responsibilities in early adolescence or
of having k e n obliged on occasion to care for their parents. While considenng the
family situations of the adolescent sons who comprised the High Parentitication group, it

soon became clear that basic questions about birth order or number of siblings wouid
prove to be an inadequate source of family information because of the complex
transitions that many of the adolescents had lived through. Many of hem had seen older
siblings move out, leaving them to take over the role of "only child". New parental
figures had come into the picture for some of hem,which had in some cases had pushed
h e m away fiom and in others had drawn them closer to their own parent. New half-

siblings or step-siblings had come into the lives of some of them and had become a new
part of their responsibilities. Interview details and the author's subjective impressions

conceming eight individuai cases of higb parentification are presented in Appendix K.
Parentification Scale findings compared with those obtained bv earlier studies
Finally we cornpared the results of our study with those obtained by four other

studies which have made use of the Parentification Scale: Mika et al. (1987), Jarvis et al.
(1 992, two studies) and Valleau et ai. (1 997). Table 2-A (see Appendix L) presents the

vital statistics of these studies, including mean scores (weighted), standard deviations,
and maximum and minimum scores on the Parentification Scale, along with other

significant findings collected by the authors. Table 3-A (see Appendix L) presents

subscale results for subgroups of subjects from the present study and aiso subscale results

fiom the study done by Jarvis in 1992

a = 28).

The 34 adolescent participants corn the present study who were firstbom and
were living with at least one younger sibling (a sirnilar population to that assessed by
previous studies) obtained a lower Parentification Scale mean score than did female
subjects from previous studies, but this score was less pertinent for our purposes than

would have been the subscale breakdowns which would have permitted a differentiation

of parental role and parentified role scores. These subscale scores were provided only by
Jarvis et al. (1992); comparing the present findings with those of Jarvis (see Appendix L),
we found that adolescents in the present sîudy scored slightly lower than did the female

undergraduates on the "Child as Spouse to Parent(s)" subscale, and that they also scored
lower on the "Child as Parent to Parent(s)" subscale. Our male adolescent subjects
obtained mean scores comparable with those of the female undergraduates on the "Child
as Parent to Sibling(s)" subscale, this last fmding somewhat surprising since females are
still traditionally given more child-care responsibilities than are males in this society.
The adolescents also obtained higher mean scores on the "Child Performs Household

Tasks" subscale than did the female undergraduates. These findings are not likely to be
significant, however, because Jarvis et al. assessed only 28 subjects and the present study
included only 34 subjects who could be compared with those of Jarvis in terrns of birth

order and the presence of younger siblings.

CONCLUSIONS

This section will summarize the findings of the present study and the conclusions
which rnay be drawn fiom them.
First of ail, the first research hypothesis-that

mother-son interactions during a

lab task when the sons were 13- 14 and 15-16 years old would predict Parentification

outcome when they were 18- 19 years old-was

supported by our findings. Two

behaviours observed on these occasions proved to be significant discriminators of the
Parentification outcome. These two k s t predictors of high parentification were the
occurrence of teasing, flirtatious behaviours on the part of the son towards his rnother
when the sons were 13- 14 years old, and high fkquencies of eye contact initiated by the
son towards his mother across the two lab tasks. Sons who showed a peer-like familiarity

6 t h their mothers were six times more likely to self-report High Parentification than
were sons who did not, and sons who initiated high frequencies of eye contact were three
times more likely to do so than were sons who did not. These behaviours were

operationalizations of the generational boundary dissolution and enrneshment which
characterize the relationship between highly parentified children and parents. We
concluded that relationship-related behaviours, at least given the nature of the present lab
task, were better able to discnminate high parentification than were than task-related
behaviours. The only task-related behaviour whicli approached significance was mother
taking over the cornputer keyboard in order to work on her son's task, but this behaviour
was a counter-indicator of high parentification and did not appear to have translated a
tnie parent-child role reversa1 of the type which would characterize high parentification.

The second hypothesis, that observed behaviours predicting high parentification
would be stable across time, was given only limited support by o w findings. Four of the
observed behaviours did indeed evidence stability across time to a significant degree, but
only one of these behaviours-son
mother during the task-ws

initiating high fiequencies of eye contact with his

predictive of high parentification. Even this behaviour was

not a significant discnminator of Parentification outcome during the first lab task,
although the Ti and T2results cornbined into a significant predictor. Occurrences of the
son teasing and flirting with his mother were not observed in enough mother-son dyads in

the second task to be a d i a b l e discriminator, and we speculated on the possibility of an

age trend: that an overly-farniliar and intimate relationship between mother and son in
early adolescence may have transformed by mid-adolescence into a more subtle and
covert pattern of interaction, characterized by high fiequencies of eye contact but no
longer by overt peer-like teasing and 'flirting'.
The third hypothesis predicted that the most highly-parentified adolescents would

be only chilàren living with a single mother. Although numbers were quite Iow, "oniy
child" statu did serve as a valid predictor of high parenfification; out of nine "ody
children" in the study, five were members of the High Parentification group. Living with
a single mother did not, however, characterize the most highiy parentified adolescents in
the present study, despite evidence presented by the literature that points in this direction.
We speculated that the factor detenninuig whether or not a son was more likely to be

drawn into a spouse-like or parent-like relationship with his mother might be the arnount
and kind of adult support available to her and her degree of satisfaction with it, rather
than the absence or presence of the second parent.

lm~licationsof the findings for research and clinical ~ractice
One of the findings of the present study was that the parental and parentified roles

may represent two closely-related but distinct phenomena. Of the four subscales that

make up the Parentification Scale, the first t w ~ - ~ ' C h i las
d Spouse to Parent(s)" and

"Child as Parent to Parent(s)"-assess

what this study has definai as the "parentified

child" role, and their questions tap into the more emotional and potentially more
troubling responsibilities involved in taking care of parents; the last two subscales, "Child
as Parent to Sibling(s)" and "Child Performs Household Tasks", deal with the "parental
child" roIe, and their questions probe the more physical and instrumental role
assignments involved in caring for siblings and taking on extensive household
responsibilities. Although the parentified and parental child scores were significantly
correlated in this study, demonstrating a positive relationship between high Ievels of
responsibility in both role assignments, they did not show multicollinearity and did not

therefore appear to be assessing the exact same phenornenon. The correlation between
"Child as Spouse to Parent(s)" and "Child as Parent to Sibling(s)" subscale scores was
low and nonsignificant, and in this study, the mean Child-Parent subscale score (the
combination of "parentified child" subscales 1 and 2) was actually higher when the
adolescent had no siblings. Two slightly-different responsibility dynarnics appear to be
at play, and it will be important for future research to take this distinction into
consideration. Within the Child-Parent subscale, it was reported in Chapter III that the
four items which best discriminateci a high Parentifkation Score al1 presented the child in
the role of parental rnediator or arbiter, required either to carefully balance his loyalties in
order to play a go-between role with his parents or to choose sides with one parent
against the other. It will be important to M e r explore the incidence and consequences
of this parentified mediator role in future studies.

Another finding of this study is that mother-son interactions in a controlled lab
setting may be used as predictors of high parentification in adolescent sons. Several
earlier studies had used a similar approach with much younger children. Sroufe et al.
(1 980, 1985) assessed children and their mothers in a lab setting when the children were
two years old and again when they were three and a half Fish et al. (1 99 1) observed

four-year old children in a controlled lab setting, and Burkett (1 99 1) assessed
parentification in the homes of children aged five to ten years, rnainly through the use of
interviews with the parents. In each case, the focus of the study was on the parentifjring
behaviours of the parents and not on the parentified behaviours of the child himself. In
the present study, both mother and son behaviours were observed as potential predictors
of parentification. Similady, future research should look for indicators of high

parenti fication in the context of parent-child interaction, where it will likely be detected
in its "purest" form. Several suggestions of other potential behavioural indicators will be
given in the section on recommendations.
Since the scope of this study was confined to the observation and assessrnent of
parentification, it did not extend knowledge in terms of the clinical significance or longterm consequences of childhood or adolescent parentification. The significance of

parentification as a clinid phenornenon is well documented elsewhere, however, and an
ongoing refinement of the observation and measurement of parenti fication will have
clinical usefiiiness both for assessment and for treatment of children and families. The
Parentification Scaie has proven to be a conceptually valid and reliable instrument for the
measurement of parentification. Translated into French according to the stringent
guidelines recornmended by Vallerand (1989), it should prove to be a useful instrument
for parentification research in Québec and in other French-speaking cultures. It is the
hope of the author that m e r refinement of this instrument will lead to the development
of a clinical totli which wili be used in family or individual therapy sessions to assess the

extent and duration of parentification and to evaluate the amount of support and parenthg
reciprocated to the parentified child or adolescent. Several more specific cornments will
be made in the section on recornmendations.

Limitations
The objective of this study was to m e r the assessment of rnother-son

parentification and not to explore its antecedents or consequences. This fundamentai
limitation was justified by the need for refinement in the rneasure of parentification for
research and clinical purposes. As Jurkovic recentiy wrote,
Cleariy, the measurement of parentification and related processes is in an
early stage. Continued work in the design of standardized and clinically relevant indices
of both parentifj4ng and parentified behaviours in parent-child relationships promises
to contribute to Our ability to identiQ and to evaluate parentification in its various forms.
(Jurkovic, 1997, p. 97).

Jurkovic also criticized the haphazard way in which parentification has been
conceptualized and called upon family systems researchen to make use of the differing
but complementary insights of other disciplines which describe similar constructs.

According to Zahn-Waxler, Radke-Yarrow, Wagner & Chapman (1992), developmental
researchérs who have been studying the ongins of responsibility and altruisrn, a chiid's
capacity for prosocial responses to the needs of others develops as early as the second
year of life. The biologically based propensity of a child to empathize and his growing
capacity to care for othen may place him at greater risk for expioitative parentification,

and the constmct of parentification should be explored within the broader context of the
origins of responsibility and sociocognitive mahuity. Although there may be some
conceptual overlap between parentification, empathy, and prosocial behaviow, however,
they are not merely different names for the same phenornenon. Zahn-Waxler et al.
(1 992) found oniy a modest association between a child's sociocognitive capacities and

his prosocial actions, suggesting that more work will be needed in order to assess the
motives underlying the development of prosocid behaviour. The sociocognitive capacity
for empathy and prosocial behaviour may indeed be found to serve as a precondition for
parentification, but a child who takes care of a parent and fulfills parental needs at the
expense of his own developmental needs is not merely manifesting a high level of

empathy. In the present study, scores of the child at age 6 and age 10 in prosociability
were not found to be associated with the child's Parentification Score near the end of
adolescence. Further study is needed in order to discover the nature of the relationship
between sociocognitive maturity, empathy, prosocid behaviour and parentification.
The rest of this section will discuss specific methodological shortcomings of the
present study conceming the sample of adolescents assessed, the instrument used to

rneasure parentification, the stnictured lab task which was observed for mother-son
interactions predictive of parentification, and the administration of the parentification
rneasure.

The s a m ~ l of
e adolescents
Limitations concerning sampling centred around three factors: the nurnber of
adolescent participants in the study, demographic variables which we were not able to
control, and the low incidence of high parentification represented in the sample.

The nurnber of subjects in the study presented one difficulty. Although few
previous studies had assessed and retained as many as 82 subjects, this nurnber was still
not suficient to permit a validation of the translated Parentification Scale; to do a valid
factor analysis on this questionnaire cornprised of 30 questions and answered for two
different tirne penods would have required between 300 and 600 subjects. The factor

analysis performed on the Child-Parent subscale, which was itself comprised of thirteen
questions answered for one time period, required a minimum of 65 subjects, although 130
subjects would have been preferable.
Demographic factors also presented certain limitations. The study looked
exclusively at mother-son interaction, which limited generaiization of the fmdings to
other contexts. In addition to gender, family socioeconornic status and culture were
constants in the present study, but the composition of the sibling subsystem was not.
Many of the 82 adolescents lived with older and younger siblings of both genders, and

composition of the sibling subsystem may well prove to be one factor which helps to
predict the likelihood of a son's high parentification. We acknowledged and identified
these potentially important demographic variables but did not control for them. Larger
numbers of participants would be needed in each group in order for this to be
accomplished. Birth order has also been hypothesized to be a determinant of high
parentification, but most of the 82 participants in this study were firstborn males and a
cornparison of the relative parentification status of firstborn versus later-bom adolescents
was not possible to a signifiant degree.

Finally, and most importantly, the sample did not include many cases of what
might be considered serious or pathogenic parentification. High Parentification was
defined as having a score of at least 20 on the Child-Parent subscde of the Parentification

Scale, which meant answering "rarely" or "occasionally" to al1 13 questions. Responding
"ofien" or "very often" to al1 questions (which would have resulted in scores ranging

from 39 to 52) would more convincingly have translated a clinically high level of
emotional involvement with and responsibility for one's parents. The highest score in the
present study was 37 and oniy seven adolescents scored at Ieast 26. This score, which

meant responding "occasionally" to dl questions, may have represented the clinical
threshold of parentification. According to this criterion, there were seven adolescents in
the present study who may have been parentified to an extreme degree, although the

dimension of reciprocity would need to be assessed before clear conclusions could be
drawn in tems of pathology.

The instrument used to assess parentification
A second area of limitation involved the Parentification Scale, the parentification

meaçure chosen for the present sîudy and translated into French. Although it was in our
opinion the best instrument available, the Parentification Scale appeared to have been
designed more specifically for individuals who lived with younger siblings while they
were growing up. We were able to control for this limited flexibility by excluding
questions which discussed caring for younger siblings in order to focus on the more
clinically important parent-child dynamic.
A more serious drawback of the instrument was that it did not provide a measure

of reciprocity, the amount and quaiity of parenting given to the child. Reciprocity was
found in the literature to be one of the three factors, dong with extent and duration,
which may determine the seriousness of childhood parentification. According to Goglia
(1 982), knowing about the child's responsibilities alone would not permit one to
determine the potential impact of parentification; she suggested that weighing both the
child's and the parent's responsibilities in the family of origin would provide a more
clinically signifiant measure of parentification. Even a high score on the Parentification
Scale may represent pathogenic parentification only when parents do not reciprocate
caregiving or meet their child's developmental needs. Mika et al. (1 987) conceded that
whiIe the Parentification Scale assessed patterns of parent-child behaviour, it did not

assess important contextual elements such as whether the assignment of parental roIes
was exploitative or legitimate and whether or not overly-responsible children received

help and parenting as well as providing it. Jurkovic (1997), a CO-developerof the

Parentification Questionnaire, criticized the Parentification Scale for not including
questions which tapped into this dimension of reciprocity. He wrote, "a major
shortcoming of this measure is that it does not include items pertaining to socio-familial

and ethical contexts of the various role patterns assessed (Jurkovic, 1997, p. 92).

The observational lab task

Thirdly, the apriori lab learning task presented certain limitations to this shidy.
The task was quite brief, and behaviours thought to discriminate high and low
parentification were observed in low frequencies. The rather audacious goal of the study
was to find evidence of a highly-parentified relationship through observing a 20-minute

stnictured learning task involving mother and son, and to use observations made dunng
two such tasks two years apart to predict parentification scores obtained two to three
years after the second lab task. A longer penod of observation would have presented a
larger window of opporhinity through which to observe particulas mother- son
interactions. Also, the presence of oniy one parent impeded investigation of the son's
relationship to both parents, and a son playing the role of "mediator" between his parents
was revealed in a factor analysis to be an important component of parentification.

The administration of the ~arentificationmeaswe

Finally, although observations of behaviours indicative of parentification were
made of both mother and son, a self-report questionnaire on parentification was
administered to sons oniy. Since observations were made of interactions between mother
and son as potential predictors of high parentification in the son, it would perhaps have

been useful to have the mother complete a self-report questionnaire in order to assess
parentiQing behaviours. This matter will aiso be discussed m e r under
recomrnendations for future research.
Recommendations for fiiture research
Discussed in the section on limitations were some of the demographic factors
which should be controlled for in future research studies. Due to changing family
patterns, family researchers must no longer assume that the child or adolescent
participating in their study is living with or has always Iived with both parents. Similarly,
researchers cannot assume that the child is living with or has always lived with his
siblings, or that the child is not living with or has never lived with other adults (stepparents or other partners of parents) or children (step-siblings). These questions must be

routinely asked in order to control for demographic factors. With reconstituted families
increasing in number, both parents and children rnay have to deal with confusion
conceming which child in the family is the "firstbom" and which is the "baby".
According to Lackie, "sorting out this part of family identity may become a routine part
of adolescent identity formation and a significant factor in how step-siblings adapt to
each other" (Lackie, 1984, p. 136). Parentification is a systemic dynamic, and the way in
which the fmily is evolving is one of the many factors which may increase or decrease
the Iikelihood of its occurrence.

In the rest of this section will be suggested six methodological improvements
which would enable future researchers to m e r extend knowledge in the area of
parentification assessrnent. Also proposed are several pertinent research questions.
Validate, improve and u d a t e the Parentification Scale
The French translation of the Parentification Scale has shown promise as an
instrument for assessing parentification in the Québec culture. The next step in exploring
its properties would be to use it to assess at least 300 adolescents in order to perform a
valid factor analysis. Another valuable goal would be to establish its construct vdidity

by comparing Parentification Scale results with concurrent measures of parentification or
other aspects of famity functioning. The Parentification Questiomaire of Sessions &
Jurkovic (1 986) has many similarities to the Parentification Scaie; administering the two

instruments concurrently to the s e e group of adolescents would provide information
concerning their comparative usefulness as measures of parentification. The translated

version of the Parentification Scale could also be administered concurrently with other
measures of family functioning. FACES III (Olson, Porter & Lavee, 1985), for exarnple,
is an instrument used fiequently in family research to determine a family's degree of

enmeshment. It was translated into French by Cloutier (R. Cloutier, persona1
communication, March 7, 1996) as the Échelle sur lefonctionnement familial and was
subsequently validated using a Québec population. Using it concurrently with the
Parentification Scale would permit the comparison of levels of enmeshment in farnilies
with or without a highly parentified child.

Although this questionnaire was judged the best instrument available for the
assessrnent of parentification, there may be several ways in which it could be improved.
As was mentioned above, the Parentification Scale does not contain questions which
assess whether caregiving is reciprocal or whether the highly parentified child is almost
exclusively taking care of the parent. Tt is recornmended that new items be added to the
questionnaire in order to assess whether or not the child's own needs are being met by
parents or parental figures. As reciprocity appears to be an important factor in
deterrnining whether or not parentification is pathological, this would permit the
measurement not only of the extent and duration of parentification but also of its potential
clinical significance. In addition to adding items in order to assess the reciprocity of
parenting, there may be occasion for revising the wording of some of the questions which
might be open to different interpretations and which might betoken appropriate parenting
rather than parental dependence upon a child. For example, a positive response to "My
parent@)discussed their financial issues and problems with me" could be taken to mean
that a parent was helping the adolescent learn about money by giving him increasing
responsibility in managing his own budget and not necessady that the parent was
burdening the adolescent with his or her own financial difficulties. A formulation better
able to discriminate parentification would be "My parent(s) asked me for help or advice
when they were unable to resolve their Own financial issues and prablems". Another

question, " M y parent@) at times became physically ill, and 1 was responsible for taking
care of them", might tell a researcher more about the state of health of the parent than
about the parentification of the child. A better formulation would speciQ that the child
"was rhe only one " or "was the main person" responsible for caring for parents. A

positive response to two m e r questions, "My parent@)sought my advice on adult
matters" and "My parent@) let me have a lot of influence when they were making
important aduIt decisions", might or might not indicate an extreme level of responsibility
for the child, depending on whether the "adutt matters" the parent was discussing were of
direct concern to the child-for

example, buying his own clothes or deciding which

school to attend or which summet job to accept-and

whether the parent was asking for

the child's input in order to teach him responsibility. It is important to note that reworded

questions should maintain the neutral, non-judgmental tone of the present items while
assessing whether the child is k i n g given an inappropnate level of responsibility for
someone his age and whether or not this delegated responsibility concerns personal or
adult issues which would more appropnately be handled by another adult.
Finally, as has already been mentioned, there may be a further need to update the
Parentification Scale in order to more accurately assess parentification in a new
generation of children and adolescents. Children now have many more dealings with
stepparents and stepsiblings, and present questions do not refiect the reality of the chiid's
relationship with live-in adults who rnay not be biologicai parents. One fùrther
suggestion of Mika et al. (1987) was that their instrument be used to assess
parentification in younger subjects. Studies making use of the two instruments designed
to assess parentification have routinely assessed college students. This study chose to
target adolescents since adolescence is a cntical period for individuation. The
Parentification Scale questionnaire could easily be adapted for use with even younger
children, and a fùture study rnight involve the administration of an adapted version to
children as young as 10 or 1 1 years old. At that young age, the inappropnateness of
certain delegated responsibilities would be even more obvious; as the child approaches
adulthood, increased responsibilities as well as a more peer-like relationship with parme
become more prevalent and more age-appropriate, and high parentification may be harder
to discriminate. The present version of the Parentification Scaie asks the respondent to
reflect on his or her farnily of origin responsibiIities in childhood and early adolescence;

an adapted version could question a younger child about his or her present
responsibilities at home.
Collect multiple wrceptions of parentifkation
-

In the past research on parentification which made use of self-report measures,
only one farnily member's perception of boundary dissolution was obtained in al1 but two

studies, those of Madanes et aL(1980) and Protinsky et ai. (1989). Diffenng perceptions
are an integral

facet of family life, and there are as many different points of view as there

are family members. As Larson (1974) put it, "there is no necessary reason for assurning

that differential perception is not an aspect of family reaiity. . . perceptions of reality rrre
reaiity to the perceiver" (p. 124). To M e r our understanding of the accurate
assessment of parentification, it would be valuable to study parentification fiom the
perspective of the parent as well as fiom the perspective of the child. Perhaps the
Parentification Scaie could be modified in such a way that it could be administered to
parent and child simultaneously, and the two sets of answers could be exarnined and
compared for each individual question. These results could be correlated in turn with an
observational assessment of parentification made in the context of parent-child
interaction in order to compare parent and child perceptions with the perceptions of
outside observers. The present study was to our best knowledge the first to make use of
observations of parentified behaviours of the child as well as parentieing behaviours of
the parent, both of which provide information about the parentification dynamic.
Jurkovic (1997) recornmended the identification of parentification fiom multiple sources,
including the children and adolescents themselves, their parents, and their siblings. Once
parentitication has been assessed within the family with some degree of confidence, it
might also be usefûl to explore manifestations of this phenornenon in the parentified
child's social world outside of the family of origin by interviewing teachers and peers.
Assess the dezree and kind of support available to parents

Given the hypothesis that inadequate social and emotional support for one or both
parents might well be associated with high levels of parentification in children, we would
recommend assessing the parents' support network in addition to assessing parentification.
A s previously discussed, the social isolation of one of the parents could be a possible

predictor of high parentification in children (Dawson, 1980). Zastowny & Lewis (1 989)
suggested that along with assessing the absence or presence of social and emotional
support, clinicians and researchers shouId also assess the specific kinds of social support
that are available to the parent as well as the parent's degree of satisfaction with that

support. McLanahan, Wedemeyer & Adelberg (198 1) discussed the different kinds of
support that were typically needed by a single parent, including support provided by the
community network (social services, opportunities for social integration and friendship),
support provided by the network of farnily and fnends (help for specific needs and

emotional support), and support f o n d only within the conjugal network, in which a
"spousal equivalent", a partner or close niend of either sex, could provide for intirnacy
needs not met by more casual niends or by the family of origin. The Social Support
Questionnaire (Sarason, Levine, Basharn, & Sarason, 1983) is one measure which taps
into the arnount and type of support available to the parent fiom the community, from
fnendships and fiom intimate relationships. A French translation of this measure, the
Échel!e de soutien social, could be useful within the Québec context. In this

questionnaire, the parent names specific individu& he or she would approach with
particular physical, social, or emotional needs. The questionnaire includes a six-point
scale with which parents indicate their degree of satisfaction with the social support
available to them, fkom "very satisfied" to "very unsatisfied". Sample questions include
"Who can you really count on to listen to you when you need to talk?', "Who can you
really count on to help you relax when you feel stressed?", "Who can give you a hug
when you need to be comforted?", "Who can you count on to take care of you no matter

what happens?", and "Who can you realIy count on to support you when you are making
important decisions?Obviously if a parent were to name a child as a main source of

social or emotional support, this would be a potentially significant correlate of high
parentification. Sirnultaneously administering the Parentifkation Scale (Child-Parent
subscale) to the child and comparing the results yielded by these two instruments would

enable researchers to compare the level and sources of social support available to the
parent and the degree of parentification of the child.
Develop a structured lab task better able to assess parentification
The present study made use of pre-existing videotapes of mother-son interaction
in a lab leaming task on the computer. The shortcomings o f this lab task for the

observational assessrnent of parentification have already k e n discussed. A task which
took at l e s t a half-hour to complete would allow for more time in which to observe
parent-child interaction. Along with peer-like interactions such as teasing and 'flirting'
behaviours between parent and child and high leveis of child-initiated eye contact, other
parent-child interactions might be found to be associated with high parentification. The
presence of both father and mother in the lab setting would present a clear improvement

over the design of the present study, permitting observation of the child's reacttion to and
involvement in disagreements or differences of opinion between his parents. Mediatlng
between parents and playing the role of family peacemaker was found by the present
study to be a central component of the Parentifkation

Score, and the assessrnent of this

role would become possible if two parents were present to help the child with the task.
(It would be essential that the parents be w d l trained in the computer task and that they

possess information which their child would need in order to cornpiete the task).
Consider the effects of gender differences on ~arentaland ~arentifiedscores

The difference between parental and parentified role assignments has been
explored in this present study, which exclusively examined mother-son interaction.
Future research should compare different manifestations of parentified and parental
behaviour by sons and daughters, both children and adolescents, as well as different
styles of parentifjkqg behaviour produced by mothers and fathers. In fact, we would
recommend that fùture research control for gender by comparing mother-son, motherdaughter, father-son and father-daughter dyads, both on the observational measures and
on Parentification outcorne, which would require a much larger number of subjects. It
would also be interesting to compare the results for these different dyadic configurations
both for the parentified roIe (using the Child-Parent subscaie score) and for the parental
role (using the combined Subscale 3 and 4 score) in order to detennine if parental child

and parentified child roles are more generally held by males or females in a given

population. In the case of single-parent farnilies, it would be revealing to see if these
findings were associated with the gender of the parent with whom the children or

adolescents were living. Jurkovic (1997) proposed that parentification by the same-sex
while parentification by the
parent may more fiequently take the form of ''sp~usification'~
opposite-sex parent may involve more of a "child as parent" role, both in caring for
siblings and in taking on a parenta1 role with parents. More research is needed in order to
determine whether or not femdes and males have equally high parentification scores if
the definition of parentification is limited to the physical and emotional caretaking of

parents and does not include child-care responsibilities or household chores.

Explore ~arentificationin different societal and familial contexts
Although the present study has taken a small step towards a clearer understandhg
of the nature of parentification and has helped to advance its assessment, much work
remains to be done. There is still a need for standardized and clinically relevant measures
of both parentiSing and parentified behaviours in parent-child relationships. There is
aiso a need to continue to explore the antecedents and consequences of parentification,

and to weigh different treatment options for the individual as well as for the family.
Since the serious study of parentification began twenty years ago, this parent-child
dynamic has received attention because of its possible links to many individual and
f m i l y problems. These problems mzy include clinical concerns as diverse as incest, codependency, personal identity problems, an adult relationship pattern of "chronic
caregiving" (Valleau et al., 1995) and "Iifelong feelings of deprivation" &ove &
Robinson, 1990, p. 29). Unresolved parent-child issues appear to resonate throughout
life, and early detection and preventive intervention in cases of pathological
parentification could prove to be the tuming point in a child or an adolescent's life.
Future research should examine different social and familial contexts in which high
parentification may occur in children. One precondition o f a parentified parent-child
relationship appears to be an unfulfilled socia! or emotionai need in at least one of the
parents; this need might be due to social isolation and loneliness, to alcoholism or
substance abuse, or to an emotional distance between the parents. On the other hand,
high parentification might be the result of a specific physical handicap in the parent such
as deafness, blindness or a loss of mobility which obliges him or her to depend on a child
to an extreme degree, or it might result frorn an absence of appropriate adult

companionship and support, whether physical or emotional. High parentification might
occasionally be a consequence of a special situation or need within the farnily, such as
mental illness in one farnily member or the presence of a developmentally delayed child
who demands so much of his parents' time and energy that the "well sibling" realizes that
he must not express too many needs of his own, which would overwhelm his exhausted
parents, and that he must take care of his own parenting needs and occasioiially his
parents' needs as well. There appears to be a culturally accepted and even expected form
of parentification in some immigrant families in which parents are obliged to depend on
their children who, at a young age, are more familiar with the language and culture of

their new home than are the adults. It is important to remember that even in this culture,
in some dom-mputer

skills k i n g one clear example-adolescents

may be

increasingly more at ease and indeed more competent than their parents.4 An additional

and related area of study would examine the personal charactenstics of adults who
remain highiy parentified and enrneshed with their parents. Certain cultural groups
endorse the n o m of extensive enmeshment with parents even d e r the establishment of a
family of procreation; such an intense involvement may cause strain on a rnarriage,
particularly if support and parenting are not reciprocated or if the spouse is from a
different cultural group and feels threatened or neglected. This adult parentification may
take the form of an unspoken obligation to fiequently visit and take care of parents even
to the point of intexvening in théir relationship dificulties, or of an ongoing dependence
by one or both parents on their adult child for physical, financial, social or emotional

support. A similar phenomenon rnay be that of grown children who appear to be unable
to psychologically differentiate from their parents, who never successfully move away
from home or establish a family of procreation. The emerging phenomenon of
"eldercare", adult children taking on increasing responsibility for their aging parents, may
be a more benign form of parentification because multiple resources and supports are

available to the adult child and beause he or she was likely able in the course of
childhood and adolescence to achieve individuation and develop an intact personal

identity. Still, it is a phenomenon which promises to receive much attention in the
coming years as more and more adults struggle to meet the challenge of simultaneously
parenting their children and their aging parents.
These and other contexts of parentification remain to be explored. The main
preoccupation of clinical research, in the opinion of this author, should be the emotional
well-being of the child who has been obliged to deny his own needs in order to meet the
needs of a needy parent. As the assessrnent of parentification is M e r refined, early
detection of pathological levels of enmeshment, generational boundary dissolution and
role reversa1 will permit early intervention on the level of family structure and
4

This should be taken into consideration when formulating a parent-child task which would allow for the
observation o f parentified and parentifLing behaviours. Computer Iiteracy may be one area in which many
parents depend on their children in a culturally-accepted way, and a computer task would not provide an
ecologically valid context in which to observe a non-cornputer literate parent helping a child.

fùnctioning. In the case of the adult who was highly parentified as a child, prevention is

no longer possible but therapeutic intervention may yet prove helpful. Such an adult may
have indeed suffered the loss of his childhood as he took on a parental role far beyond his
capabilities with a parent who was unable to give him the parenting he so deeply needed.
One farnily therapist wrote conceming adults who had grown up as the "chosen child",
Their parents' need for intimacy and companionship had taken precedence over
their [own]need for nurturing and independence. Paradoxical ly, their parents' excessive
interest in them had created lifelong feelings of deprivation: 'Wo one is taking care of
me!" (Love & Robinson, 1990, p. 29)
Alice Miller, a psychoanaiyst, wrote movingly of the plight of one woman who had
grown up as a parentified child. As a child she wanted, as do al1 children, to be loved and
respected by her parents for who she was and not just for what she was able to give them.
When she did not receive this unconditional love, she spent the rest of her life seeking
someone who would be able to provide it to her and take over the role of the absent
parent. As an adult, she turned to her own son for the fiilfillment of this unmet need, thus
perpetuating the cycle of parentification; the young boy, dependent upon his mother's
attention and willing to do anything not to lose it, mustered al1 of his resources to the end
of meeting her deepest needs, "like a small plant that tums toward the Sun in order to
survive" (Miller, 1981, p. 8). As has k e n said, however, where there is life, there is
hope. Through the substitute parenting which can be at the very core of therapy, the self

of the adult who was a highly parentified child can begin to grow and his long-repressed
needs and hurts can at last be allowed to corne to the surface. Although his childhood

rnay have been lost, it can be mourned-and,

to some extent, regained. It rnay never be

entirely too late to experience a happy childhood. Joy, which is indeed "the serious
business of childhood", can at tast in adulthood find its place in the life of the grown up
parentified child, and he may at last l e m to feel at home with himself and with his own
needs and emotions. But let it be said that, for such an adult child, "this is not a

homecoming, since this home had never before existed. It is the discovery of home"
(Miller, 198 1, p. 2 1).
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APPENDIX A

Parentification Scale (original English version)

PARENTIFICATION SCALE
Patricia Mika, Raymond M. Bergner and Michaei C. Saum

Each item in this survey asks about a slightly different adult responsibility. For each of these.
please circle the frequencies which best describe how ofien you took on this responsibility:
(a) before the age of 1 4, and (b) from ages 14 througli 16.

1.

1 babysat for my younger sibling(s).

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d . rarely
e. never or does not apply to me
2.

From aces 13 thru 16
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

My parents were away for more than 24 hours, and 1 was the main person who assurned
responsibility for my sibling(s).
Before age 14
a. very often
b. oflen
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

3-

1 cleaned house for my family.

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionaliy
d. rarely
e. never or does not appiy to me
4.

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d- rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 1 4 th N 1 6
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

1 restored peace if conflicts deveioped between my parents.

Before aPre 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From anes 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

5.

My parent(s) at times became physically ill, and i was responsible for taking care of thern.
Before aqe 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

6.

1 was the mediator or "go-between" wlien a conflict arose between my siblings.

Bcfore ace 14
a. very often
b. ofîen
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me
7.

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionalIy
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

One parent would corne to me to discuss the other parent.
Before age 14
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

9.

From a r e s 14 tliru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

My parent(s) asked for my advice when making a decision about rny sibling's misbeliavior.

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me
8.

From ages I 4 t hru 16
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very often
b. often
c. occasionalIy
d. rarely
e. never o r does not apply to me

I was responsible for deciding what action to take if one of m y sibling(s) misbehaved, even
when my parent(s) were present.

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e- never or does not apply to me

From anes 14 thru 16
a. very often
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

1 O.

My parent(s) sought rny advice on adult matters.

Before agc 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

II.

M y parents would argue, and 1 would wind up on the side of one of them.

Before ace 14
very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
c. never or does not apply to me
3.

12.

From aees 14 tliru 16
a. very ofteri
b. ofien
c. occasionalf~~
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

I provided ernotional support and/or comfort for my sibling(s).

Before aee 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not a ~ d to
v me
13

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c- occasionatly
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 tliru 16
a.
b.
c.
d.

very ofien
fien
occasionalIy
rarely
e. never or does not a ~ d to
v me

1 was responsible for dressing m y sibling(s) or insuring that hdshe or they got dressed.

Before arre 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

14. My parent(s) let me have a lot of influence when they were making important adult

decisions.
Before ane 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From apes 14 tliru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d, rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

15.

My parent(s) discussed their financial issues and problems with me.
Before aoe 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

16.

1 did the dislies for niembers of niy f a ~ il)..
n

Before aee 14
a. very often
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me
17.

b.
c.
d.
e.

ofien
occasionally
rarely
never or does not apply to nie

From aaes 14 tlim 16
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionalIy
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

1 made dinner for niernbers of my family.
Before age 14
a- very often
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rareIy
e. never o r does not apply to me

19.

From aces 14 tiiru 16
a. very ofien

When rny sibling(s) had problerns 1 took a lot of responsibility for solving tliem.
Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

18.

From arres 14 tliru 16
a. very often
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to nie

From arres 14 tliru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

1 made d e s , spoken or unspoken for my sibling(s).

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From anes 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

20.

M y parent(s) shared intimate secrets (e-g., concerning relationships andior sexual issues)
tvitli me.

Before age 14
a. very ofien

b.
c.
d.
e.

2 1.

ofien
occasionally
rarely
never or does not apply to m e

ivlien one of rny sibling(s) had a personal concern. they came to me for advice.
Before aae 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

22.

From ages 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d- rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

My mother shared personal problems or concems with me as if 1 were another adult.
Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

24.

From aces 14 tliru 1 6
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to nie

1 was the mediator or "go-benveen" when a conflict arose between rny parents.

Before asze I4
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me
23.

From aces 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

Frorn ages 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

1 did the iaundry for members of my family.

Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 thm 16
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasional ly
d. rarely
e. never o r does not appIy to me

35.

1 \vas responsible for bathing my sibling(s).

Bcfore aee 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c - occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

26.

1 consoled one or bot11 of rny parents wlien t l i q were distressed.

Before aee 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

27.

Froin ages 14 tlini I G
a. very ofitsii
b. often
c . occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not appl?, to iiic

M y father sliared personal problems or concems with me as if 1 were another adult.
Before age 14
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

28.

From arres 14 tiiru 1 6
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From aces 14 thru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to nie

My sibling(s) came to me when they were having difficulties with our parent(s).
Before ane 14
a. veryoften
b. ofien
c. occasional ly
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 thni 16
a. veryoften
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

29.

I would decide wliat time my sibling(s) went to bed for the evening, even when m y
parent(s) were home.
Before acze 14
a. very ofien
b. often
c. occasionaliy
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

30.

From apes 14 tliru 16
a. veryoften
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never o r does not apply to me

One (or bodi) of my parents asked for my input (rather than my otlier parent's input) wlien
making an important decision.
Before aae 14
a. very ofien
b. of3en
c. occasionally
d. rarely
e. never or does not apply to me

From ages 14 tliru 16
a. very ofien
b. ofien
c. occasionally
d. rareiy
e. never o r does not apply to nie

APPENDiX B

Parentification Scale (translated French version)

QUESTIONNAIRE SUR LA PRISE DE RESPONSABILITÉS ADULTES
Patricia Mika, Raymond M. Bergner et Michael C. Baum
Traduit par Dominique Leman, Michelle Masse, Marilyn Stefanoski. Ann Marie Duncan et Caroline Léger

Chaque item de ce questionnaire porte sur des responsabilités adultes qui sont légèrement différentes les
unes des autres. Pour chacun d e ces items, veuillez encercler la fréquence qui représente Ie mieux votre
degré de responsibilité: (a) avant l'âge d e 14 ans, et (b) de 14 à 16 ans.

%.B.: Le terme "mes frères et soeurs'- peut aussi désigner -'mon frère"
parents" peut aussi désigner "mon père'' ou "ma mère".

1.

oii

--ma soeur". et le terme '-mes

J-ai gardé mes frères et soeurs plus jeunes.
Avant I'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. a I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

d e 14 à I6 ans
a. très souvent
b. soin.ent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas a moi

2. Quand mes parents s'absentaient pour plus de 24 heures, j'étais la principaIe personne
qui assumait la responsabilité de mes fiéres et soeurs.
Avant l'âge de 1 4 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 1 4 à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c . à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

3. J'effectuais des tâches ménagères pour ma famille.
Avant l'âne d e 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas a moi

de I4 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

4.

Je rétablissais la pais lorsque des conflits survenaient entre mes parents.
Avant I'ise de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c . à I'occasion
d. rarement
c- jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de I i l a l 6 a n s
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

J'étais responsable de prendre soin de mes parents lorsqu'ils étaient malades.

Avant I'âze de 14 ans
[rés souvent
b. souvent
c. 5 l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi
3.

Quel parent?
mon père
ma riiére
les deus

d e 1 4 a 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

6. J'étais le médiateur ou "l'intervenant" lorsqu'un conflit surgissait entre mes frères et soeurs.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas a moi

de 13 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

Mes parents me demandaient conseil lorsqu'ils devaient prendre une décision a propos des niauvaises
conduites de mes frères et soeurs.
Quel parent?
mon père
ma mère
de 14 à 16 ans
les deux
Avant l'âne de 14 ans
a. très souvent
a. très souvent
b. souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
d. rarement
e. jamais ou n e s'applique pas à moi
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

8. Un de mes parents venait me voir pour discuter de l'autre parent.
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

Quel parent?

mon père
ma mère
les deux

de 14 a 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

sii

9. Si mes frères et soeurs avaient de mauvaises conduites, je décidais comment mettre f i n à cette
coriduite même lorsque mes parents étaient présents.
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 1 4 à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas a moi

10. h4es parents me demandaient conseils à propos de sujets adultes-

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

Quel parent?

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

1 1. Lorsque mes parents se disputaient, je finissais par prendre parti pour l'un d'eux.
Quel parent?
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

mon père
ma mère
les deus

mon père
ma mère
les deux

de 1 4 à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

12. J'étais un support émotif etlou une source de réconfort pour mes fréres et soeurs.
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

13. J'avais la responsabilité d'habiller mes frères et soeurs ou bien je m'assurais qu'ils le faisaient d'eus-

mêmes.
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c , à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

14. Mes parents me laissaient avoir beaucoup d'influence lorsqu'ils prenaient des décisions
importantes.
Quel parent?
m o n père

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

m a mère
les deux

de 14à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c . à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

15. Mes parents discutaient avec moi de leurs finances et de leurs problèmes financiers.
Quel parent?
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e . jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

mon père
m a mère
les deux

de 14à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. a l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

16. Je faisais la vaisselle pour ma famille.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14à 16ans
a. tres souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

17. Je prenaiS une grande part des responsabilités afin de résoudre les problèmes de mes frères e t soeurs.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à I6 ans
a. tres souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

18- Je faisais le souper pour les members de ma famille.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. a l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14à 16ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

19. J'établissais des règlements explicites ou sous-entendus pour mes frères et soeurs.

Avant I'âze
- de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c- à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

20. Mes patents partageaient des secrets intimes (ex: à propos de rapports interpersonnels et/ou de
Quel parent?
mon père
questions sexuel les) avec moi.

Avant I'âae d e 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

ma mère
de 14 à 16 ans
les deux
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

2 1. Lorsqu'un de mes frères et soeurs avait un problème personnel, il venait à moi
pour m e demander conseil.

Avant l'âge d e 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

d e 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d, rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

22. J'étais le médiateur ou "l'intervenant" lorsqu'un conflit surgissait entre mes parents.

Avant l'âge d e 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

23. Ma mère partageait ses problèmes personnels ou ses soucis avec moi, comme si j'étais un autre
adulte.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e . jamais ou ne s'applique pas a moi

de 14 à 16 ans

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

tres souvent
souvent
à I'occasion
rarement
jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

34. Je faisais le lavage pour des membres de ma famille.

Avant l'âge d e 14 ans
tres souvent
b. souvent
c. a l'occasion
d - rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi
a.

de 14 a 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais o u ne s'applique pas à moi

25. J'étais responsable pour donner le bain a mes fiéres et soeurs.
Avant l'âge d e 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. i I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de I4 à 16 ans

a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais o u ne s'applique pas à moi

26. le consolais mes parents quand ils étaient en détresse.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. a l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

Quel parent?

mon père
ma mère

de 14 à 16 ans
les deux
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

27. Mon père partageait ses problèmes personnels ou ses soucis avec moi, comme si j'étais un autre
adulte.

Avant l'âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à I'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

de 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi
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28. Mes frères et soeurs venaient me voir lorsqu'ils avaient des difficultés avec nos parents

Avant ['âge de 14 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à !'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou n e s'applique pas à moi

de 14 a 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

29. iMême lorsque mes parents étaient à la maison, je décidais de l'heure à laquelle mes frères et soeurs se
coucliaient.
Avant l'âre de 14 ans

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

à l'occasion

d e 14 à 16 ans
a. très souvent
b. souvent
c. a l'occasion

rarement
jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

très souvent

souvent

Lorsqu'une importante décision devait être prise, l'un de mes parents me demandait mon avis, plutôt
que de deniander l'avis d e l'autre parent.
Quel parent?
mon père
ma mère
Avant l'âge de 14 ans
les deux
de 14à 16ans
a. très souvent
a. très souvent
b. souvent
b. souvent
c. à l'occasion
c. à l'occasion
d. rarement
d. rarement
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi
e. jamais ou ne s'applique pas à moi

APPENDIX C
Subscale items in the Parentification Scale
(English and French versions)
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PARENTIFICATION SCALE ITEMS
SUBSCALE I : "CHILD AS SPOUSE TO PARENT(S) " ITEMS

My parent(s) asked for rny advice wlien making a decision about rny siblinç's misbeliavior.
One parent wouid come to me to discuss the other parent.
M y parents would argue, and 1 would wind up on the side of one of tliem.
My parent(s) discussed their financial issues and problems with me.
My parent(s) sliared intimate secrets (e.g., conceming relationsliips andlor sesua1 issues)
with me.
My mother sliared persona1 problems or concerns with me as if 1 were anotlier adult.
M y father sliared persona1 problems or concerns witli me as if 1 were another adult.
One (or both) of my parents asked for rny input (ratlier than my other parent's input) wlien
making an important decision.
SUBSCALE 2: "CHILDAS PARENT TO PARENT(S) " f TEMS
4.

5.
10.
14.

22.
26.

f restored peace if conflicts developed behveen my parents.
My parent(s) at times became physically iIl, and 1 was responsible for taking care of thern.
My parent(s) souglit my advice on adult matters.
My parent(s) let me have a lot of influence when they were making important adult decisions.
1 \vas the mediator or "go-behveen" when a conflict arose benveen my parents.
1 consoled one or both of my parents when they were distressed.

SUBSCALE 3: "CHILD AS PARENT TO SIBLING(S)" ITEMS
1 babysat for my younger sibiing(s).
My parents were away for more than 24 hours, and 1 was the main person who assumed
responsibility for my sibling(s).
1 was the mediator or "go-between" when a conflict arose benveen my siblings.
1 was responsible for deciding what action to take if one of my sibling(s) misbeliaved, even
when my parent(s) were present.
1 provided ernotional support and/or comfort for my sibling(s).
I was responsible for dressing my sibling(s) o r insuring that he or she (they) got dressed.
When my sibling(s) had problems 1 took a lot of responsibility for solving them.
1 made rules, spoken or unspoken, for my sibling(s).
When one of my sibling(s) had a personal concern, they came to m e for advice.
1 was responsible for bathing m y sibIing(s).
My sibling(s) came to me when they were having difflculties with Our parent(s).
1 would decide what time m y sibling(s) went to bed for the evening, even when rny parent(s)
were home.

SUBSCALE 4: "CHILD PERFORMS HOUSEHOLD TASKS" ITEMS
3.
1 6.
18.
24.

I cleaned house for my family.
1 did the dishes for members of my farnily.
I made dinner for mernbers of my farnily.
1 did the laundry for members of rny farnily.

sis

ITEMS DANS L'ÉCHELLE DE PARENTIFICATION
I . ITEMS C O M E R N A N T L E RÔLE D*ÉPOLIXVXSÀ VIS LESPARENTS

Mes parents m e demandaient conseil lorsqu'ils devaient prendre une décision a propos
des mauvaises conduites d e mes freres et soeurs.
Un de mes parents venait me voir pour discuter d e l'autre parent.
Lorsque mes parents s e disputaient, je finissais par prendre parti pour l'un d'eux.
Mes parents discutaient avec moi de leurs finances et d e leurs problèmes financiers.
Mes parents partageaient des secrets intimes (ex: à propos de rapports interpersonnels
&OU d e questions sesuelles) avec moi.
M a mère partageait ses problèmes personnels ou ses soucis avec moi. comme si j'étais un
autre adulte.
Mon père partageait scs problèmes personnels ou ses soucis avec moi comme si j'étais un
autre adulte.
Lorsqu-une importante decision devait être prise, l'un d e mes parents me deinandait
mon avis. plutôt que d e demander I'avis d e l'autre parent,

.

.

22.
26.

J e rétablissais la pais lorsque des conflits survenaient entre mes parents.
J'étais responsable de prendre soin d e mes parents lorsqu'ils étaient malades.
M e s parents me demandaient conseils à propos de sujets adultes.
Mes parents m e laissaient avoir beaucoup d'influence lorsqu'ils prenaient des décisions
importantes.
J'étais le médiateur ou '-l'intervenant7' lorsqu'un conflit surgissait entre mes parents.
Je consolais mes parents quand ils étaient en détresse.

J'ai gardé mes frères et soeurs plus jeunes.
Quand mes parents s'absentaient pour plus d e 24 heures, j'étais la principale personne qui
assumait la responsabilité d e mes frères et soeurs.
J'étais le médiateur ou "l'intervenant" lorsqu'un conflit surgissait entre mes frères et soeurs.
Si mes frères e t soeurs avaient de mauvaises conduites, je décidais comment mettre fin à
cette conduite même lorsque mes parents étaient présents.
J'étais un support émotif et/ou une source d e réconfort pour mes frères et soeurs.
J'avais la responsabilité d'habiller mes frères et soeurs ou bien je m'assurais qu'ils le
faisaient d'eux-mêmes.
J e prenais une grande part des responsabilités afin d e résoudre les problèmes d e mes
frères et soeurs.
J'établissais des règlements explicites ou sous-entendus pour mes frères et soeurs.
Lorsqu'un d e mes frères e t soeurs avait un probtème personnel, il venait à moi pour m e
demander conseil.
J'étais responsable pour donner le bain à mes frères e t soeurs.
Mes frères et soeurs venaient me voir lorsqu'ils avaient des difficultés avec nos parents.
Même lorsque mes parents étaient à la maison, j e décidais d e l'heure à laquelle mes freres
e t soeurs s e couchaient.
4. ITEMS CONCERNANT LA
3

3.

16.
18.
24.

PRISE DU RÔLE D 'ADULTE

J'effectuais des tâches ménagères pour ma famille.
J e faisais la vaisselle pour ma famille.
J e faisais le souper pour les membres d e ma famille.
J e faisais le lavage pour des membres d e ma famille.

APPENDIX D

Parentification Questionnaire
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PARENTIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE-ADULT (PQ-A)
Michael W. Sessions. Ph.D. and Gregory J. Jurkovic, PILD.'
The î'ollowing statements are possible descriptions of experiences you may have had while ~ r o w i n gup. If
a statement accurately describes some portion of your childhood experience, that is, the time during which
you lived at home with your family (including your teenage years), mark the statement as true on your
answer sheet. If the statement does not accurately describe your experience, mark it faIse.

1 rarely found it necessary for me to do other family members chores.
At times 1 felt 1 was the only one rny motherlfather could turn to.

My famiIy members hardly ever looked to me for advice.
III my family 1 often felt calIed upon to do more than my share.
I often felt like an outsider in my family.
1 felt most vaIuable in my family when someone confided in me.
I t seemed like there were enough problems at home without my causing more.
In my family 1 thought it best to let people work out their problems on their own.
1 ofien resented being asked to do certain kinds o f jobs.
In my family it seerned tliat 1 was usually the one who ended up being responsible
for most of what happened.
In my mind, the welfare of my family was rny first priority.
If someone in rny farnily had a problem, 1 was rarely the one they could turn
to for help.
I \vas frequently responsible for the physical care of some member of my f m i l y ,
Le., washing, feeding, dressing, etc.
My family was not the kind in which people took sides.
It often seemed that my feelings weren't taken into account in my family.
1 often found myself feeling d o m for no particular reason that I could think of.
In my family there were certain family members 1 could handle better
than anyone else.
1 often preferred the Company of people older than me.
1 hardly ever felt let down by members of my famiIy.
1 hardly ever got involved in conflicts between my parents.
1 usually feIt comfortable telling family members how I felt1 rarely womed about people in my family.
As a child 1 was ofien described as mature for my age.
In my family I often felt like a referee.
In my family I initiated most recreational activities.
It seemed like family members were always bringing me their problems.
My parents had enough to do without wonying about housework as well.
In my family 1 often made sacrifices that went unnoticed by other family
members.
My parents were very helpfùl when 1 had a problem.
I f a member of my famiIy were upset, 1 would almost always become
involved in some way.
1 couid usually manage to avoid doing housework.
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1 believe that most people understood me pretty well, particularly members

of my family.
As a child, 1 wanted to make everyone in my family happy.

My parents rarely disagreed on anything important.
1 often felt more like an adult than a child in rny family.
1 was more likely to spend time with friends than with famiIy members.
Other members of my family rarely needed me to take care of them.
1 was very uncornfortable when things weren't going well at home.
AI1 things considered. responsibilities were shared equally in my fami ly.
In my house 1 hardly ever did the cooking.
I \vas very active in the management of my family's financial affairs.
1 \\las ar my best in times of crisis.

Scoring Key and Interpretation
True items: 2,4. 5.6, 7, 10, 13, 15, 16, 17, t 8,23,23.25,26.27 ,28,30. 33, 35. 38.11. 12
Falseitems: 1 . 3 . 8 . 9 . 12, 14, 19.20,21,22.29.31.34,36,37,39.40
The higher the score, the greater the degree of parentifkation.

' For more information on this questionnaire, contact Gregory J. Jurkovic, Ph.D., at the Department of
Psychology, Georgia State University, University Plaza,Atlanta, GA 30303 USA
(telephone 3: 404-65 1-327 1).
Copyright 1986 by Sessions and Jurkovic

APPENDIX E
Coherency Scale

COHERENCY SCALE

In order to validate our questionnaire on adult responsibilities assumed by
children and adolescents. it is very important for us to be aware o f the clarity and
colierency of each of the items. Please indicate the degree of clarity o f each item
according to the following scale:
1

-1

\,er>.unclear

unclear

3
quite unclear

3

5

6

slightly clear

quire clear

clear

7
very ckar

APPENDIX F

Bilingualism Scale
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BILINGUALISM SCALE

In order for us to determine your level of bilingualism,
please answer the following questions:

1

-7

ver). little

a Little

3
quite well

4
very welI

1

2
a little

3
quite weH

4
very well

2
a little

3
quite well

very well

a little

quite well

very well

1. 1 can read in English:

2. I can ulite in English: . . .

very little

3 . 1 can understand a conversation in English: . . .
1

very little
4. I can express myself in English:

4

...
4

very little

5 . 1 believe that 1 have understood the statements in this questionnaire:

1
very little

2
a little

3
quite well

...
4
very wel l

APPENDIX G

Mother-son interactions observed in
laboratory task setting

MOTHER
Civing support or structure
11

12

SON

. . . . . . . . .

. . . gives suppotti to son

. , . calls soi] back on task 1repriniands Iiirti

. . . . . . .

Ex pressing borcdom l distraction
21

. . . looks at Iicrself in mirror / "prccns"

Tssk rote-rcversal

.

.

31

. . . touches screeri

33
34

. . . takes over keyboard

.

.

.

.

o

.

.

.

.

. . . toiiclies kcys once or twicc

7 1 . . . protcsts iinrcqiicstccl Iielp, vcrbnlly or iioii\~crbnlly
~r
72 . . . ncccpts2 iiiotlicr's lielp' i i i l l ~ ptoreviitg
74

. . . offers kcyboard to iiiotlicr, vcibnlly or iioiwcrbnlly

(total # of kejlstrokes recordcd ir i shudcd nrcq)

. . . works on keyboard uiiinterriiptcdly for 30 seconds

35
36

. . . sits down iii son's chair to coiitiiiue workiiig oii kcybonrd

76

. . . oll'crs cliiiii. to iiiotlicr, vci.bnlly or iioii\~rbiilly

42

, , , laiiglis

81
82
83

. . . iiiitintcs or attciiipts to iriitiatc cyc coiitnct witli iiiotlicr
. . . lniiglis

43

. . , teascs, flirts 1 tickles sori or cngagcs iii playfiil, pcer-likc toiicli

. . .icascs,

toiicli

f l i i i s I ticklcs iiiotlici., ctlgngcs iii playriil, pccr-likc

APPENDIX H

Mother-son interactions recording form

APPENDIX 1

Procedural instructions given to interviewers on
1. Contacthg participants
2. Administering questionnaires
3. Filling out Interview Form
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1. Prise de responsabilités adultes: Faire le contact (140 sujets potentiels)

-4) À panir de la liste. trouver les numéros de téléphone actuels ( = travail de détective!)

B) Contacter sujets par téléphone
1 ) Demander d'abord I'adolescentlui-même
2) S'il n'est pas Ià, demander a quel moment on pourrait le rejoindre
3 ) Si Ie numéro n'est plus bon, chercher à le contacter à travers parents. numéros
sécondaires (ie, numéro de travail de la mère). demander si la personne à
la ligne serait au courant. etcC ) S 'identifier:
Bonjour,je rn appelle
er je travaille pour un érrtdiant à I 'école de
psycho-éducation. il y a quelques années, t 'es venu art labomroire po rrr fciire du
rruvail sur un ordinateur en présence de ta mère. Est-ce que ru r Én soztvicns? Jc
fais parrie de cette équipe-là. . .
(S'il s'en souvient, continuer. Sinon, essayer de lui rappeler l'experimentation avec
ordinateurs au labo de l'école de psycho-éd; mentionner Louise Bineau. qui a peut-être
cardé un contact avec lui, ou Pierre Charlebois, qui lui a écrit une lettre pour expliquer
I'esperimentation)

-

D) Expliquer le but de ton appel:
Hé bien, onfait act uellement une recherche sur les responsabilités adultes prises
par lesjeunes hommes quifaisaient partie de l'étude. Nous sommes en train de
recontacter tous les jeunes qui sont venus au laboratoire. il s'agit de remplir
chez toi un questionnaire qui parle du rde que tu asjoué dans tafamille avant et
après l'âge de 14 ans. Pour remplir ce questionnaire ne devrait pas te prendre
plus qu'me demie-heure, et il n 'y a pas de suivi après. Suite à ça, on aimerait te
donner un cinq dollars pour ta gentillesse de répondre à ce questionnaire.
E) Prendre rendez-vous:
En plus, on va se rendre chez toi ou à l'extérieur, selon tes disponibilités,pour te
rencontrer avec le questionnaire. (Parler de nos disponibilités)
&sr-ceque tu seras disponible à un de ces moments?
Quelle est ton adresse?. . .peux-tu me donner des directions spécifques?. . quelles
sonr les rues principales dans ton coin?
(important! il y a beaucoup de rues qui portent le même nom)
Est-ce qu 'ily a d 'autres numéros de téléphone OU je pourrais te rejoindre au cas
où j'aurai un empêchement?
As-tu d 'autres quesiions? (Répondre ou donner numéro de Darrell)
S'il te plair, appelle-moi si jamais tu as un empêchement, où laisse-moi un message
dans ma boite vocale. Donc. on va se rencontrer
àchez toi
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2. Prise de responsabilités adultes: Faire remplir des auestionnaires
A) Accueillir l'adolescent et lui remercier de sa participation.

B) Trouver une place tranquille pour s'asseoir ensemble, essayer de reduire distractions
(ie. demander si on peut fermer le système de sonTla télévision, s'éloigner des autres
membres de la famille. . .)
C) Poser à I'adoIescent des questions sur sa famille pour établir le rapport (remplir la
feuille sommaire)

D) Expliquer le questionnaire:
.4 travers ceire étude. nous essayons de répondre Ù la qrtesrion srlivarzte: Jlcsqzr ü
y uel point les jeunes hommes québécois sont-ifsappelés, en tanr qu 'enfanr ou
adolescent, à entreprendre des râches ou des responsabilités adzrlres? La réponse
à cette quesrion a d'importantes implications pour notre compréhension des
jertnes hommes qui ont eu à adopter ces rôles dans leursfamilles.
Comme tu peur voir, ce qtrestionnaire est cozrrt: il ne contient que 30 qztestions.
Je re demande donc de bien lire chaque question et de répondre artenrivenzenr u
clzacune des qztestions
(Prendre avec lui la première question comme exemple. Il est important de souligner
deux choses: qu'il doit répondre pour deux moments différents-avant 14 ans et entre 14
et 16 a n s - e t que lorsque le questionnaire dit "mes frères et soeurs" ou "mes parents", il
peut répondre dans l'affirmatif même s'il s'agit d'un frère ou d'une soeur seulement ou
de sa mère ou de son père seulement.)

E) Donner "Questionnaire sur la prise de responsabilités adultes" / stylo (s'il en a besoin)
Avani de commencer. as-rit des questions? . . .Si jamais ru as des questions
pendant que tu remplis le questionnaire, n'hésite pas a me les poser.

(Essayer de répondre à ses questions et les prendre en note. Pendant qu'il travaille, lire
qqch où écrire sur la feuille sommaire pour ne pas avoir l'air de le surveiller)
F) Reprendre l'échelle. Voir si t'adolescent a des questions, des réactions spontanées ou
des commentaires à faire par rapport au questionnaire, et les écrire sur la feuille
sommaire.

G) Remercier l'adolescent, lui donner le 5$, lui dire qu'il n'y a pas de suivi et qu'il
pourrait appeler à Darrell Johnson s'il a des questions ou s'il aimerait en savoir plus. S'il
a le goût de parler plus de sa situation familiale, il pourrait aussi le dire à DJ qui pourrait
lui offrir des références.
H) Écrire date, numéro de dossier, tes initiaux sur la feuille et le questionnaire.
1) Donner à DJ

3. Prise de responsabilités adultes: Remplir la feuille sommaire
A ) Âge:

Qrrelle est / a date de naissance?
B) Fraterie:
As-[ri des frères or( des soeztrs? Si oui7
Peur-rrr me donner leurs prénoms et leurs &es, en conzmençant par le plus vicia?
Ensuite, Ob es/-ce qzr 'ils lmbitent?

(Prendre seulement les noms qu'il donne spontanément; si plus tard il ajoute d'autres
noms [eg. demi-frère. fils d'un beau-parent]. écrire les noms mais entre parantheses)
(Spécifier s'il s'agit d'un demi-frère ou soeur, de l'enfant d'un beau-parent ou d'un
"chum" ou d'une "blonde?' en mettant le symbôIe et la Iettre pertinentseg., * Jean 16 avec père (p) veut dire que Jean est le demi-frère du sujet;
+ Luc 2
d
(c) veut dire que Luc est le fils du chum de la mère)
(Indiquer où habite chaque membre de la famille en ce moment; eg, '.d'* (= avec sujet).
"en apartement seul". "avec père", "en residence", "à Chicoutimi", etc.)
C) Parents:
Contrnent s 'appellent tes parents? Ils onr à peu près que l ûge?
Esr-ce qu'ils son! toujours ensemble? Sinon,
Esr-ce qzce Ion père ou ta mère habile avec un autre partenaire?
Donc, si je comprends bien, en ce moment t'habites avec

7

D) Relation avec mère:
Cornmenr est-ce que ru décrirais !a relation avec ta mère?
(Pas besoin de poser la même question p / r au père; focus est sur la relation mère-fils)
E) Commentaires spontanées faites par l'adolescent:
(Pas besoin de poser des questions-il s'agit des commentaires faites spontanément par
l'adolescent; eg, "je ne m'entends pas tres bien avec mon père")
F) Impressions du chercheur d e son degré de parentification:

("O"

= pas du tout parentifié, ne démontre pas de prise de responsabilité, semble être
centré sur ses propres besoins; "5" = bien équilibré, responsable mais pas à l'extrême,
joue Ie rôle d'un fils et non celui d'un parent; "10" = très parentifié, démontre une
responsabilité extrême pour les besoins d'autrui, prend soin d'un parent ou des deux)

G) Remarques / observations:
(Prendre en note les comportements de l'adolescent qui suggèrent un dégré bas ou élevé
de parentification; eg, "il s'occupe de notre bien être-'voulez-vous qqch a boire?'"tres poli, manière très adulte" ou bien, "s'est pas présenté la première fois").

Id) Changements dans sa situation familiale
Main fenanrj 'crimeraissavoir avec qui f 'as déjà vécu pendant fotire iu vie. Etz cc
rrzornenl, i 'habiles avec
, n 'esr-ce pas? Qrrand trr es né, f 'hahirais avec qui:)
El
esi né(e) quand f 'avais qrrel ûge?. . .

(Donner I'explication des circonstances qui ont amené des changements en utilisant les
lettres indiquées; s'il n'habite plus avec un de ses parents, donner la fréquence des
contacts et comment ça a changé depuis son départ de la demeure familiale)
(Indiquer un commenceme?t ou une fin par un point sur la ligne: un point sur la ligne endessous du chiffre indique l'année; un point au milieu d'un carré indique la demie-année)

I ) Ses commentaires / questions / réactions p/r aux questionnaires:
.4s-t t i des qrtesriom?
Conzrnent as-trr II-ozivéces qziesfio~~nuir.es?
(ie. facile. pas pertinent. pas assez de
cliois. question spécifique qui était difficile a répondre etc.)
En quoi esr-ce qu 'i!s éfaienr dtflérenrs grre les atitres qtte f 'us dkju remplis?

APPENDIX J
Interview Form

Date:

/

Chercheur:

/

(m) (4

FEUILLE SOMMAIRE
Numéro de dossier: #
Date de naissance:

/

O')

/

(m) (a)

FRATERIE:
Frères (prénom) (âge) (habite ou?)

Soeurs (prénom) (âge) (habite où?)

"'"
= demi-frérckoeur
("m" = fils/fills de la mèrc. "p.'

= fils~filledu

pèrc)

"-"= fils/fille d'un beau-parent ou d'un "chum" ou d'une "blonde" d'un parent
("c" = fils/filIe

du partenaire d c la rnérc. "b" = fils/filIe d e la partenaire du pèrc)

P.4RENTS:
Père (prénom) (âge) (habite oh?):

Mère (prénom) (âge) (habite où?):

-

Beau-père / "churn" de la mère:

Belle-mère / "blonde" du père:

-

-

Indiquer par une ligne si les parents habitent ensemble / s'ils habitent avec un autre partenaire

Comment décrit-il sa relation avec sa mère?

Ses commentaires spontanées sur sa famille / sa situation familiale:

Est-ce qu'il va a l'école?
Pense-t-il aller à l'université?

oui O non Ci
oui O non O

Travaille-t-il?
Comme quoi?

Évaluation subjective du chercheur de son dégré de parentifkation:

(bas) O

1

2

3

4 (élevé)

Remarques / observations du chercheur:

oui 0

non O

ssxviii

CHANGEMENTS DE SITUATION FAMILIALE:

Personnes avec qui i1 habitait:

Âge du sujet:
mkrc

Explication des
changements:*

Si pas avec père /
mère, les voyait:**

pere

perc:

1

-7
3

4

s
6

-

8

9
1O

II

12
13
14

15

16
17

1s
19

.Explication des changements: X = séparation des parents; N = naissance d'un frère ou d'une soeur.
R = rCconciliation des parents; P = nouveau partenaire; E = enfant(s) de c e partenaire: D = depan d'un enfant;
DS = dcménagement du sujet; M = mort

* * lquotidiennernent; 2=plusieurs x / sern.; 3=unc x iouies les 1-2 srrn,; 4=une x / mois: 5=moins souvcnt; 6=jamais

Ses commentaires / questions i réactions p/r aux questionnaires:

mCrc

APPENDIX K

Selected individual cases of high paren tification

Selected individual cases o f high parentification

Jean-Franqois (aged 18 years. 9 months) lived with both parents and with one younger
sister wlio was 12 years old at the tirne of the interview. He greeted the interviewer with an
apology-lie was crying. lie said, because he had been watching a sad movie. In the interview. JF presented a s very socially appropriate and responsible: he initiated speaking En$isli witli tlie
interviewer (one of only two participants wlio did this) .-because 1 tliouçlit tliat nras your best
language". He also tumed on the light so the interviewer could see better. J-F apologized that tlic
liouse \vas in a mess. offered the interviewer a drink and introduced his sister who was in anotlier
room. As \ve were talking togetlier, he began making dinner for the family. He spoke easily and
openl!. about his job. Iiis stiidies and his girlfriend. He gave tlie impression o f a Young man wlio
\\.as articulate and mature as well as positive and entliusiastic about Iiis life. He was planning to
stridy Iiistory and geograpliy at university and Iiad been working as equipmeiit manazer for his
school's football team.

J-F described Iiis reiationsliip witli Iiis mother as sood and claimed tliat tliry soiiietinies
esperienced problems "because we are tlie same sign9--tliey Iiad a Iot in comrnoii. and tiiey also
Iiad a lot of differences between them. "When we argue, it bothers tlie family", J-F said. because
mother and son screarned at each other. He responded yes to the question (asked after lie Iiad
cornpleted the questionnaire) o f wliether he had ever '-taken care o f ' one or both of Iiis parents.
He said tliat his father "doesn't taIk much or rule tlie house much" and that consequently lie was
tlie one who helped Iiis mother with such tasks as dishes. laundry. cooking. and doing otlier
cliores around the Iiouse. He also said that h e helped her "psychologically" when slie was
esperiencing difficulties with his father or his sister; "slie talks to me, 1 give lier advice". This
Iiad been going on for the previous two years: "now 1 have more [responsibility] tlian 1 did tliree
or four years ago; my father and mother are working and 1 want to help them. They're counting
on me a lot!" He did not think that this meant too much responsibility for him; "it's easy for
m e 4 listen to a lot of people's problems". J-F spontaneously described himself as generous. a
cgood friend and a good listener who was indeed involved in hefping a lot o f people around Iiim.
His Parentification Score was 37, the highest one obtained in this study.
Francis (aged 1 8 years, 4 months) was an only chiId living witli botli of his
parents. When asked about his relationship witli Iiis mother, he responded, "It's hard to Say; die
asks a lot of wrong questions just at the wrong moment-that gets on rny nerves!" He was
artending school and doing some part-tirne work as a model. It surprised me that Francis ended
up in the High-Parentification group because he did not present as extremely responsible,
although he was friendly and cooperative. The interview took place in the stairwell of a friend's
home because Francis had forgotten about our meeting, and he srnoked during the interview. He
had very good eye contact and said at the end of the interview, "cal1 me back if you have any
more questions". F. had a Parentification Score of 33, the second highest obtained in this study.
Nicolas (aged 18 years, 1 1 months) lived with both parents, with one older brotlier (aged
19 years) and with two younger brothers (aged 10 and 14 years). He was very poiite, apologized
for not being able to meet with me sooner due to Iiis work schedule, and offered me a drink. He
was quite interested in the goals o f m y research and asked how 1 had corne to choose hirn as a
participant. He said he enjoyed a good relationship with his mother whom he described as a
friend. N. was workine and going to school but did not plan to attend university. He felt tliat he
liad been given too much responsibility when he was younger in terms of taking care of tlic
house, "but not in other tliings". He did say that he liad taken care of his parents "in tlie sense of

taking care of the house, but not telling my father what he should be doing". In the questionnaire.
N. indicated that he Iiad "very often" acted as a rnediator behveen his parents, that they tiad both
-'ver). ofien" discussed financial matters with him and shared intimate material with Iiim, from
before he was 14 years old. His mother. but not his father, had "very ofien" shared her own
problems and concems with hirn, and he had "very often" consoled her when she was in distress.
N.liad a Parentification Score of 3 1.
Frédérïck (aged 18 years, 3 months) lived with his mother and one younger sister, aged
16. H e had been living with liis motlier since his parents divorced when he was s i s years old; he
didn't see his father at al1 for the next three years, and afier that he has been in contact once every
couple o f weeks. F. described his relationship with his mother as very good and did not feel tliat
lie liad been given too much responsibility, although he had taken care of lier two years aço (lie
did not explain in wtiicli way). He was going to school as well as working for a dry cleaning
Company. F. scored 3 1 on the PS (Child-Parent items).

Benoit (aged 18 years, I 1 months) was living in an apartment with the former girifriend
o f his eldest brother, Before leaving home he had been living with both parents. Benoit had two
older brothers, now 26 and 20 years old, but the eldest had moved out when h e was 12 years old
and the second brother had lefi for Cegep when he was 14, leaving him from that point on as the
"only child" living with his parents. Benoit described his relationship with his motlier as good:
"we get along, we understand each other-we're
un peu complice [kind of tike accomplices]!".
He wris neither attending scliool nor working but intended to begin Cegep in two months in order
to study parapsycliology. He was very polite, offering me a glass ofjuice and talking very openly
about his beliefs and his philosophy o f life: "t'm still looking!" Benoit did not consider himself
to have taken on too much responsibility at home when he was younger, and thought it
appropriate that the older he became, the more responsibility he had k e n given. He answered
yes to the question of having cared for one of his parents; when his parents quarrelled once and
his father left home for a month and a half, Benoit had taken over his father's manual chores
(such as chopping wood) and had also taken upon himself the responsibility o f cheering up his
rnother and heiping her feel better. Benoit had a Parentification Score of 25.
André (aged 18 years, 3 months) was living with his mother alone a t the time of the
interview, but had a long history o f moving in and out of the family home. His parents divorced
when he was two years old and he first had spent three years with his father before voluntarify
entering a group home for two and a half years. He didn't see his father much afier that point
until he turned eight, and since then he has k e n seeing his father once every couple of weeks.
André was also living with his older brother (age 19) and his younger sister (age 10). He told me
that he got atong well with his mother but added that they frequently quarrelled. André presented
as friendly and likeabie and made a lot of jokes. He was not attending school or work, having
oniy recently lefi another group home where he had been living. (The circumstances o f his stay
tliere were unclear). André scored 20 on the Child-Parent subscale; from age 14 to 16, he
reported that his mother "very often" discussed financiaI problems with hirn and "occasionally"
shared her secrets with him. During this period of time he "occasionally" served as a mediator
behveen Iiis parents and liis motlier "often" shared her personal problems and concerns wit1.r him
as if he were another adult.

Pascd (age 18 years, 7 months) was living witli Iiis mother when 1 interviewed Iiim. His
parents had separated wlien he was a baby and he had lived witti his father until age 1 O, seeing Iiis
inother every week or so. Then lie came to Montréal to attend school (his fatlier lived out in the
coiintn.) and moved in witli Iiis rnother where he Iias lived ever since. From age 13 o r 14 lie has
also li\.ed with two younger brothers (now four and five years old), cliildren from Iiis motlier's
new relationship. His motlier, wIio was present during part of the interview. uses a wlieelchair to
get around. and slie expressed that while lie did not "take care of lier", Pascal did help her out a
lot. doing liouseliold chores and picking Iiis half-brothers up from kindergarten. Pascal presented
as quiet and timid and bot11 mother and son seemed to be in a somewliat depressed mood. He Iiad
a Parentification Score of 19 and wrote in the questionnaire that botli parents asked Iiis advice
abolit adulr subjects froni before wlien lie was 14 years old. and that from tliis young age tliey
botli ~~occasioiially"
discussed finances and financial problems with hirn. During tfiis same tirne
ptxiod. Iiis motiier '-ofien" and Iiis fatlier "occasionally" shared their personal problems with Iiirn.

Luc (ascd 18 years, 6 months) appeared older tlian Iiis age. He lived aione with Iiis fatlier at the
time o f the interview; Iiis older sister, aged 2 1 years, liad moved out when he was 15 and I~is
parents Iiad separated wlien lie was 12 years old. Since the separation lie Iias lived with Ilis fatlier
but lie still sees Iiis motiier on a daily basis. Fatlier's new spouse and her 20 year-old son moved
in \\.Ilen Luc was 14. While answering the questions in the Parentification Scale he was
sorne\vliat confused as to who constituted his family: "Who is it? My fatlier, my mother, my
sister. or her too?" (indicating his stepmother who was working in the kitchen). While lie almost
never speaks to his stepmother, he described his relationship with his mother as very good. He
said tliat he "takes care o f ' Iiis rnother quite a bit; she works as janitor of an apartrnent building,
and Luc ofien does chores for her there. On another level, he said he also provided lier witli
moral support and talked to lier a lot about her dificulties. In the PS he indicated that botii
parents asked his advice "occasionalIy", that he "occasionally" acted as a mediator for his parents
and tliat both parents "occasionally" shared their personal problems and concerns with Iiim and he
had to console tliern (from before age 14). From age 14 to 16 his father "occasionally" shared
secrets with him. Luc's score on the PS (Child-Parent items) was 19.

APPENDIX L

Tables not included in the text

sliv

Table 1-A
Interrater Rel iabil hies for Observational Predictors N o t Used in Analvsis (n = 27)
Cronbach's alplia
Pred ictor

TI

Tz

M

Mother zives son support
Mother continues doing son's task (> 30 s)"
Motlier's totaI number o f keystrokes"
.Motlier sits down in son's chair"
Mother teasesl "flins" with son
Son protests motlier's Iielp
Son accepts mothefs help
Son offers keyboardl Iiis chair t o inotlier

Note. Tasks took place in t h e Learning Lab and involved borh rnother and son. At TI the averaze age of
the 27 subjects was t Z.3 years, SD = -53. At T2,the average age of subjects was 15.3 years, SD = -53.
Items without an alpha were not observed by one of the two raten during the task.
"Tliese items were multicollinear with "mother takes over".

'l'riblc 2-A
Oiitcoiiics o f Previoiis Stiidics Using the Parciitificntioii Scnlc
Population
-

-

--

-

--

Mika, Bcrçiicr & Bniiiri
( 1 987)

100

Female undcrgradiintes
(cldcstf; 2 I yoiirigcr sib)

59.0

29.0

8.5

134.0

Cotis~riict~nlidiitioii,Spcariiiaii r = .98, p < .OI
"Cliiiicnlly sigiiificniii" dcgrcc of parcntificatioii:
scorc of 85-90 ( > I SI> abovc icst iiiean)

Jarvis, 1-irirpcr& Bcrgncr

28

Femnle undergraduates

54.3

27.1

?

?

Tl 'I'!: !: = .88, p < .O001 (iiitervnl: 4 iiiontfis)

..,

29

Gradc 9 stiidents

?

?

?

?

'I'[- 'I.,:- -r = 6 3 , ':
~ .O03 (iriicival: 4 iiioiitlis)

Vallcaii, Bcrgiicr & Ilorton

208

Feiiiale undergrzdiinies

48.9

29.7

0.5

144.0

Ciit-off for fiiglicst 113 of scorcs: 56.5

-

( 1992)
.-

-

-

-

-

-

--

--

( 1 995)
-

.-

-- ---

-

-

--

Johnson ct al. (prc-test)
(1 997)

18

Female undergraduates
(cldcstf, 2 1 younger sib)

63.2

27.9

27.5

1 17.5

l',
- T!: 1' = 3 5 , p < .O I (iiiicrvnl: I wcck)
Cui-off for Iiiçlicst 1/3 of scorcs: 77.1

Johrison
( 1999)

82

Male adolescciits ( 18- 19)
(variolis sib situations)

39.8

223

1 ,Q

1 13.0

Ciii-off for Iiiglicst 113 o f scorcs: 46.7

34

nialc adolcsccnts ( 18- 19)
(cldcst, living wiih 2 I yoiingcr sib)

46.0

35.1

8,0

1 13.0

Ciii-off' h r Iiiçlicst 113 of scores: 5 1.2

...

-

-

Note. Possible range o f PS scorcs: O 185 (wcightcd), O 240 (iinwciglitcd). Wciçlitcd scorcs

5

<

slvi

Table 3-A
Parentification Scale Subscale Outcomes for Jarvis Studv. Suboroups o f Adolescents in tlie
Present Studv
- .

"Before are 14"
M
SD

Subscale

"Aee 14- 16"

M
-

SD

Total scores

M

SD

1 . Child as "Spouse" to Parent(s)
Jarvis et al. (N= 28)
Johnson (N= 82)"

7.9
6 -2
6.8

Johnson @ = 34)b
Johnson e t ai. (N = L 8)'

--

7. Cliild as "Parent" to Parent(s)

9 -3

Janris et al.
= 28)
Johnson (& = 82)
Johnson @
I = 34)
Johnson et al. (N = 1 8)

6-3
6 -3

--

3. Child as "Parent" to Sibling(s)
Jarvis et al. @ = 28)
Johnson (N = 82)*

11.1

Johnson (& = 34)
Jolinson et al. (N= 18)

1 1 -3

8.2

-

4. Child Performs Household Tasks

1.5
3.1
3-2

Jarvis et al. @ = 28)
Johnson
= 82)
Johnson (n = 34)
Johnson et al. @ = 18)

--

-

- - -

Note. 'AH subjects. beldest, Iiving with >= 1 younger sib. 'Pretest. %ot valid for cornparison purposes
because many subjects @ = 36) were not living with younger siblings at age 16.

Curriculum v i t e

DARRELL R. JOHNSON
1 1 57 St-Joseph est. 1
MONTRÉAL, QC H2J 1 L3
(5 14) 277-4692
darrelI.iohnson~svmpatico.ca

FULL-TIIVE WORK EXPERIENCE
Aug. 1990 Aug. 1993

Scarborough Ceneral Hospital Child & Family Clinic
3040 Lawrence Ave. E., SCARBOROUGH, Ont. M 1 P 2V5
-Family and Cliild Therapist : provided farnily tlierapy to a
multi-etlinic community; worked individually and in CO-therapy;did
individual play tlierapy witli children (aged 3- 1 2) and led adolescent
therapy groups: prepared evaluation and summary reports. kept files and
presented clinical cases; trained medical interns doing family tlierapy
rounds, supervised two students doing Ph.D. intemsliips witli the Clinic:
CO-ledthree therapy çroups for sexually abused cliildren in tlie coritest of
S.A.S.A.T. (Scarborougli Agencies for Sexual Abuse Treatment)

Aug. 1989 -

The Aisling Centre for Children and Families
2202 Egtinton Ave. E.. Suite 105, SCARBOROUGH. Ont. M 1 L 2N3

J u l > r 1990

-School Support Counselor : provided individual and group
therapy to latency-aged boys with emotional and behavioural problems;
planned and implemented behavioural and social skills programs in the
context of a day treatrnent program in a school setting
Sept. 1988 Aug. 1989

The West End Crêche Child & Family Clinic
4 h i l d Therapist II :CO-iedtwo day treatment play therapy
groups with preschool-aged chi ldren with autism and Pervasive
Developmental Disorder; provided one-on-one support and tlierapy to
children; participated in multidisciplinary clinical planning sessions

PART-TIME WORK EXPERIENCE
Jan. 1 997 present

The Bank of Montréal-Employee Assistance Program
507 Place d'Armes, bureau 200 1, MONTREAL, QC H2Y 2W7
4 o u n s e l o r and Case Manager (ongoing) : provide brief
therapy to Bank ernployees and their families; present conferences on
stress management, adapting to change, and aspects of psychological
well-being; provide post trauma intervention

Sept. 1990 June 1998

Warren Shepell Consultants Corporation
630 Sherbrooke O., bureau 8 10, MONTRÉAL, QC
4 o u n s e l o r (ongoing): do brief psychotherapy with adults,
adolescents and farnilies in the context of an employee assistance
program; provide individual and group post trauma intervention

Sept. 1995 April 1996

Département de psychologie, Université de Montreal
-Assistant Supervisor : offered group supervision to Masters-

level Université de Montréal students in counseling psychoiogy
Sept. 1994hlarcli 1996

Clinique de Consultation conjugale et familiale Poitras-Wright, Côté

32 rue St-Cliarles O., suite 220, LONGUEUIL. QC. J4H IC6
-Doctoral intern :did tlierapy witli couples, families and
individuals; received training in family mediation from Gérald Côté
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

252 Bloor St. W., TORONTO, Ont.

-Researcli Assistant : recruited subjects. establislied parameters
and gathcred data for a research study conceived by Dr. Liiida Siegal of
O.I.S.E. and Dr. Suzanne Zieglar of the Metro Toronto School Board
Jan. - June 1986

The Mackay Centre
3 500 boul. Décarie, MONTRÉAL. QC H4A 355
-PsycliologicaI Consultant for the Primary Grades : provided
psychological consultation to the teachers of six classes of pliysicaliy
handicapped children (ages 3- 10); planned and implernented a group
preventive intervention program deal ing witli sel f-esteem, body image
and otlier aspects of the social and emotional lives of these children

AIAJOR PRESENTATIONS
March 17. 19, 24,
1997

"Interpersonal Communication in the Workplace"
(A series of communication workshops presented to the Legisiative
Senlices branch of the Department of Justice in Ottawa)

June 5 . 1992

"Agenda vs. Process in the Latency Boys' Survivors Group"
(Presentation of a successful sexual abuse treatment group mode1 to
S.A.S.A.T. colleagues in collaboration witli two CO-tlierapists)

Jan. 30. 1992

"The Effects of Divorce and Separation on Children of Different Ages"
(Tearn presentation of clinical cases to the Mental Health Department of
Scarborough General Hospital)

"A critical review of preschool social withdrawal intervention through symbolic modeling"

IYTERESTS AND ABILITIES

-FI uently bi 1ingual in English and French (spoken and written)
*Long-distance mnning (personal bests: Maratho-253:
12, 10-k-37:40)
*\\'ildemess camping and canoeing (Algonquin Park, Ontario)

